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Abbreviations
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G-coupled protein receptor
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High fructose corn syrup
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Horizontal gene transfer
High performance liquid
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Irritable bowel syndrome
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Microbial-associated molecular pattern
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TNF-α
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Roux-En Y gastric bypass
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Transepithelial electrical
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Temperature gradient gel
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Toll-like receptor
Tumor necrosis facctor alpha

WAT
WHO

White adipose tissue
World Health Organization

H2S
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MAMP

Immunoglobulin A
InterleukinLow density lipoprotein
Lipoprotein lipase
Messenger RNA
National Institutes of Health
NOD-like receptor
Polymerase chain reaction
Peptide YY
Pattern recognition receptors
Quantitative polymerase chain
reaction
Quantitative real time
polymerase chain reaction
16S ribosomal ribonucleic acid
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Zusammenfassung
In den vergangenen Jahren wurde weltweit eine starke Zunahme der Häufigkeit von Übergewicht und
Adipositas bei Erwachsenen sowie auch bei Kindern festgestellt. Adipositas (auch Fettleibigkeit,
Fettsucht oder Obesitas genannt) bezeichnet ein starkes Übergewicht, das durch eine über das normale
Mass hinausgehende Vermehrung des Körperfettes mit krankhaften Auswirkungen gekennzeichnet ist.
Nach der WHO-Definition wird Adipositas einem Körpermasseindex (BMI) von über 30 kg/m²
zugeteilt. Der BMI wird anhand der Grösse und des Gewichts berechnet, wird aber bei Kindern wegen
Wachstumsunterschiede zwischen Mädchen und Buben anders eingestuft und bezieht sich auf
vorgegebenen Tabellen der WHO und der amerikanischen Centers for Disease Control (CDC). Die
Ursache für Adipositas wird meist in der Ernährung oder Bewegung gesucht, jedoch wurde aber
wissenschaftlich vermehrt gezeigt, dass auch andere Faktoren eine Rolle spielen können. In 2005
demonstrierte Ley et al. dass sich die Darmflora von normal-gewichtigen Erwachsenen von derjenigen
von übergewichtigen unterscheidet mit Identifizierung von einem erhöhten Anteil von Firmicutes
gegenüber Bacteroidetes Stämmen in übergewichtigen Probanden. Die Bedeutung dieser Anteil von
Firmicutes und Bacteroidetes wurde in zwischen mehrfach umstritten dennoch wurden Unterschiede in
der Beteiligung des Stoffwechsels zwischen normal- und übergewichtigen vermehrt demonstriert.
Zudem wurde die Bildung erhöhten Mengen von Stoffwechselprodukten, vor allem die kurzkettigte
Fettsäuren Acetat, Butyrat und Propionat, bei übergewichtigen beachtet. Diese Fettsäuren entstehen bei
der bakteriellen Abbau von ballaststoffreichen Kohlenhydraten in dem Dickdarm, wobei die zugeführte
Energie unter Umständen nicht von allen Personen gleich verwertet wird.
Ein mitwirkender Faktor bei der Entstehung von Adipositas ist die Änderung unserer Diäten,
gekennzeichnet bei einem Zuwachs an zucker- und fettreiche Produkte und reduzierte Mengen
ballaststoffreiche Lebensmitteln. Insbesondere wurde eine Zunahme von Fruktose und fix-fertig,
kohlenhydratreiche Produkte in übergewichtigen gegenüber normalgewichtigen Kindern festgestellt.
Trotz der überwiegenden Daten welche auf einer diät-beeinflussten Rolle der Darmflora in Adipositas
hindeuten, wurde dieser Zusammenhang in Kindern bis anhin nicht gründlich untersucht. In der
vorliegenden Arbeit wurde ein Systembiologie-Modell erfasst um die Gesamtheit der Prozesse in
Zusammenhang mit Adipositas, Fruktose und die Darmflora in normal- und übergewichtigen Kindern
zu untersuchen. Dieses Systembiologie-Modell besteht aus vier komplementäre Komponenten: eine
4
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klinische Studie mit normal- und übergewichtigen Kindern, ein in vitro Fermentationsmodell, ein
kombiniertes in vitro Darmzellen-Fermentationsmodell und ein in vivo Tiermodell. Die Besonderheit
dieser unterschiedliche aber komplementäre Modelle liegt in dem fortgeschrittenen Grad der
Systembiologie Methoden verwendet und die Komplexität der erhaltenen Daten.
In unserer klinischen Studie in Zusammenarbeit mit der Kinderspital St. Gallen wurde die
Zusammensetzung (qPCR) sowie auch die Aktivität (HPLC) der Darmbakterien in normal- und
übergewichtige Kinder untersucht. In Gegensatz zu den Resultaten in Erwachsenen welche auf einer
erhöhten Anteil von Firmicutes gegenüber Bacteroidetes zeigten, konnten keine signifikante
Unterschiede in 9 bakteriellen Gruppen zwischen den beiden Versuchsgruppen festgestellt werden.
Vergleichsweise wurde jedoch eine signifikante und erhöhte metabolische Aktivität in übergewichtigen
Kindern beobachtet. Höhere Mengen der kurzkettigten Fettsäuren Butyrat und Propionat wurden in den
übergewichtigen Probanden gemessen, hingegen wurde ein grösserer Beitrag an intermediär
Metaboliten sowie Lactat beobachtet. Diese Resultate stimmen mit bisherigen Studien, welche einen
erhöhten Stoffwechsel in übergewichtiger Darmflora demonstrierten, überein. In dem zweiten Teil
meines Systembiologie-Modells, wurde während 42 Tagen der Einfluss verschiedener Diäten auf die
Zusammensetzung

und

Aktivität

der

Darmflora

in

einem

kontinuierlichen,

dreistufigen

Fermentationsmodell untersucht. Dieses dreistufige Fermentationsmodell wurde erfasst um den
aufsteigenden (pH 5.5), querlaufenden (pH 6.2) und den absteigenden (pH 6.8) Abschnitt des
Dickdarms zu simulieren und wurde mit immobilisierten Fäkalproben von je einem normal- und
übergewichtigen Kind angeimpft. Drei verschiedene Fermentationsmedien, reflektierend der Diäten
eines übergewichtigen (HE), normalgewichtigen (NE) und magersüchtigen (LE) Kindes, wurden
anhand publizierte Ernährungsverhalten der drei Gruppen kreiert. Diese Fermentationsmedien wurden
dem Fermentationsmodell und die darin immobilisierten Darmbakterien während separate
Fermentationsperioden sequenziell zugeführt. Die HE Fermentationsmedium führte vor allem zu
erhöhten Butyrat Produktion in normal- sowie auch übergewichtigen Kindern aber mit
unterschiedlicher Stimulierung der Buytrat-produzierende Clostridium Cluster XIVa in den beiden
Modellen. Lactat-bedingte, Butyrat-produzierende E. hallii wurde in der übergewichtigen und Actetatbedingte, Butyrate-produzierende Roseburia / E. rectale in der normal-gewichtigen Darmflora
stimuliert. Der umgekehrte Effekt wurde während Zufluss des NE Media beobachtet, hingegen
reagierten beide Darmflora ähnlich während Fermentation des LE (Magersüchtigen) Media.
5
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Eine Kritik solcher in vitro Fermentationsmodellen bezieht sich auf die Abwesenheit der Interaktionen
zwischen Wirt und Mikroorganismen. Um die Fähigkeit verschiedener Diäten die Interaktionen
zwischen Wirt und Mikroorganismen beeinflussen zu können, wurde ein kombiniertes in vitro
Darmzell-Fermentationsmodell erfasst. Dieses Modell verfügt über Mukus absondernde HT29-MTX
Darmzellen welche mit Ausflüsse der verschiedenen Reaktoren des Dreistufigen-Dickdarm
Fermentationsmodells behandelt wurden. Veränderungen des Immunsystems in Folge der
Zusammensetzung der Darmflora oder metabolische Aktivität während verschiedener Energiestatus
wurden anhand verschiedener Zytokin Absonderung gemessen. Im Weiteren wurden Veränderungen in
der Epithelintegrität mittels der Transepithelialen Elektrischen Resistenz (TER) gemerkt. Die Art der
Immunresonanz unterschied sich zwischen der normal- und übergewichtigen Darmflora. Absonderung
der Zytokinen IL-2, IL-6, IL-8 und IL-10 wurde bei mit normal-gewichtigem Ausfluss behandelten
HT29-MTX gemessen, welches auf eine proinflammatorische Reaktion hindeutet. Nur die
Absonderung von IL-1Ra bei mit übergewichtigem Ausfluss behandelten HT29-MTX Darmzellen
wurde beobachtet. Dieser Unterschied einer Zytokin-Absonderung wurde auf Verschiedenheiten in der
Zusammensetzung der beiden Darmflora zugeschrieben. Lactobacillus wurde in der normalgewichtigen Darmflora konstant gemessen, erschien aber erst während LE Fermentation in der
übergewichtigen Darmflora. Obwohl sich diese Beobachtung auf nur eine bakterielle Gruppe bezieht,
deutet sie auf andere mögliche aber unentdeckte kompositionelle Unterschiede als Ursache hin. In
Gegensatz

zu

Immunreaktivität,

reagierte

TER

auf

die

zugeführte,

simulierte

Diät.

Fermentationsauflüsse der HE Fermentationsperiode, gefasst mit hohen Mengen Butyrat sowie
Fermentationsauflüsse der LE Fermentationsperiode, führten zu dem grössten Anstieg der TER in
beiden Fermentationsmodellen.
Schlussendlich wurde die Gesamtheit dieser in vitro Resultate mittels einer in vivo Tiermodell getestet.
Zwanzig männliche Fisher Raten wurden in zwei 10-er Gruppen eingeteilt und mit der Darmflora von
entweder einem normal- oder übergewichtigen Kind konventionalisiert. Die beiden Gruppen wurden
danach in einer Fruktose- oder Kontrol-Gruppe von je 5 Tieren aufgeteilt. Die Einnahme von Fruktose
wurde mit höheren Gewichtszunahme und Körperfettanteil verbunden, vor allem in normalgewichtigen, konventionalisierten Tieren. Höhere Mengen an Leptin und Adiponectin wurde mit der
Einnhame von Fruktose assoziiert. Auch ein Begin von der mit Adipostias-assoziierten Entzündung
wurde in den übergewichtigten konventionalisierten Tieren gemerkt, gekennzeichnet bei hohen CRP
Mengen in Blut. Die Zusammensetzung der Darmflora reagierte ebenfalls auf die Zufuhr von Fruktose
6
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mit der Beobachtung einer Dysbiosis der Butyrat-produzierende Bakterien, gekennzeichnet bei der
Stimulierung von den Lactat-nutzenden E. hallii und Reduktion von den Acetat-nutzenden Roseburia /
E. rectale und F. prausnitzii. Im Weiteren wurde eine Beziehung zwischen den Lactat-produzierenden,
Milchsäuren Bakterien Lactobacillus und Bifidobacteria und andere Lactat-nutzende Spezies sowie
Veillonella und Sulfat-reduzierende Mikroorganismen beobachtet. Fruktose-abhängige metabolische
Aktivität war am höchsten in normal-gewichtigen, konventionalisierten Tieren obwohl die gesamte
metabolische Aktivität bei den übergewichtigen, konventionalisierten Tieren am höchsten war. Diese
Resultate deuten auf eine metabolische und Lactat-abhängige Nische, dominiert bei Milchsäuren
Bakterien welche die Zusammensetzung weiter beeinflussen. Der Grad der Dysbiosis war vermindert
in übergewichtigen, konventionalisierten Tieren, vorschlagend auf eine Art Kondition der
übergewichtigen Darmflora zu Komponenten eines überwichtigen Diäts, wie beispielsweise Fruktose.
Normal-gewichtigen, konventionalisierten Tieren demonstrierten hingegen eine hohe metabolische
Reaktion und Dybiosis als mögliche Adaption zu einem „unbekannten“ Substrat.
Zusammenfassend wurde in der vorliegende Arbeit ein kombiniertes Systemsbiologie-Modell erstellt
um die Gesamtheit der Prozesse in Zusammenhang mit Adipositas, Fruktose und die Darmflora in
normal- und übergewichtigen Kindern zu untersuchen. Eine Fruktose-abhängige Dysbiosis in Buytratproduzierende Mikroorganismen sowie auch erhöhte metabolische Aktivität wurde in vitro sowie auch
in vivo beobachtet. Die Gesamtheit der Resultate schlagen eine nötige Reaktion einer normalgewichtigen

Darmflora vor, als Antwort zu einer Zufuhr von westlichen Diäten und deren

Komponenten. In Gegensatz wurde eine Art erworbene Kondition der übergewichtigen Darmflora
beobachtet, gekennzeichnet bei einem geringeren Mass der Adaptation zu westlichen Diäten und deren
Komponenten sowie Fruktose. Die Kombination von verschiedenen und in ihrer Komplexität
ausgezeichneten Modellen und deutet auf eine solide Gestaltung der Modelle hin und kann durchaus in
zukünftige Versuche der Einfluss verschiedene Faktoren auf die Zusammensetzung und metabolische
Aktivität der Darmflora eingesetzt werden.
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Summary
Obesity has reached a worldwide epidemic status affecting both children and adults as well as
developing and Western nations. Obesity is defined as excessive or abnormal body fat accumulation
that presents a risk to health and is measured using the Body Mass Index (BMI), with a BMI of 25 – 30
defined as overweight and a BMI >30 classified as obese. Classification of obesity in children is more
complex, defined according to specific age and gender-defined growth charts given by both the WHO
and U.S. Centers for Disease Control. Increased energy intake coupled to reduced physical activity and
energy expenditure constitutes the major cause of obesity however, other factors have more recently
been ascribed as potentially influential in the development and maintenance of an obese phenotype. In
2005 Ley et al. described the possibility of compositional differences with our commensal gut
microflora as a contributory factor in obesity, with the observation of an increased Firmicutes :
Bacetroidetes ratio identified in obese subjects. The overall relevance of these finding have since been
heavily debated, however it has become more widely accepted that the obese microbiome is endowed
with a greater dietary energy harvesting capacity. Indeed, higher levels short chain fatty acids (SCFA)
arising from microbial fermentation of dietary starch and carbohydrate have been measured in fecal
samples of obese versus normal-weight subjects. Increased dietary energy harvesting by the commensal
flora resulting in increased SCFA production could provide the host with additional energy sources
leading to altered host metabolic processes regulating the production and storage of fatty acids and
cholesterol.
Changes in dietary behavior represent a compounding factor in the relationship between the gut
microbiota and obesity. Western diets are characterized by high fat, sugar and refined carbohydrate
intakes and reduced amounts of complex plant polysaccharides and starches. Analysis of published
dietary records indicated significant dietary intake differences between obese and normal-weight
children, particularly in the quantities of dietary fructose which were twice the amount in obese
children. Despite an abundance of studies analyzing the impact of Western dietary modulation on either
the host or microbiota, comparably few studies have examined this effect in children. The aim of this
doctoral dissertation was to develop a systems biology platform using “omics”-driven technologies and
a combination of in vitro and in vivo models to assess the impact of dietary modulation on the gut
microbiota of obese and normal-weight children. The major hallmark of this body work lies in the
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evolving degree of complexity of each study by advancing results obtained from each individual
component through development of complimentary but improved methodology.
The first component involved a clinical study in collaboration with the Kinderspital St. Gallen and
analyzed both the composition (qPCR) and metabolic products (HPLC) of gut microbiota in fecal
samples obtained from obese and normal-weight children. Results indicated no significant differences
in the microbial composition between the two groups of children. Higher amounts of the SCFA
butyrate and propionate were however, detected in fecal water of obese children. Higher residual
amounts of intermediate metabolites such as lactate were conversely observed in normal-weight but not
obese feces suggesting exhaustive substrate utilization by obese microbiota. These results concurred
with the observation of higher metabolic activity in the obese microbiome but could not demonstrate a
link between the Firmicutes : Bacteroidetes ratio and obesity. During the second component of my
systems biology approach, a three-stage continuous in vitro gut fermentation model was developed to
assess the impact of Western dietary trends on the gut microbiota. The principle advantage of using
three-stage in vitro gut fermentation models is their design closely mimics the colonic physiology of
the proximal (pH 5.5), transverse (6.2) and distal (6.8) large intestinal regions, facilitating the
maintenance of pseudo steady-state intestinal conditions for experimentation. Two separate models
were inoculated with immobilized feces obtained from either an obese or normal-weight child and
operated for 42 days. Dietary modulation was achieved by sequentially supplying three different
fermentation media to the model during separate fermentation periods. The fermentation media were
carefully design based upon published dietary records of dietary habits of obese (HE), normal-weight
(NE) and anorectic (LE) children. HE fermentation medium produced a butyrogenic effect on both
microbiota while inducing a subtle dysbiosis within butyrate-producing members of Clostridium
cluster XVIa. Stimulation of lactate-utilizing, butyrate-producing E. halii was observed in obese
microbiota whereas acetate-utilizing, butyrate-producing Roseburia / E. rectale was observed in the
normal-weight model. The opposite effect on E. hallii and Roseburia / E. rectale was observed during
NE fermentation. LE fermentation produced a highly similar and concerted compositional and
metabolic effect on both microbiota.
A major criticism of in vitro gut fermentation models relates to the absence of host parameters within
the model design. In order to investigate the impact of dietary modulation on host functionality, a
combined in vitro gut-cell model comprised of confluent, mucus-secreting HT29-MTX epithelial cells
9
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was developed. Microbe-laden and wells as microbe-free fermentation effluents from the proximal
(R1) and distal colon (R3) reactors of each fermentation model obtained during HE, NE and LE
fermentation periods were applied directly to HT29-MTX cells to assess immunoreactivity as well as
epithelial barrier integrity in response to dietary modulation. Immunoreactivity was assessed by
measuring cytokine secretion by HT29-MTX cells and the epithelial barrier integrity was monitored by
changes to the transepithelial electrical resistance (TER). Dietary modulation produced a negligible
impact on cytokine production but was a main determinant in altered epithelial integrity. High butyrate
concentrations present in HE fermentation effluents as well as LE effluents significantly enhanced
epithelial barrier integrity. Cytokine production however, was distinctly different between the two
microbiota with IL-1Ra secretion in the obese and IL-2, IL-6, IL-8 and IL-10 secretion in the normalweight model. These observed differences may be attributed to differences in the community
compositions between the obese and normal-weight microflora, suggested by the absence of
Lactobacillus in obese microbiota but constant in normal-weight flora.
The final and most complex component of my systems biology platform involved an in vivo animal
study to simultaneously assess the impact of dietary fructose consumption on both the host and gut
microbiota. Twenty male Fisher rats were divided into two groups and conventionalized with either
obese or normal-weight microbiota. Each microbiota weight status group was then either provided
dietary fructose or served as controls. Fructose consumption was associated with higher weight gain
and body fat percentages, particularly in normal-weight conventionalized animals. Both leptin and
adiponectin were also significantly elevated in the sera of fructose-fed animals. Obese conventionalized
animals harbored significantly higher levels of CRP suggesting potential development of obesityassociated metainflammation. Dysbiosis in the butyrate-producing community was again observed,
marked by stimulation of lactate-utilizing E. hallii and a small but significant reduction in acetateutilizing Roseburia / E. rectale and F. prausnitzii in fructose-fed obese and normal-weight
conventionalized animals. Furthermore, potential establishment of a lactate-dependent cross-feeding
niche between lactate-producing Lactobacillus and Bifidobacteria and other lactate-utilizing species
belonging to Veillonella and sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) was observed. Results from this study
indicate a possible substrate conditioning mechanism initiated by diet-induced dybiosis and increased
metabolic activity, leading to evolution of an obese microbiome with the potential for altered hostmicrobe interactions and microbial-mediated changes in host metabolism. The degree of dybiosis may
taper once the microbiota become effectively substrate conditioned, resulting in proliferation of a
10
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Western-diet microbiome equipped with genes efficient in energy harvesting and potentially composed
of lactate cross-feeding niches. Perturbed host-microbe interactions may ensue, contributing to
temporal development of metabolic disease.
In summary, this doctoral dissertation describes the use of a systems biology platform designed to
assess the impact of dietary modulation on the gut microbiota of obese and normal-weight children.
High energy loads such as those consumed by obese children and fructose consumption in particular
appear capable of inducing dysbiosis in the butyrate-producing gut microbial community as this effect
was observed both in vitro and in vivo. Adaptation of the microbiota to altered dietary behavior appears
to ensue rapidly but with an eventual attenuation of this response, a possible function of acquisition of
a “new” microbiome with implications for impacting host-microbe interactions and host metabolism.
The complimentary results obtained through use of various components of this systems biology
platform and different “omics”-driven technologies suggest this type of model-driven experimentation
is a valuable tool for future studies dissecting the relationship of the gut microbiota and obesity.
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1.

The Human Gastrointestinal Tract

1.1.1 Structure and Digestive Function of the GI Tract
The human gastrointestinal (GI) tract is largest organ in the human body, extending from the oral
cavity to the anus. This axis is defined by sharp and functional anatomical boundaries between
continuous segments comprised of the esophagus, stomach, small intestine and colon (San Roman and
Shivdasani 2011). The stomach is composed of three distinct regions with the fundus separated from
the corpus and antrum-pylorus regions (Fig. 1). The pyloric sphincter is the definite boundary
separating stomach processes from the small intestinal region. Entry into the small intestine starts at the
duodenum, with subsequent movement to the jejenum and ileum regions. At the ileo-cecal valve the
villous small intestinal epithelium transitions to a non-villous, flat epithelium encompassing the
caecum and proximal, transverse and distal colon regions (Fig. 1) (San Roman and Shivdasani 2011).

Figure 1. Structure and digestive functionality of the human GI tract. Left: View of the liver, small and large
colon regions. Right: Specific stomach and intestinal regions, adapted from San Roman et al. 2011.

The GI tract is responsible for digestion and absorption of solid and liquid food entering the oral cavity.
Upon ingestion, food is mechanically grinded into smaller particles during chewing and moistened by
saliva, facilitating its ease of passage down the esophagus. Chemical degradation of polysaccharides is
also mediated in the mouth by the enzyme amylase. Passage of food from the mouth to stomach results
13
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in formation of chyme, a mixture of partially degraded, moist food particles, gastric juice (an enzyme
mixture of gastic lipase and pepsin) and hydrochloric acid. Chyme is moved through the pyloric
sphincter to the duodenum where liver-derived bile emulsifies dietary fat for pancreatic lipase
degradation to fatty acids and glycerol. Digestive processes are further mediated by peristaltic
movement of chyme down the small intestinal epithelium. Starch and other polysaccharides are
enzymatically cleaved into di- and monosacchride moieties by pancreatic amylase and trypsin digestion
of peptones and other proteins results in liberation of free amino acids. The small intestinal epithelium
is composed of finger-like appendages known as villi which promote nutrient absorption from the
lumen and nutrient passage to the systemic and lymphatic circulatory systems. The small intestine
represents the primary site of GI-dependent nutrient absorption as only alcohol or simple
monosaccharides are readily absorbed directly in the stomach.
Physiological conditions of the large intestine are more diverse in comparison to other GI tract
compartments. Colonic pH is highly stratified, ranging from 5.4 to 7.9, with acidic conditions confined
to the proximal colon region and pH gradually increasing to circumneutral and neutral conditions in the
distal region (Cummings and Macfarlane 1991). The large intestine is composed of three colorectal
epithelial cell lineages: goblet, absorptive and enteroendocrine cells which are smooth and non-villous,
containing numerous invaginations known as crypts (Kirkland and Henderson 2001). Upper GI tract
digestive and absorptive processes remove approximately 90% of degraded carbohydrate and protein
from chyme before reaching the large intestine (O'Keefe 2008). However, a large proportion of
ingested food is resistant to human GI processes, resulting in ~1.5 kg of undigested food reaching the
colon daily. This undigested food is primarily composed of complex plant polysaccharides such as
cellulose as well as starch, resistant starch, both soluble and insoluble dietary fiber, mucins and
proteins. The process of digestion in the large intestine is completed by hydrolytic resident gut
microbiota, which hydrolyzes these otherwise indigestible polysaccharides. Subsequent microbial
fermentation of hydrolyzed polysaccharides in the large intestine results in production of short chain
fatty acids (SCFA) such as acetate, propionate and butyrate; branched chain fatty acids (BCFA);
lactate, formate, ethanol and mixed gases (e.g. CH4, CO2 and H2) (Robert and Bernalier-Donadille
2003). Dissimilatory metabolism of proteinaceous material in the intestine further produces ammonia,
amines, mercaptans, H2S as well as some toxic indolic and phenolic compounds (Smith and Macfarlane
1996). The entirety of gut transit ranges from 20 to 140 h, with an average time of 60 h in healthy
14
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adults (Cummings and Macfarlane 1991). Solid matter escaping through to the anus is ultimately
excreted as feces.
1.1.

The Human Gut Microbiota

1.2.1 Microbiological and Molecular Techniques for Gut Microbial Identification
The colonic commensal microbiota is a complex association of microbial species comprised of
approximately 100 trillions of microbial cells, outnumbering the host cellular capacity 10-fold (Gill et
al. 2006). Classic microbiological culture-dependent techniques were instrumental in initially
identifying the potential of diversity within the human GI tract and have successfully identified over
500 culturable species (Moore and Holdeman 1974; Suau et al. 1999). Culture-dependent methods
however, have given way to culture-independent techniques which have initiated a flood of species
identification across ethnic, diseased, gender and age backgrounds. Despite the technological advances
facilitating rapid and deep-level species identification, most information is obtained from fecal samples
owing to ethical impedance of invasive studies. Techniques employed for microbiota identification are
described in detail below and the advantages and limitations of each technique outlined in Table 1.
Culture-dependent
Initial identification of microbial species inhabiting the human GI tract was performed by isolating live
microbes from the complex microbiota. This method has several limitations and its reliability and
sensitivity are determined by sample storage and handling. Most gut microbial species are strict
anaerobes, requiring use of anaerobic chambers or classical Hungate tubes to attenuate loss of diversity
(Finegold and Rolfe 1983; Tannock et al. 2000). Furthermore, the use of antibiotics and selective agars
are not 100% reliable and it is estimated that only 20 – 40% of the microbiota is cultivatable by these
methods (Suau et al. 1999). Cultured gut microbes were ascribed to the genera Bacteroides,
Eubacterium, Ruminicoccus, Clostridium or Bifidobacterium as early as the 1970's (Moore and
Holdeman 1974). Despite the limitations of this method, isolation of live species allows further
phenotypic characterization and functional studies to be performed, a limitation of culture-independent
techniques (Dethlefsen et al. 2006).
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Culture-independent
Many different culture-independent techniques have been developed with the common denominator of
using nucleic acids as target for microbial identification. In many cases, results obtained by cultureindependent methods do not coincide with taxonomic results obtained by physiological and
morphological characterization (Busse et al. 1996). These discrepancies have led to the reclassification
of many species but also solidified the requirement of a uniform identification and classification
scheme. 16s rRNA gene sequences quickly emerged as the most common genetic marker due to its
presence in almost all bacteria, functional stability and size (Janda and Abbott 2007). The most
commonly used 16s rRNA-based molecular techniques are outlined below:
Whole community analysis by denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) and temperature
gradient gel electrophoresis (TGGE)
DGGE and TGGE are relatively inexpensive molecular techniques used to distinguish hypervariable
16S rRNA PCR amplicons of the same size. Amplicons are run on either a denaturing (DGGE) or
temperature (TGGE) gradient and separated according to the guanine (G) : cytosine (C)

ratio.

Fragments with low GC-contents are electrophoretically less mobile due to partial separation of the
double stranded 16s rRNA fragment under increasing temperature or denaturing conditions, whereas
high GC fragments are more resistant to melting and migrate farther down the gel matrix (Muyzer and
Smalla 1998). A GC-rich clamp of 30 – 50 bp is added to PCR amplicons to prevent complete
dissociation of double-stranded DNA (Sheffield et al. 1989). Gels are then stained and visualized,
resulting in a visual “fingerprint” of the entire community structure. As such, both DGGE and TGGE
offer a qualitative assessment of biodiversity but provide no direct species identification (Zoetendal et
al. 1998). Thus, cloning, Sanger sequencing and bioinformatic analysis of DGGE or TGGE excised
bands is often performed in parallel to obtain species information. A major limitation of this technique
is the detection limit of approximately 1% of total species or a concentration of 106 CFU g-1 feces
(Vael et al. 2011).
Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH)
In contrast to DGGE and TGGE, FISH does not require PCR amplification of 16S rRNA for microbial
detection, but is based upon the use of labeled oligonucleotide probes. This method requires laborious
fixation protocols necessary to permeate the bacterial membrane, facilitating passage of the probe into
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the cell (Zarda et al. 1997). Probes are designed to target and hybridize specific regions of genus or
species-specific 16S rRNA. Upon hybridization of the probe to its target region, microbes are either
directly visualized by epifluorescent light or confocal laser microcopy or directly quantified by flow
cytometry. One advantage of this technique is its ability to distinguish different microbial species
inhabiting the same niche simultaneously by using different combinations of probes, providing insight
into physiologically active symbionts within the community structure (Harmsen et al. 2002; Zoetendal
et al. 2004). FISH probes for virtually all major clades of related species across all major ecosystems
have been designed (Amann et al. 1991; Harmsen et al. 2002), however the rather high detection limit
(i.e. 106 cell g-1 feces) precludes its use for detecting subdominant microbial species (Hahn et al. 1992;
Welling et al. 1997).
Microarray-based identification
Microarray identification is based on the same probe hybridization principle as FISH, but is in contrast
a rapid and high-throughput screening method. This technique is particularly useful for elucidating
phylogenetic and community relationships among large consortiums of microbial species (Zhou 2003).
Community genome (CGA) and phylogenetic oligonucleotide arrays (POA) are most commonly used
for this purpose and are distinguished by use of either whole genomic DNA (e.g. CGA) or 16S rRNA
(POA), with specificity and sensitivity of the assay highly dependent upon hybridization conditions
(Zhou 2003). A phylogenetic microarray (HiT Chip) was recently developed to investigate the human
intestinal tract (Rajilic-Stojanovic et al. 2009). In silico microarray design allowed for the detection of
1140 phylotypes and produced more reliable and reproducible results of microbiota community
analysis in comparison to DGGE. Furthermore, this microarray method effectively distinguished
between individual compositional differences, demonstrating hybridization specificity (RajilicStojanovic et al. 2009).
Pyrosequencing and NextGen technology
Technological advances have substantially reduced the cost of pyrosequencing platforms, making it the
most sensitive method of bacterial identification currently available. Its high-throughput nature has
been enabled large collaborative projects such as the Human Microbiome Project led by the National
Institutes of Health (NIH), as thousands of data sets from any environment may be rapidly analyzed
(http://commonfund.nih.gov/hmp/). Pyrosequencing differs from traditional Sanger sequencing and is
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commonly referred to as “sequencing by synthesis”. The method is based upon monitoring the activity
of DNA polymerase in combination with a chemiluminescent enzyme such as luciferase. Singlestranded DNA of unknown sequence is mixed in a reaction well with a short annealed primer, DNA
polymerase, ATP sulfurylase, luciferase and apyrase. Nucleotide bases are then added in a specific
order. If the first added base fails to form a complex with the DNA strand, it is removed by apyrase and
the reaction continues in this matter until a base complex is formed (Ronaghi et al. 1998).
Pyrophosphate released by DNA polymerase during base incorporation is converted to ATP by ATP
sulfurylase. Luciferase subsequently uses the produced ATP to generate light which is detected and
transformed to appear as a peak. The process continues, resulting in a series of peaks corresponding to
the sequence of the unknown DNA strand (Ronaghi et al. 1998). Since its introduction, a multitude of
NextGen sequencing technologies has been developed. The 454 GS FLEX platform from Roche is the
most sophisticated platform available, capable of generating 400 Mb of sequence data in 10 h.
However, sequencing artifacts are almost unavoidable and are one of the most common criticisms of
this technique. Furthermore, complex communities such as the microbiota are subject to kinetic biases
(Suzuki et al. 1998). As such, several new PCR amplification techniques such as Length Heterogeneity
PCR coupled to Multitagged pyrosequencing have been developed to overcome these biases in GI tract
community analysis (Gillevet et al. 2010).
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Table 1. Methods available for microbial community analysis (adapted from Dethlefsen et al. 2006).
Method

Primary Use

Advantage

Limitation

Cultivation

Identification and
quantification of taxa;
Isolation of microbes
for further
characterization.

Isolated microbes are
available for extensive
phenotypic and
metabolic analysis.
Recovering strains with
desired traits.

Laborious; Incomplete
and biased community
representation. Low
throughput.

Detection and
quantification of
known phylogenetic
groups.

High-throughput; May
reveal spatial and nichespecific relationships;
Phylogenetic
identification of visible
cells.

Reliance on
development of probes
and hybridization
conditions; Probes
primarily restricted to
family and genus level.

Qualitative
community profiling
and assessment.

Rapid assessment of 16S
rRNA variable PCR
amplicons.

PCR bias. No direct
species identification
possible without
coupled cloning and
sequencing analyses.

Phylogenetic
identification of
microbes; facilitates
data generation for
other 16s rRNA-based
methods.

High-throughput;
Identification to strain
level; Detection of novel
taxa; Analysis possible
at multiple phylogenetic
levels.

Expensive; Large
bioinformatics analysis
requirement; PCR
biased.

Culture-independent Methods
Oligonucleotide Hybridization:
FISH
Microarray

5’ exonuclease PCR
DGGE
TGGE

16S rRNA Sequencing and
NexGen technology
454 FLEX Pyrosequencing

Models for Investigating the Gut Microbiota
Many in vitro and in vivo models have been developed to elucidate the community structure and
function of complex gut microbial communities under various experimental parameters. In vitro gut
fermentation models consist of single or multiple fermentation vessels connected in series which are
operated under conditions mimicking various compartments of the large intestine. As host functionality
is not reproduced in these models, assessment of host-microbes interactions must be elucidated using
either in vivo models or combined in vitro gut-cell models. The advantages and limitations of such
experimentation are described in Chapter 2.
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1.2.2. Compositional and Functional Diversity of the Gut Microbiota
Identification of the composition and functionality of microbiota has undergone many major revisions,
transforming the manner in which we regard their relevance. It is increasingly apparent that
composition and functionality reciprocally affect each other within complex ecological niches so that
classification should encompass both genetic and phenotypic factors (Gill et al. 2006). Compositionally
speaking, the microbiota are dominated by four main phyla: Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes, Proteobacteria
and Actinobacteria however, Chlamydiae, Cyanobacteria, Deonococcus-Thermus, Fusobacteria,
Spirochaetes, Verrucomicrobiota and Cyanobacteria have also been reported (Dethlefsen et al. 2006;
Zoetendal et al. 2006; Dethlefsen et al. 2007). The relative abundance of phylogenetically related
groups is demonstrated in Table 2. Inter-individual differences at the genus and species level is dictated
by many modulatory factors including diet, host genotype, microbe-microbe and host-microbe
interactions (Dethlefsen et al. 2006). Compositional establishment and adaptation of the microbiota is
however also subject to many stochastic factors such as temporal dynamics and numerical advantage of
a given population, demonstrating that the gut microbiota is neither of a fixed composition nor predetermined (Tilman 2004).
Table 2. Bacterial abundance in human feces. Relative abundances were calculated based upon 16s rRNA
sequence analyses by Harmsen et al. (2002) and Lay et al. (2006). Table adapted from Zoetendal et al. (2006)
and Zihler (2010).
Phyla

Group

Abundance

Bacteroides & Proteobacteria

Gram-negative species:

10 – 30%

Bacteroides-Prevotella group
Akkermansia group
Enterobacteriaceae

8.5 – 28%
1.3%
0.1 – 0.2 %

High GC bacteria:

8 – 17%

Atopobium group
Bifidobacterium

3.1 - 11.9%
4.4 - 4.8%

Low GC bacteria:

46 – 58%

Clostridium coccoides-Eubacterium rectale group
Clostridium leptum group
Lactobacillus-Enterococcus group
Eubacterium cynlindroides group
Veillonella group

23 – 28%
21 – 25%
< 0.1 – 1.8%
1.1 – 1.4 %
< 0.1 - 1.3%

Actinobacteria

Firmicutes
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Evolution and Adaptation of the Human Microbiome
Bacteroides was the most abundant but also most variable genus identified in a large multi-national,
age-variant cohort consisting of 22 newly sequenced European microbiomes and an existing set of 13
Japanese, 2 American and 22 European individuals (Arumugam et al. 2011). Phylogenetic profiling of
this global cohort revealed the presence of three dominant enterotypes into which each individual
microbiome could be placed. Assignment of an individual microbiome into a given enterotype is based
upon the relative enrichment of that microbiome in one of three genera: Bacteroides (enterotype 1),
Prevotella (enterotype 2) or Ruminococcus (enterotype 3) (Arumugam et al. 2011). This classification
scheme was also reproduced by HiT Chip analysis of 22 European samples, validating its usage
(Rajilic-Stojanovic et al. 2009). Enterotypes are based on both phylogenetic and functional similarities
at the phylum, genus, gene and pathway level. Enterotype 1 was assigned to 8 samples enriched in
Bacteroides and Parabacteroides as well as in genes involved in a wide-range of carbohydrate
utilization, glycolysis and pentose phosphate pathways (Arumugam et al. 2011). Enterotype 2
consisted of co-occurring Prevotella and Desulfovibrio, both mucin degrading bacteria suggesting a
niche in close proximity to the mucus layer (Arumugam et al. 2011). Furthermore, evolution of this
symbiotic niche may have arisen as function H2S liberation during mucin degradation which if not
removed by sulfate-reducing bacteria, is inhibitory to further mucin metabolism. Enterotype 3, enriched
in Ruminococcus as well as related Lachnospiraceae and Blautia, are bestowed with sugar uptake and
utilization machinery (Arumugam et al. 2011). Differences in gene and genus enrichment between
enterotypes suggest evolution of synergistic cross-feeding metabolic pathways, resulting in clearly
defined metabolic niches.
Microbiota is under constant selective pressure by endogenous, host-specific and exogenous dietary or
xenobiotic factors. This results in a disproportionate balance between microbial species abundance and
functionality with many low-abundant microbes performing specialized functions beneficial to the host
(Walker 2007; Dethlefsen et al. 2008). Awareness of the microbiota as contributor to altered host
health, affecting parameters such as immunity (Round and Mazmanian 2009), colonic disease (Xavier
and Podolsky 2007) and obesity (Ley et al. 2005) has questioned the evolutionary mechanism
underlying these cause and consequence relationships. Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is a welldocumented environmental process however, little is known about this process in the GI tract.
Phylogeny is expected to be main indicator of HGT potential due to phylogenic overlap in transposable
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elements and the ability of transferred genes to become functionally activated by native genetic
machinery (Mazodier and Davies 2011; Tuller et al. 2011). Alternatively, ecology is postulated to be a
better determinant of HGT efficiency as ecological similarity selects for the transfer and proliferation
of adaptive traits and community interaction (Smillie et al. 2011). Phylogenetic relatedness was
recently reported as a strong determinant of HGT in human microbiota as human-associated microbes
are 25-fold more likely to share transferred DNA in comparison with non-human associates (Smillie et
al. 2011). However, niche localization influenced HGT the greatest, suggesting that the transfer of
genes between species occupying a well-defined human niche likely reflects an adaptive mechanism to
survival and proliferation within that niche (Smillie et al. 2011).
Spatial Distribution of the Human Gut Microbiota
Microbiota inhabit the entire length of the GI tract, from esophagus to rectum with distinct differences
observed for each anatomical location. The esophagus was long believed to be uninhabited due to rapid
transit of material, however an esophagus-associated community dominated by streptococci,
Haemophilus influenzae, Neisseria catarrhalis, yeast as well as peptococci, peptostreptococci, and
Bacteroides was identified in esophageal aspirates (Mannell et al. 1983; Macfarlane et al. 2011). Later
studies also demonstrated that mucosal-associated communities are distinct from luminal communities
throughout the GI tract (Macfarlane and Macfarlane 2007). In the stomach, pH-tolerant organisms such
as lactobacilli, streptococci and yeast exist at numbers <103 CFU mL-1 however, Helicobacter pylori
was long assumed the only species associated with the gastric mucosa (Savage 1977; Marshall 1994;
Macfarlane and Macfarlane 2007). Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Actinobacteria, Bacteroidetes, and
Fusobacteria have also been identified in association with the gastric mucosa, suggesting greater
gastric diversity than initially estimated (Bik et al. 2006). The large intestine is the most densely
populated human body site with concentrations of bacteria reaching 1011 – 1012 cell g-1 depending upon
exact anatomical location (Finegold et al. 1974; Moore and Holdeman 1974; Hentges 1993). Luminal
diversity is largely dependent upon exogenous modulation by nutritional and xenobiotic exposure and
is discussed in detail below. Colonic mucosal diversity appears primarily dominated by the Clostridium
cluster XIVa Firmicutes clade however, age-dependent variations for mucosal-associated Bacteroides
have also been reported (Hold et al. 2002; Wang et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2005; Macfarlane et al.
2011).
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Metabolic Diversity of the Human Gut Microbiota
Fermentation of undigested dietary components such as complex polysaccharides and protein which
escape small intestinal fermentation is a major function of the gut microbiota. Fermentation of these
components via substrate-level phosphorylation yields ATP for bacterial growth and produces SCFA
(acetate, propionate and butyrate), BCFA (iso-valerate, iso-butyrate as well as CO2, CH4 and H2 as end
metabolites and gases (Robert and Bernalier-Donadille 2003). Metabolic activity is dictated by colonic
physiological parameters such as retention time, substrate availability and pH. The proximal colon
sustains high substrate availability and high metabolic activity and almost exclusive short chain fatty
acid (SCFA) production, all of which dictate maintenance of low pH (~5.5) and preferential selection
of polysaccharide-degrading, pH-tolerant organisms (Cummings and Macfarlane 1997; RajilicStojanovic et al. 2007). Conversely, substrate availability is mostly exhausted upon reaching the distal
colon and metabolic activity restricted primarily to putrefactive processes with branched-chain SCFA;
H2; CO2; CH4 and potentially harmful compounds such as indols and phenols predominately released
(Fig. 2) (Macfarlane et al. 1986).

Figure 2. Colon Physiology and Microbial-Mediated Metabolic Processes of the Human Large Intestine.
Adapted from Cummings and Macfarlane (1991) and Zihler (2010).
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Several dominate metabolic niches prevail in the healthy human colon, each characterized by a unique
subset of species with distinct metabolic capacities (Table 3) (Dethlefsen et al. 2006). These niches
form complex, hierarchies of metabolic cross-feeding essential to homeostatic maintenance of the
entire microbiota ecosystem. Bacteroides are gram-negative, obligate anaerobes proficient at degrading
a wide range of polysaccharides including starch, glycan, xylan and psyllium (Zocco et al. 2007;
Musso et al. 2011). The starch degrading operon (sus) of Bacteroides thetaitotaomicron is the best
characterized polysaccharide utilization pathway of colonic bacteria and is composed of eight genes
encoding an outer membrane starch binding complex and α-amylase / porin complex coupled to
cytosolic α-glucosidase activity (Hooper et al. 2002). Bacteroides produce acetate, propionate and
succinate as major fermentation end products and their broad saccharolytic capacity positions them as
primary degraders in the GI trophic chain (Salminen et al. 1998).
The Firmicutes contain several important metabolic clades of broad fermentation potential, most
notable for their ability to produce butyrate. Butyrate production has been reported in Clostridium
clusters I, III, IV, XI, XIVa, XV and XVI yet the metabolically most diverse clade is Clostridium
cluster XIVa. Clostridium cluster XIVa is comprised of butyrate-producing Coprococcus, Roseburia
and closely related Eubacterium rectale which preferentially degrade resistant starch and inulin as well
as ferment simple sugars, producing acetate, propionate, butyrate, lactate and ethanol (Salminen et al.
1998; Duncan et al. 2002). Butyrate production by this cluster occurs via the butyryl-CoA : acetate
CoA-tranferase pathway, converting acetate to butyrate (Duncan et al. 2002). A second abundant
butyrate-producing Clostridium cluster XIVa related to Eubacterium hallii convert colonic D- and Llactate to pyruvate and subsequently to butyrate by butyryl coA enzyme activity (Duncan et al. 2004).
Anaerostipes represent a final cluster of Clostridium cluster XIVa species capable of butyrate
formation however, this genus is poised to utilize both acetate and D-lactate (Schwiertz et al. 2002;
Duncan et al. 2004). Clostridium cluster IV is mainly represented by the Rumniococcaceae family
members Ruminococcus and Faecalibacterium also capable of starch, inulin and sugar fermentation,
with butyrate production arising from acetate (Duncan et al. 2002). While the butyryl-CoA : acetate
CoA-tranferase pathway is the preferred route of colonic butyrate production, butyrate kinase activity
has also been reported for E. ruminantium-like strains (L2-50 and ART55/1) and the Clostridium
nexile-like strains (A2-232 and SL7/1) (Louis 2004). Proteolytic activity is also well distributed among
Firmicutes, with Peptococcus, Peptostretococcus and Clostridia documented as harboring amino acid
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and sugar fermentation capacity, producing a wide range of metabolites (Table 3) (Dethlefsen et al.
2006).
Table 3. Metabolic and fermentation capacity of major commensal groups in the human GI tract. Adapated from
Dethlefsen et al. (2006), Salminen et al. (1998) and Zihler (2010).
Bacteria

Metabolic Niche

Major Fermentation End Metabolites

Bacteroides

Complex and wide variety polysaccharide utilization.

Acetate, propionate, succinate

Bifidobacteria

Acetate, lactate, formate, ethanol

Ruminococcus

Complex polysaccharide utilization;
Fructose utilization.
Complex polysaccharide utilization;
Fructose utilization.
Saccharolytic.

Acetate

Eubacteria

Saccahrolytic and Proteolytic.

Lactate, acetate, butyrate

Clostridia
Peptostreptococcus

Saccahrolytic and Proteolytic.
Dominant SCFA producers.
Saccahrolytic and Proteolytic.

Acetate, propionate, butyrate, lactate,
ethanol
Acetate, lactate

Streptococcus

Saccahrolytic and Proteolytic.

Lactate, acetate

Faecalibacteria

Saccahrolytic and Proteolytic. Butyrate-producers.

Lactate, acetate, butyrate

Desulfovibrio

Sulfate reduction; H2 and lactate scavenging.

Hydrogen Sulfide

Methanobrevibacter

Methane production; H2 scavenging.

Methane

Lactobacillus

Lactate

Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) are important beneficial commensals in the GI tract. LAB are distributed
among the Firmicutes and Actinobacteria as the Lactobacilliaceae and Bifidobacteriaceae families,
respectively (Salminen et al. 1998; Dethlefsen et al. 2006). These microbes are efficient complex
polysaccharide and mucin degraders producing lactate as primary metabolite. Lactate production by
LAB is an important trophic chain function, forming cross-feeding pathways with secondary
metabolite fermenters. This pathway is well documented for Bifidobacterium adolescentis and E. hallii
/ Anaerostipes caccae however, acetate arising from LAB metabolism may also form acetate crossfeeding pathways with Roseburia and A. caccae (Belenguer et al. 2006; Falony et al. 2006). These
findings suggest that LAB may be a critical metabolic clade, essential to survival of other secondary
metabolite-dependent organisms. Furthermore, their ability to ferment fructo-oligosaccharides and
inulin make them favored prebiotic targets and probiotic organisms (Huebner et al. 2007; Corr et al.
2009). SRB and methanogens perform host-essential metabolic functions despite their low abundance.
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Methanobrevibacter smithii is the dominant human-associated methanogenic archeon responsible for
colonic methane production (Eckburg et al. 2005). Recent evidence suggests the abundance of colonic
methanogens may have been previously underestimated, with identification of another methanogenic
species, Methanosphaera stadtmanae (Dridi et al. 2009). SRB are taxonomically more diverse in
comparison to methanogens with five distinct genera of the δ-Proteobacteria subdivision identified
(Gibson et al. 1993). H2-dependent sulfate reduction is noted for two of the five genera, with the
remaining genera such as Desulfovibrio, capable of lactate- and H2-dependent sulfate reduction
(Gibson et al. 1993; Dethlefsen et al. 2006). Colonic methane production and sulfate reduction are
important colonic processes disposing of excess H2 partial pressure. High colonic H2 partial pressure
inhibits fermentation by preventing regeneration of NADH via the action of NADH / ferredoxin
oxidoreductase and hydrogenase. Reduction of H2 partial pressure in the intestine is crucial for
sustaining fermentative processes.
2. Host-Microbe Interactions
2.1.1. SCFA and Host Health
Fermentation of unabsorbed carbohydrate results in production of ~100 – 450 mmol d

-1

of SCFA

which are readily absorbed by the colonic epithelium and systemically transported to the liver and other
peripheral tissues, with only 5 – 10% being excreted in feces (Cummings and Macfarlane 1991).
Acetate is the principally produced SCFA in the colon, followed by propionate and butyrate with molar
ratios of approximately 60 – 80 : 14 – 22 : 8 – 23 (Cummings 1995). Acetate is the primary substrate
for cholesterol synthesis and the presence of acetyl-coA-synthetase in adipose tissue facilitates acetatedependent lipogenesis in these tissues (Pomare et al. 1985). Acetate is also the main SCFA detected in
blood and is often used as a biomarker for colonic fermentation processes. Propionate production
occurs via two distinct pathways in the colon, either via succinate and the succinyl-, methylmalonyl-,
and propionyl-coenzyme A pathway or from the lactate-dependent acrylate pathway. Each propionate
producing pathway is mediated by separate microbial niches with Bacteroides utilizing the succinate
and Veillonella spp. the acrylate pathway (Macy et al. 1978). The effect of propionate in humans
remains vaguely elucidated, with evidence suggesting it may inhibit hepatic cholesterol synthesis
however, this lipid lowering effect may be dependent upon the acetate : propionate ratio (Wolever et
al. 1996; Cheng and Lai 2000). Conversely, propionate constitutes a major source of ruminant energy
as precursor to gluconeogenesis (Hooper et al. 2002), suggesting the possibility of a similar mechanism
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in humans. Butyrate is regarded as the most important colonic SCFA, conferring a multitude of effects
on human health. It is the primary source of energy for colonocytes and is involved in epigenetic
regulation of cellular proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis (Fang et al. 2004). Butyrate inhibits
histone deacetylase activity, a property which has been touted as an anticancer therapeutic (Archer et
al. 2005). Despite these host-health enhancing benefits, SCFA resulting from colonic fermentation may
provide an estimated additional 10% daily dietary energy to the host, which may be used for de novo
hepatic triglyceride and glucose synthesis (McNeil 1984; Scheppach 1994).
Modulation of Gut Microbial Composition and Metabolic Activity
Identification of the wide range of metabolic activities mediated by the commensal flora has advocated
modulation of the composition and metabolic activity of the microbiota as a potential health promoting
avenue. Much attention has been given to conscious modulation of the intestinal flora using both preand probiotics. Probiotics are often referred to as “live active cultures” or “direct fed microbials” but
must fulfill the following definition according to the FAO / WHO guidelines for the evaluation of
probiotics to be considered legitimate “live microorganisms which when administered in adequate
amounts confer a health benefit on the host” (FAO/WHO 2002). The concept of probiotics was
conceived as early as the turn of the century by Elie Metchnikoff who believed lactobacilli natural
occurring in yoghurt could prevent toxin-producing bacteria in the gut and enhance host longevity
(Metchnikoff 1907). Many strains of probiotic bacteria have been characterized for their healthpromoting effects and are primarily of the genera Lactobacillus, Enterococcus, Pediococcus, Bacillus
and Bifidobacterium (Czarnecki-Maulden 2008). Probiotics must be non-pathogenic and “generally
recognized as safe” (GRAS), a standard most lactobacilli and bifidobacteria fulfill (Salminen et al.
1999). Beneficial effects of probiotic treatment include alleviation of lactose intolerance, immune
modulation, cancer prevention and altered microbial metabolic activity (Salminen et al. 1999).
Prebiotics are defined as “a non-digestible food ingredient that beneficially affects the host by
selectively stimulating the growth and / or activity of one or a limited number of bacteria in the colon
that can improve the host health” (Gibson and Roberfroid 1995). Any ingested food component could
theoretically be prebiotic in nature, however conscious modulation by prebiotics is specific, targeting
primarily lactobacilli and bifidobacteria populations in the colon. Common prebiotics include
indigestible oligosaccharides containing fructose, xylose, soya, galactose, glucose and mannose
moieties, with fructo-oligosaccharides, galacto-oligosaccharides and inulin receiving the most attention
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as prebiotic candidates (Gibson 1998; Macfarlane et al. 2008). Prebiotic function has been associated
with production of beneficial SCFA such as butyrate and subsequent lowered colonic pH, decreased
intestinal pathogenic counts as well as modulation of immune system functionality (CzarneckiMaulden 2008).
Age-related Microbiota Differences
Infants are born with a sterile GI tract which becomes colonized immediately upon birth. Early
colonization is influenced by birthing mode (i.e. vaginal versus caesarean) as well as choice in feeding.
Breast-fed infants are commonly predominated by bifidobacteria whereas formula-fed infants
demonstrate a relatively greater abundance of aerobic bacteria (Stark and Lee 1982; Benno et al. 1984).
The presence of many indigestible oligosaccharides in human breast milk may be an important
developmental feature, selecting for an infant gut microbiome equipped for oligosaccharide utilization
such as the carbohydrate operon of Bifidobacterium longum subsp. infantis (Sela and Mills 2010).
Conversely, the closely related adult species Bifidobacterium longum subsp. longum lacks this genetic
capacity, suggesting prebiotic modulation of the infant colon by breast milk determines the infant
microbial community (Bevins and Salzman 2011). Infants are also composed of Firmicutes,
Bacteroidetes, Proteobacteria and Actinobacteria however it is the ratios of these members which
differ distinctly from the adult flora. Bacteroides and Firmicutes are comparably low in abundance
with subsequent higher populations of Proteobacteia versus adult microbiota (Palmer et al. 2007).
Temporal evolution of the microbiome as a function of increased dietary diversity and established hostmicrobe interactions ensues rapidly during succession from infancy to adulthood. In later life, the
compositional and temporal stability of microbiota are altered as a result of age-related changes in
digestion, absorption and immune function (Franceschi et al. 2000; Camilleri and Kim 2001). Analysis
of 161 elderly subjects revealed a core microbiota dominated by the Bacteroidetes genera Bacteroides
(29%), Alistipes (17%) and Parabacteroides (7%), with a relative shift from Clostridium cluster XIVa
to Clostridium cluster IV species (Claesson et al. 2011). This microbial rearrangement may become
more pronounced during the ageing process as centenarians demonstrate an even greater dybiosis in
Clostridium cluster XIVa, Bacillus, Bacteroides and Proteobacteria versus their younger equivalents
(Biagi et al. 2010).
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2.1.2. Immune System Function and the Human Gut Microbiota
The human immune system is composed of two complimentary but distinct arms, the innate immune
system which responds rapidly and non-specifically and the adaptive immune system which confers a
highly specific and long-term protective function (Fig. 3). Immune system functionality in the GI tract
is not a straightforward process as microbes and host tissue residing in close proximity to each other
must possess a tolerogenic and symbiotic relationship to prevent unnecessary host inflammatory
responses with subsequent expulsion of beneficial commensals from the colon. Proper governance of
this relationship must therefore distinguish beneficial microbes from opportunistic pathogens requiring
immune attention. Activation of the innate immune system occurs rapidly upon detection of infectious
microorganisms expressing various microbial-associated molecular patterns (MAMPs) which are
cellular components including lipopolysaccharide, flagellin, lipoproteins, peptidoglycan as well as CpG
DNA and RNA (Table 4) (Van den Abbeele et al. 2011). MAMPs are recognized by distinct classes of
pattern recognition receptors (PRR) of which Toll-like receptors (TLR) and NOD-like receptors
(NLRs) represent the largest class (Medzhitov 2001; Takeda et al. 2003). The greatest diversity for
MAMP recognition lies on the epithelial surface with over a dozen TLRs identified (Table 4). MAMPs
are produced solely by microorganisms and are a key discriminating factor between self and non-self
(Medzhitov and Janeway 1997). Formation of a MAMP-PRR complex activates leukocytes including
macrophages, neutrophils and dendritic cells; mast cells, eosinophils and natural killer cells via a
complex intracellular signaling cascade in which upregulated nuclear factor-κB induces proinflammatory and antimicrobial gene expression (Medzhitov and Janeway 1997; Takeda and Akira
2004). In addition, specialized cells within small intestinal and proximal colonic tissue known as
Paneth cells produce a variety of antimicrobials such as lysozyme, defensins and regIII protein (Ogura
et al. 2003; Ayabe et al. 2004; Mukherjee et al. 2008). The unspecific nature of this inflammatory
response however, often results in substantial collateral damage to the surrounding epithelium and
elimination of commensal species.
The adaptive immune response relies instead on antigen-driven defense mechanisms but is dependent
upon innate immune receptors for information regarding the origin of presented antigens (Van den
Abbeele et al. 2011). Adaptive immunity is primarily mediated by killer and helper T- and B-cells
located in Peyer’s patches, mesenteric lymph nodes and the lamina propria (Wershil and Furuta 2008).
Helper T-cells are first activated by receptor recognition of its specific antigen in complex with a major
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histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecule, driving release of cytokines and stimulation of
macrophages, killer T- and B- cells (Medzhitov and Janeway 1997; Guarner 2006). Once activated,
killer T-cells produce apoptosis-inducing perforins, killing infected host cells while B-cells mediate
antigen-specific

antibody

production,

essential

for

immunological

memory

(Ogra

2009).

Immunoglobulin A (IgA) is the most abundant immunoglobulin secreted at intestinal effector sites
where it is transported into the mucus layer and lumen. The majority of commensal microbes are
coated in IgA which may serve to trap microbes in the mucus layer and prevent their access to the
epithelial layer (Bevins and Salzman 2011). Furthermore, commensal bacteria induce production of
their own specific IgA suggesting a reciprocal epithelial cross-talk mechanism in which changes in the
commensal flora alters the intestinal IgA profile and vice-versa (Bevins and Salzman 2011).

Figure 3. Innate and Adaptive Immune System Regulation by Microbiota. IEC: intestinal epithelial cell; DC:
dendritic cell. MAMPs interact with apical and / or basolateral PRRs and initiate an innate immune response if
the MAMP is pathogenic or breaches the IEC resulting in cytokine release and leukocyte induction. DCs
sampling the intestinal mucus layer and lumen may initiate adaptive immunity by maturation of T- and B-cells.
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Host-microbe signaling occurs primarily at the epithelial surface by commensals trapped within the
thick mucus layer. The mucus layer is rich in antimicrobial compounds and commensal-specific IgA as
additional immunomodulatory mechanisms preventing commensal epithelial breach (Brandtzaeg and
Pabst 2004; Macpherson and Uhr 2004; Hooper and Macpherson 2010). PRR localization and
expression represent another set of strategies by which the immune system may distinguish pathogenic
bacteria and prevent unnecessary detection of commensal microbes (Van den Abbeele et al. 2011).
Commensal bacteria remain confined to the apical epithelium in contrast to pathogens which are
bestowed with cellular machinery facilitating the ability to cross the epithelial membrane, resulting in
localization of MAMPs in the cytosol and basolateral membrane. As such, apical versus basolateral
MAMP detection alarms the host of possible pathogenic infection and induces an immune response
(Van den Abbeele et al. 2011). Furthermore, epithelial cells produce low levels of the major TLRs
(TLR2 and TLR4) on their apical side as mechanism for attenuating repeated commensal detection and
immune response. The intricate nature of this host-microbe interaction suggests co-evolution of the
host with its microbiota, with the host potentially selecting its microbiota through immunomodulatory
mechanisms (Van den Abbeele et al. 2011). Thus, host-driven alterations in gut microbial composition
and metabolic activity as well as immunoreactivity may have profound consequences for host health
and disease.
2.1.3. The Role of Host-Microbe Interactions in Disease
Homeostatic maintenance of both microbe-microbe and host-microbe interactions is essential for a
healthy microbiome and host. Health problems such as increased incidence of inflammatory diseases
and allergies are on the rise and may be a function of decreased exposure to harmful agents such as
pathogens which condition development of the immune system, attenuating development of
autoimmune disorders (Van den Abbeele et al. 2011). Aberrant immune responses have been
implicated in both the onset and aggravation of a wide range of various pathologies and diseases
including allergies and inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) such as ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s
disease (CD) (Duchmann et al. 1995; Sartor 1997; Cummings et al. 2003; Takahashi et al. 2011). The
reciprocal nature of host-microbe immunomodulation suggests that an altered immune response may
also alter the commensal community structure which in turn may reshape the balance of
immunotolerance and immune system activity toward the microbiota. Perturbations in gut microbiota
composition, referred to as dybiosis, may represent an important mechanism of disease.
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Table 4. Innate Immune System Recognition of MAMPs by PRR. Adapted from Van den Abbeele et al. (2011).
Localization Receptor

PRR

Transmembrane

TLRs
TLR 2/6
TLR 1/6
TLR4
TLR5
TLR3
TLR7 and TLR8
TLR9
TLR11

Cytosolic

MAMP

Diacylated lipopeptides
Triacylated lipopeptides
Lipopolysaccharides
Flagellin
Double-stranded RNA
Single-stranded RNA
CpG DNA
Profilin and uropathogenic-derived
protein

NLRs
NOD1
NOD2
NRLP1
NRLP3

Meso-DAP dipeptide
Muramyl dipeptide
Muramyl dipeptide; anthrax toxin
Uric acid crystals; extracellular ATP;
pore-forming toxins
Flagellin
Microbial surface glycoconjugates

NLRB5
Collectins

Secreted

The cause and consequence debate on the role of the gut microbiota in human disease remains open,
with evidence supporting both sides. Further complicating this debate is recognition of host genetics as
an additional factor shaping the intestinal microbial community however, evidence for this effect
remains largely scarce (Spor et al. 2011). In the case of IBD, UC and CD, opposite views exist
suggesting IBD results either from a dysfunctional relationship between commensal bacteria and
mucosal immunity or from a fundamental abnormality in the quantity or composition of the gut
microbiota which alters host-microbe epithelial cross-talk (Strober et al. 2007). A decrease in specific
members of the Firmicutes has been reported in IBD patients, which in some cases coincided with an
increase in Bacteroidetes and facultative anaerobes such as Enterobacteriaceae (Hansen et al. 2010).
Furthermore, significant differences in the microbiota composition of CD versus UC patients have been
observed (Sokol et al. 2006; Frank et al. 2007). CD dybiosis has been associated with altered
populations of Dialister invisus, an uncharacterized species of Clostridium cluster XIVa,
Faecalibacterium

prausnitzii,

Bifidobacterium

adolescentis

and

Ruminococcus.

Definitive

identification of an IBD-causative microorganism has eluded researchers however, loss of commensal
tolerance and increased intestinal inflammation are regarded as true hallmarks of the disease.
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The concept of an altered gut microbiota composition contributing to development of disease was
extensively pursued by Ley et al., who identified an obesity-associated increase in the Firmicutes :
Bacteroidetes ratio (Ley et al. 2005). The relevance of this finding has since been rebutted by others
suggesting in fact Bacteroidetes may be more relevant in obesity and that increased microbial
metabolic activity may be the most important contribution of microbes in relationship to obesity
(Duncan et al. 2008; Schwiertz et al. 2010; Payne et al. 2011a).
3. Obesity and the Human Microbiota
3.1.1. Obesity
Obesity is considered one of the leading global health epidemics with the Organization for Economic
Co-Operation and Development (OECD) reporting ≥50% of their populations as overweight, with 20 –
30% being in fact obese (Cecchini et al. 2010; Conterno et al. 2011). Obesity is defined as excessive or
abnormal body fat accumulation that presents a risk to health and is measured using the Body Mass
Index (BMI), with a BMI of 25 – 30 defined as overweight and a BMI >30 classified as obese
(www.who.int/topics/obesity/en/). Increased energy intake coupled to reduced physical activity and
energy expenditure constitutes the major cause of obesity. Obesity has a profound effect on the body as
increased adipose tissue disrupts hormonal balances of leptin, adiponectin and insulin which govern
regulation of satiety and food intake, suggesting that chronic food intake characteristic of obesity may
not be purely hedonic, but mediated by hormonal imbalances (Blundell and Gillett 2001). Chronically
elevated blood glucose and lipids; oxidative stress; endotoxemia with low grade systemic inflammation
represent additional biomarkers of obesity (Conterno et al. 2011). These major changes in systemic
parameters and energy metabolism ultimately result in onset of type II diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular
disease and gastrointestinal diseases such as IBD and even cancer (Pi-Sunyer 2009). Obesity and
overweight-related disease are estimated to have cost > £ 3.2 billion pounds in the United Kingdom in
2007, implying the need for better obesity prevention initiatives (Allender and Rayner 2007). Obesity
related diseases and their impact on mortality and disability are outlined in Table 5.
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Table 5. The cost of obesity: Proportion of deaths (mortality), years of life lost in premature deaths, years of life
lost in disability and disability adjusted life years in the United Kingdom. Adapted from Allender et al. (2007).
Overweight and Obesity Related Disease

% Mortality

Communicable diseases, maternal and
perinatal conditions and conditions and
nutritional deficiencies

6.2

% Life Lost in
Premature
Death
6.0

% Life Lost in
Disability

Cancer (malignant and other neoplasms)

27.2

32.8

3.1

16.9

Cardiovascular diseases

41.1

29.5

6.4

17.1

Type 2 diabetes

2.4

1.9

2.4

2.1

Coronary heart disease

17.1

13.7

1.1

6.9

Ischaemic stroke (cerebrovascular disease)

10.6

6.9

3.6

5.1

Hypertensive disease

1.7

1.1

0.0

0.6

Breast cancer

2.3

3.2

0.1

1.8

Colon/rectum cancer

3.5

3.6

0.0

2.0

Corpus uteri cancer

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

Osteoarthritis

0.0

0.0

4.3

2.3

Total related to overweight and obesity

37.9

30.8

11.8

21.3

Respiratory diseases

5.6

4.2

8.7

6.6

Musculoskeletal diseases

0.5

0.4

7.6

4.2

Injuries

0.1

11.5

4.7

7.9

Other

19.3

5.5

65.6

42.4

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

4.0

% Disability
Adjusted Life
Years
4.9

Obesity has led to development of many treatments with differential success and failure rates (Table 6).
Lifestyle modification is the first course of action recommended by both WHO and NIH for obese
individuals with the goal of achieving weight loss through increased physical activity and reduced
caloric intake (Wadden et al. 2007). The success rate of this approach is low as adherence to this new
lifestyle is difficult for most obese individuals to sustain and depending upon progression of the
disease, may nullify lifestyle modification as treatment option (De Kloet and Woods 2010).
Pharmacotherapy is often the next choice of treatment for obese individuals seeking to lose weight and
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combat metabolic disease. Pharmacological treatment for obesity include appetite suppression
(sibutramine), impairing fat absorption (orlistat) and modifying brain function (cannabinoid receptor-1
antagonists; CB1), as well as both glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) and amylin agonists used in type
II diabetes treatment (De Kloet and Woods 2010). Sibutramine and orlistat represent the only two
weight-loss drugs with current approval in most countries, however average weight losses reported are
merely 3 – 5 kg and coupled with distressing side effects, make pharmacological treatment another
suboptimal sustained form of obesity treatment (De Kloet and Woods 2010). Bariatric surgery is often
a last weight loss resort, especially for the morbidly obese. Bariatric interventions are invasive,
gastrointestinal modification procedures altering the GI capacity for food. The most common
procedures involve use of gastric bands or sleeves to limit stomach volume and amount of food
ingested or the roux-en-Y-gastric bypass (RYGB) which rearranges the GI tract and reduces the
temporal and spatial transit of ingested food (Mun et al. 2001). Weight loss is usually dramatic after
bariatric intervention, with little weight regain noted for patients followed 15 years post-surgery
(Sjostrom et al. 2007).
Table 6. Overview of prevalent obesity treatment options. Information obtained from De Kloet and Woods
(2010).
Obesity Treatment

Advantage

Limitation

Lifestyle Modification

Non-invasive. Inexpensive. Most suitable for
non-morbidly obese patients.

Weight loss is slow, requiring long-term
commitment and lifestyle modification.
Weight regain is common. Low success rate
due to adherence problems.

Pharmacotherapy

Easiest form of treatment. Non-invasive and
no behavioral modification requirement.

Pharmacotherapy-dependent weight loss
alone is limited (3 – 5 kg depending on drug).
Unpleasant side effects. Adherence problems.

Bariatric Surgery

Substantial weight loss resistant to weight
regain, even 15 years post-surgery.
Lifesaving treatment for morbidly obese.

Most expensive and invasive treatment
option. Eating behavior and nutrient
absorption modified for life.
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3.1.2. Obesity-related Adipokines and Other Mediators
White adipose tissue (WAT) mass is regulated by insulin-dependent glucose uptake and lipogenesis.
WAT levels are directly related to the secretion of obesity-related adipokines leptin and adiponectin,
each exerting different effects on energy balance regulation (Sitaraman et al. 2004). Leptin is encoded
by the ob gene and shares structural similarity to cytokines, with leptin receptors of the cytokine class I
family located throughout the body (Paracchini et al. 2005). WAT secreted leptin is transported to the
hypothalamus where it has a dual function in stimulating anorexigenic neurotransmitters and downregulating orexigenic peptides such as neuropeptide Y (Meier and Gressner 2004). Obese individuals
with high WAT content and significantly elevated serum leptin levels develop leptin resistance. Similar
to insulin resistance and loss of glucose regulation, leptin resistance results in loss of satiety signaling
although the exact mechanisms underlying this disruption are unknown. Leptin resistance could be due
to an inability of leptin to enter the spinal fluid and reach the hypothalamus, negating any anorexic
signaling or it could be simply mediated by desensitization of leptin receptors to elevated leptin
concentrations (Paracchini et al. 2005). Leptin secreted at other body sites may induce localized effects
as in the case of stomach-derived leptin. Stomach-derived leptin is rapidly released upon meal
ingestion and acts upon leptin receptors in the small and large intestine (Buyse et al. 2001; Cammisotto
et al. 2005). A novel role for leptin regulation of intestinal glucose (GLUT2) and fructose (GLUT5)
transporter expression has also been reported (Sakar et al. 2009).
In contrast, circulating adiponectin concentrations are decreased in obese individuals. In vitro and in
vivo assessments of adiponectin have suggested it possesses anti-diabetic, anti-inflammatory and
insulin-sensitizing properties, suggesting its administration as potential therapeutic in obesity
management (Matsuzawa et al. 2004). Other studies have demonstrated a correlation between low
adiponectin levels and elevated C-reactive protein (CRP), a biomarker of inflammation, suggesting
adiponectin may represent a signal linking inflammation and obesity (Winer et al. 2006). Ghrelin,
another appetite and energy regulating hormone linked to obesity, stimulates food intake and decreases
fatty acid oxidation leading to enhanced fat storage (Meier and Gressner 2004). Serum ghrelin levels
are generally reduced in obese individuals and conversely high in anorexic patients however the direct
relationship of ghrelin, food intake and obesity is less clear. Indeed, food intake fails to suppress
ghrelin levels in obese subjects and may respond differentially to dietary components such as fructose
(Teff et al. 2004).
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Low grade inflammation is another characteristic obesity biomarker and is associated with insulin
resistance and onset of type II diabetes in adults (Herder et al. 2007). As stated above, low levels of
adiponectin and elevated CRP levels are considered a marker for systemic inflammation. In addition to
CRP, serum concentrations of IL-6 and TNF-α are also frequently higher in obese individuals (Herder
et al. 2007). Macrophage infiltration into adipose tissue and the number of classically activated
macrophages were only recently described as primary sources of circulating inflammatory markers in
obesity (Heilbronn and Campbell 2008). Recent evidence also suggests macrophage-dependent
inhibition of adipocyte differentiation and altered adipokine secretion with implications for cell
hypoxia, oxidative stress and lipid storage (Heilbronn and Campbell 2008).
3.1.3. Dietary Intakes and Obesity
The industrialized and agricultural revolution substantially altered the types and abundance of foods
available for consumption. As a result, minimally processed, energy-poor foods such as plant matter
and wild animals gradually subsided in favor of the highly palatable, highly processed, energy-dense
foods dominating diets today (Cordain et al. 2005). Furthermore, globalization has led to the
disappearance of geographical and ethnical differences in food consumption resulting in adoption of
Western dietary behavior worldwide. The Western diet is characterized by high concentrations of
refined grains, fats and sugars and decreased complex plant matter and fiber. High fat diets are
naturally energy dense and have been associated with obesity and development of metabolic and
cardiovascular disease. High-fat diet-induced obesity in mice is associated with a tri-phasic disruption
in leptin-regulated energy intake balance (Lin et al. 2000). Furthermore, insulin resistance and weight
gain during high-fat diet feeding may be a result of peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ
(PPARγ) activity (Jones et al. 2005). Recent evidence further suggests high dietary fat may impart
more severe cardiovascular effects on young versus old individuals (Erdos et al. 2011).
Refined sugar sources such as corn-derived high fructose corn syrup (HFCS) have replaced sucrose as
dominant sweetener. Fructose consumption has risen dramatically in recent years, a function of the
incorporation of HFCS in soft drinks, baked goods, condiments and other highly processed foods
(Elliott et al. 2002; Wylie-Rosett et al. 2004). Consumption of corn-based sweeteners has increased by
277%, with HFCS consumption soaring 4080% from 1970-1974 to 2000 (Wylie-Rosett et al. 2004).
High fructose-diets are associated with reduced LDL particle size in children and hepatic insulin
resistance, reduced lipid oxidation and increased triglycerides in adult subjects (Aeberli et al. 2007b;
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Stanhope and Havel 2010). Fructose metabolism is illustrated in Fig. 4 and a review of the relationship
of fructose and other sugar substitutes with obesity and the gut microbiota is given in Chapter 2.
Gender-specific differences in food intakes have also been observed with obese women consuming
significantly more saturated fat and sodium and less dietary fiber versus non-obese women however, no
significant differences in food intakes for obese and non-obese men were noted (Jarvandi et al. 2011).

Figure 4. Host fructose metabolism. Figure adapted from Tappy and Lê (2010). Hepatic fructose metabolism
results in glycogen storage or release of glucose. Lactate is also produced by both enterocytes and the liver.A
portion of fructose is directly converted into fatty acids. VLDL: very-low-density-lipoprotein; TG: triglyceride.

3.1.4. Childhood Obesity and Dietary Influence
An estimated 43 million children worldwide under age 5 are overweight and at risk of becoming obese
adolescents and adults. Defining obesity and overweight in children differs from adults due to rapidly
changing body compositions and difference in growth rates for boys versus girls. Weight status in
children is thus defined by age- and sex-specific percentiles for BMI using gender-specific growth
charts set forth by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) where obesity represents >95th percentile and
overweight between the 85th and 95th percentiles (Fig. 5). Diet-induced obesity is also prevalent in
children with intakes between obese and normal-weight children differing in the amount of protein,
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fiber and sugar (Aeberli et al. 2007a). Furthermore, obese children ingest twice the amount of fructose
in the form of sweets and sugar sweetened beverages in comparison to normal- weight children
(Aeberli et al. 2007a; Aeberli et al. 2007b). Multiple independent studies further noted dramatic
increases in sugar-sweetened beverage (e.g. high fructose corn syrup, crystalline fructose) consumption
among adolescent and college-aged young adults (Nicklas et al. 2001; Beyer et al. 2005; Wright et al.
2007). New estimates in fact suggest the U.S. adolescent population consumes nearly 25% (~500 kcal
/ day) of a 2,000 kcal day-1 diet in the form of sugar-sweetened beverages.

Figure 5. Body mass index-for-age percentile charts for determining child BMI. Figures obtained from the CDC
website www.cdc.gov.
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3.2. Obesity and the Human Gut Microbiota
A relationship between obesity and the gut microbiota was postulated in the early 1980’s as differences
in the gut microbiota were noted in patients having undergone weight loss surgery (Bjorneklett et al.
1981). The dependence upon culture-dependent identification techniques at that time however,
precluded the ability to define an obesity-related microbiota population. Using >5,000 bacterial 16S
rRNA sequences from the distal gut, Ley et al. in 2005 demonstrated a phylum-wide 50% reduction in
Bacteroidetes and a proportional increase in Firmicutes in genetically obese, leptin-deficient mice
(ob/ob) (Ley et al. 2005) which was later confirmed using the same mouse model (Murphy et al. 2010).
This initial report sparked an ongoing debate as to the relevance of the Firmicutes : Bacteroidetes ratio
in human obesity. For example, analysis of BMI, absolute weight loss and the relative proportions of
gut microbiota populations in obese and non-obese individuals revealed no significance in the numbers
of Bacteroidetes, suggesting that phylum level changes may not be a good indicator of obesity (Duncan
et al. 2008). In fact higher counts of Bacteroides as well as Clostridium and Staphylococcus were
identified in obese pregnant women and in obese individuals harboring Methanobrevibacter
populations (Collado et al. 2008; Schwiertz et al. 2010). A lack of correlation between the Firmictues :
Bacteroides ratio was also confirmed in obese and normal-weight children (Payne et al. 2011a) while
others demonstrated increased F. prausnitzii in obese Indian children (Balamurugan et al. 2010) or
obesity-associated higher S. aureus counts (Kalliomaki et al. 2008). A correlation between weight loss
and reduced C. histolyticum and E. rectale / C. coccoides populations, with an increased BacteroidesPrevotella group in adolescents has also been reported (Nadal et al. 2009).
Diet-induced obesity has also been demonstrated to produce the same effect on the Firmicutes :
Bacteroidetes ratio in mice fed a Western, high fat and sugar diet versus mice receiving low fat, high
polysaccharide-rich chow (Turnbaugh et al. 2008). This effect however was specific, with the relative
increase in Firmicutes associated with a bloom in Mollicutes. Furthermore, a westernized microbiome
was identified in these Mollicutes species, characterized by increased fructose uptake machinery and
decreased starch utilization genes (Table 7). Transplantation of gut microbiota from ob/ob to germ-free
mice resulted in increased weight gain and fat mass despite equal chow consumption, suggesting that
obese microbiota are more efficient at dietary energy extraction (Turnbaugh et al. 2006). This concept
is more generally agreed upon and has been illustrated as feasible by studies identifying higher
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concentrations of SCFA present in both obese adults and children (Brinkworth et al. 2009; Schwiertz et
al. 2010; Payne et al. 2011a).
Altered metabolic activity by obese microbiota and acquisition of an obese microbiome may indeed
represent the most plausible host-microbiota-obesity relationship. The mere presence of the microbiota
enhances glucose uptake from the small intestine by inducing expression of the sodium / glucose-1
transporter (Hooper et al. 2002). This in turn affects hepatic fatty acid synthesis by microbiotadependent up-regulation of acetyl-coA carboxylase and fatty acid synthetase enzymes involved in
lipogenesis (Backhed et al. 2004). The microbiota has also been demonstrated to enhance fat storage by
suppression of fast-induced adipocyte factor (Fiaf), an inhibitor of lipoprotein lipase (LPL) and
reducing the expression of adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase (AMPK) involved in
beta fatty acid oxidation (Backhed et al. 2004; Backhed et al. 2007). The relationship of gut
microbiota-dependent Fiaf suppression and obesity however, was recently questioned as intestinal Fiaf
levels in both germ-free and conventionalized mice on either high-fat or Western-style diets were
similar with in fact germ-free animals consuming high-fat diets having higher body weights (Fleissner
et al. 2010). Furthermore, gut microbial deconjugation and hydroxylation of bile acids in the intestine
renders bile acid less hydrophilic, reducing their absorption capacity and promoting new hepatic
synthesis with implications for increased blood cholesterol levels (Conterno et al. 2011).
Table 7. Metabolic pathways enriched or depleted in the westernized microbiome. Adapted from Turnbaugh et
al. (2008).
Enriched
Metabolic Pathway

Depleted
Metabolic Pathway

phosphotransferase system (PTS)

ABC transporters

fructose and mannose metabolism

bacterial chemotaxis

glycolysis/gluconeogenesis

bacterial motility proteins

glutamate metabolism

flagellar assembly

carbon fixation

protein kinases

unclassified (nonenzyme)

two-component system

pyrimidine metabolism

pentose and glucuronate interconversion pathways

protein export

other amino acid metabolism

phenylalanine, tyrosine and tryptophan biosynthesis

starch and sucrose metabolism

oxidative phosphorylation

ribosome
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SCFA and Obesity
In addition to providing energy to the host, microbially produced SCFA are also involved in regulating
satiety and gut transit. Two intestinal G-coupled receptors FF2 and FF3 (formally known as GPR41
and GPR43) expressed in the intestinal epithelium as well as in neutrophils and adipocytes are known
SCFA receptors, with FF3 demonstrating preferential activation by butyrate and propionate (Darzi et
al. 2011). Propionate-dependent FF3 signaling results in leptin secretion and inhibition of peptide YY
(PYY), an anorexic hormone regulating gut motility. Inhibition of PYY slows gut transit and increases
the availability of food for digestion in the gut (Conterno et al. 2011). Disruption in the gut-brain axis
is also induced by SCFA as GLP-1 secretion is reduced via FF2 and FF3-dependent signaling. Thus,
host-microbe interactions involved in obesity may create a positive feedback loop whereby
microbially-produced SCFA enhance dietary energy uptake by disrupting host satiety and gut motility
signaling resulting in production of more SCFA, further promoting the cycle.
Gut Microbiota and Inflammation
Low grade inflammation present in obese individuals may in fact originate from aberrant intestinal
host-microbe interactions. LPS is a potent Gram-negative MAMP recognized by epithelial expressed
TLR4, capable of inducing an innate immune response which may affect the epithelial integrity. The
intestinal epithelium in healthy, lean individuals is held together tightly by a heteropolymer membrane
composed of the tight junction proteins occludine, claudin and ZO-1 (Stevenson et al. 1986; Tsukita et
al. 2001). Immunostimulation by LPS may reduce tight junction integrity resulting in LPS leakage into
the systemic circulation and elevated serum pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, IL-6 and TNF-α
(Cani 2007). The term “leaky gut” has been coined to describe this process and is often observed in
obese individuals. Commensal species such as L. planatarum, E. coli and B. lactis enhance epithelial
barrier function by inducing tight junction protein expression and may represent the alleviation
mechanism associated with prebiotic supplementation (Cani et al. 2007; Putaala et al. 2008; Anderson
et al. 2010). Furthermore, modification of SCFA production leading to enhanced butyrate production
may also restore epithelial integrity and improve obesity-associated inflammation. TLR5 was also
recently identified as involved attenuating low grade inflammatory signaling through modulation of the
Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes communities at the species level (Vijay-Kumar et al. 2010).
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4. Systems Biology
Systems

biology represents

a

comprehensive

investigative

platform

combining

genomic,

transcriptomic, proteomic and metabolomic techniques. The aim of systems biology is to extract as
much information on the entirety of interactions and networks occurring within the system or
ecosystem under investigation. Systems biology may be either “top-down” or “bottom-up” depending
upon the information available on the system being studied. “Top-down” systems biology is analogous
to a bird’s eye view of the system, analyzing system-wide results with the goal of discovering
pathways and mechanisms involved in a specific niche to which then thoroughly target (Bruggeman
and Westerhoff 2007). “Top-down” studies are characterized by extremely large data sets arising from
“-omics” platforms, requiring lengthy analytical power. The complexity of the data often precludes the
ability to discern any real conclusions and is often cited as criticism to this approach. Conversely,
“bottom-up” systems biology refers to an experimental approach using information available on a
specific and highly characterized sublevel process or components (e.g. enzymatic function) and
extrapolating the relative contribution of this process to the entire system (Bruggeman and Westerhoff
2007). “Bottom-up” investigations rely heavily on theoretical models and are primarily used in kinetic
studies.
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5. Thesis Objectives
The industrial and agricultural revolutions represent two important milestones in human evolution.
Man must no longer rely on an active lifestyle marked by hunting and food foraging for survival and
food is widely available in industrialized countries. Dietary intakes have resultantly shifted away from
unprocessed, energy-poor substrates to highly refined foods rich in fats, sugars and simple
carbohydrates and low in complex plant material and fiber. Replacement of dietary sucrose by cheaper
corn-derived sweeteners such as HFCS for use in beverages, condiments and as preservative began in
the early 1970’s and its use has risen significantly since, particularly in the U.S. The prevalence of
obesity has mirrored the preference for Western diets and has reached epidemiological proportions.
Obese children are particularly vulnerable to the health effects associated with obesity as obese
children are highly likely to become obese adults and bear other obese children. While human digestive
processes and metabolism are important mediators of the direct effects conferred by high-fat and sugar
diets, contribution of the gut microbiota has been established as equally important. The gut microbiota
has evolved a highly complex symbiotic relationship with the human host. The GI tract provides a
nutrient rich and protective habitat and in return receives additional nutritional benefits, protection
against pathogenic organisms and mucosal barrier and immune enhancement. Dysbiosis and aberrant
host-microbe interactions have been implicated in a variety of pathologies and diseases including
obesity. Many studies have aimed to dissect the cause and consequence relationship of the microbiota
with obesity and have produced widely conflicting results. Obesity has been associated with phylumwide shifts in the relative proportion of Fimicutes to Bacteroidetes but refuted in other studies;
acquisition of a westernized microbiome marked by increased fructose and pentose phosphate pathway
utilization genes and subsequent loss of starch utilization capacity; as well as altered host-microbe
epithelial cross talk mediating commensal tolerance, barrier integrity and inflammation. Despite these
conflicting and often vague observations, increased dietary energy harvesting by obese microbiota
appears to be a widely accepted process.
5.1.

General Objectives

The general objective of this study was to develop and implement a systems biology platform for
assessing differences in obese and normal-weight child microbiota composition and metabolic activity
and the impact dietary modulation confers upon the microbiota, with a main focus on the effects of
dietary fructose.
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5.1.2. Specific Objectives
The systems biology platform designed for this study consisted of a clinical study, development of in
vitro gut fermentation model for assessing dietary modulation, combined use of this model with an in
vitro cell model for assessing host-microbe interactions in vitro and finally design and implementation
of an in vivo rodent model for assessing the impact of fructose consumption using conventionalized
obese and normal-weight rodents (Fig. 6). The specific aims of this work were the following:
1. Clinical study: Identification of the microbial composition and metabolites produced in obese
and overweight children (BMI > 85 percentile) versus normal-weight children (BMI < 85
percentile).
2. In vitro fermentation model: Development and validation of a three-stage in vitro
fermentation model simulating the proximal, transverse and distal colon regions to assess
dietary modulation on the gut microbiota using chyme designed to mimic obese, normal-weight
and anorexic child dietary intakes. Fructose and granular amylopectin maize starch were chyme
additions reflecting Western diet component prevalent in child diets.
3. Combined in vitro gut-cell model: Development of a combined in vitro-cell model using
mucus-secreting human intestinal HT29-MTX cells for assessing the impact of dietary
modulation on host-microbe interactions involved in inflammation and maintenance of
epithelial integrity.
4. In vivo rodent model: Assessment of dietary fructose consumption on both the composition
and metabolic activity of the gut microbiota as well as host metabolic parameters using an in
vivo rodent model. Conventionalized obese and normal-weight rats were used to identify any
metabolic effects conferred specifically by host weight status.
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Figure 6. System Biology Experimental Design. Top: individual study components. Triangle: “-omics”
platforms used for analysis; top to bottom location represents frequency of use in the study.
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Abstract
The saying “you are what you eat” is no longer pure folklore but is scientifically substantiated by
recognition of host-microbe interactions promoting digestion, absorption and metabolism. The Western
diet, comprised of highly refined carbohydrates and fat with reduction in complex plant
polysaccharides, has been attributed to the prevalence of obesity. A concomitant rise in consumption of
free fructose and sugar substitutes such as sugar alcohols, artificial sweeteners even rare sugars has
mirrored this trend, as both probable contributor and solution to the epidemic. Acknowledgement of the
gut microbiota as a factor involved in obesity has sparked much controversy as to the cause and
consequence of this relationship. Dietary intakes are a potent modulator of gut microbial phylogeny
and metabolic activity and are frequently exploited to stimulate beneficial bacteria, promoting health
benefits. Comparably little research exists on the impact of “unconscious” dietary modulation on the
resident commensal community mediated by increased free fructose and sugar substitute consumption.
This review highlights mechanisms of host and gut microbial fructose and sugar substitute metabolism.
Furthermore, evidence is presented suggesting these sugar compounds, particularly fructose, condition
the microbiota, resulting in acquisition of a westernized microbiome with differential metabolic
capacity. Disturbances in host-microbe interactions as a function of free fructose consumption are also
explored.
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Introduction
Increased prevalence of the Western diet, characterized by high fat and refined carbohydrate and sugar
content, has paralleled the global incidence of obesity (Kopelman 2000; Cordain et al. 2005).
Contributing to the westernization of our diets is the substitution of sucrose by cheaper corn-derived,
free-fructose saturated sweeteners and low-calorie or calorie free sugar substitutes (Oku and Nakamura
2002; Mattes and Popkin 2009; Tappy and Le 2010). Changes in sugar source and load directly impact
regulation and homeostatic maintenance of host energy balance mediated by gut- and adipocytesecreted hormones as well as the innate immune system (Elliott et al. 2002; Samuel et al. 2008; Musso
et al. 2011). The human gastrointestinal tract is a complex organ comprised of both human and
microbial genetic power, encoding a multitude of processes related to digestion, absorption and
metabolism of dietary compounds (Martin et al. 2007; Zhu et al. 2010). A potential link between the
commensal flora and obesity was suggested in the early 1980’s after observed changes to gut
microbiota composition following weight-loss induced by bypass surgery (Bjorneklett et al. 1981). The
concept gained in popularity following the landmark study of Ley et al. in 2005 where obesity was
ascribed to harboring a higher Firmicutes : Bacteroidetes ratio (Ley et al. 2005). A collective effort
attempting to identify the “obese” microbiome ensued shortly thereafter, resulting in numerous
publications both supporting and refuting the relevance of the Firmicutes : Bacteroidetes ratio
(Turnbaugh et al. 2006; Duncan et al. 2008; Schwiertz et al. 2010). Despite the body of research aimed
at unraveling the relationship between obesity and the gut microbiota, it remains largely a cause or
consequence question.
The aim of this review is to discuss the impact increased fructose and reduced calorie and calorie free
sugar substitutes are imparting on the gut microbiota and the consequences of additional host energy
gain arising from microbial metabolism of these compounds. Particular emphasis will be made on the
contribution of fructose conditioning of the gut microbiota in redefining microbial community
structures and metabolic activity, promoting perturbed host-microbe interactions related to obesity.

The commensal microflora: a diverse organ with many metabolic capacities
The colon is the most densely inhabited microbial environment with roughly 1011 microbes g-1 gut
content (Whitman et al. 1998). Culture-independent molecular analysis of 16S rRNA, aided by
development of Sanger and 454 pyrosequencing technology, have identified >1000 microbial species
belonging to >50 microbial phyla (Dethlefsen et al. 2006; Dethlefsen et al. 2007). Despite this rich
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diversity, the Bacteroidetes, Actinobacteria, Firmicutes and Proteobacteria phyla predominate
(Dethlefsen et al. 2006; Dethlefsen et al. 2007). Gut microbial phylogeny has recently been ascribed a
novel classification scheme based upon the level of variation in one of three genera: Bacteroides
(enterotype 1), Prevotella (enterotype 2) or Ruminococcus (enterotype 3) (Arumugam et al. 2011).
Enterotypes are defined by the metabolic capacities encoded by the collective set of microbes within,
which form specialized ecological niches of tightly regulated cross-feeding hierarchies (Arumugam et
al. 2011). Enterotype 1 species related to Bacteroides possess a broad saccharolytic arsenal consisting
of galactosidases, hexosaminidases and proteases combined with complete glycolysis and pentose
phosphate pathways (Martens et al. 2009; Arumugam et al. 2011). Enterotype 2 is additionally
enriched in Desulfovibrio, a genera of sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB). The co-occurrence of
Prevotella and Desulfovibrio suggests evolution of a mucin degrading niche whereby the sulfate
liberated during Prevotella-mediated mucin degradation is removed by Desulfovibrio, a process
necessary to prevent sulfate inhibition of mucin degradation (Arumugam et al. 2011). Enterotype 3
members of Lachnospiraceae family are butyrate-producing bacteria and are characterized by a
combination of mucin degrading and sugar uptake machinery, accounting for their ability to ferment a
wide range of substrate (Arumugam et al. 2011). This combined genetically-encoded metabolic
diversity is essential for metabolizing the otherwise indigestible dietary carbohydrate and starch (Ley et
al. 2008). Microbial fermentation of hydrolyzed carbohydrates and simple sugars results in production
of short-chain fatty acids (SCFA) butyrate, acetate and propionate, providing an additional 10% daily
dietary energy to the host (McNeil 1984; Scheppach 1994; Backhed et al. 2004).

Evolution of dietary sugars, sugar substitutes and host metabolism
Advances in food science, chemistry and manufacturing have steered production of sugar sources away
from refined cane and beet to cheaper corn-derived sweeteners such as high-fructose corn syrup
(HFCS) and developed low-calorie or calorie free sugar substitutes such as sugar alcohols and artificial
sweeteners. An overview of these dietary components and their metabolic capacities are outlined in
Table 8.
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Table 8. Absorptive and fermentable sugars, sugar alcohols and artificial sweeteners common to the
Western diet.

Fructose

Classification

Sweetness
(versus sucrose)

Intestinal
Transport

Maximum absorption
capacity without adverse
effects

Monosaccharide, hexose

173%

GLUT5

25 – 50 g suffice for >50% of
humans (Tappy et al. 2010)

GLUT2
Glucose

Monosaccharide, hexose

73%

Sucrose

Disaccharide; fructose-glucose α1,4-linkage

100%

HFCS-55

High fructose corn syrup
55% fructose, 45% glucose

GLUT2

Absorption consequence free;
Rare absorption disorder
characterized by mutation in
SCL5A1 gene (Xin et al.
2011)
Absorption of glucose and
fructose moieties as noted
above; process dependent
upon sucrose hydrolysis

GLUT5
GLUT2

Similar to fructose due to the
free fructose load (Tappy et
al. 2010)

Erythritol

Monosaccharide, Sugar alcohol

75 – 80%

Passive
diffusion

>50 g day-1 (Grabitske and
Slavin 2009; Wolever et al.
2002; Livesey 1992)

Xylitol

Monosaccharide, Sugar alcohol

100%

Passive
diffusion

>35 g day -1 (Grabitske and
Slavin 2009; Wolever et al.
2002; Livesey 1992)

Sorbitol

Monosaccharide, Sugar alcohol

50 – 60%

Passive
diffusion

>30 g day -1 (Grabitske and
Slavin 2009; Wolever et al.
2002; Livesey 1992)

Mannitol

Monosaccharide, Sugar alcohol

80 – 95%

Passive
diffusion

>40 g day -1 (Grabitske and
Slavin 2009; Wolever et al.
2002; Livesey 1992)

Lactitol

Disaccharide, Sugar alcohol

30 – 40%

Passive
diffusion

>20 g day -1 (Grabitske and
Slavin 2009; Wolever et al.
2002; Livesey 1992)

Sucralose,
Saccharin,
Aspartame,
Acesulfame-K
Neotame

Artificial sweetener

100 - 600%

GLUT2
(sucralose)

Unknown; carcinogenicity
and acute toxicity vary
(Mattes et al. 2009)

D-picose

“Rare sugar”,
C-3 epimer of D-fructose

70%

Stevioside

300%

0.55 g kg-1 body weight (Iida
et al. 2008)
Low uptake
reported

Recommended daily dosage
of 25 mg kg-1 body weight.
Steviol may be carcinogenic
(Gardana et al. 2003)
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Fructose and HFCS
It is imperative to distinguish between free fructose and fructose bound to glucose due to differences in
metabolism and uptake (Smith 1998; Tappy and Le 2010) and this review will focus exclusively on
free fructose metabolism. Fructose is a naturally occurring monosaccharide present in many fruits and
vegetables with consumption in this form providing only modest amounts of free fructose to the host.
Conversely, the soring use of HFCS as sweetener in soft drinks, baked goods and condiments is
imparting a new challenge upon the intestinal environment in managing free fructose overloads (Bray
et al. 2004). HFCS is composed of a mixture of free fructose and glucose, typically 55% fructose 45% glucose, however these ratios frequently vary (Tappy et al. 2010). Conservative estimates indicate
HFCS intakes of 132 – 312 kcal person-1 d-1. These values represent an increase in free fructose load of
158.5 kcal person-1 d-1 in 1978 to 228 kcal person-1 d-1 in 1998 (Tippett and Cypel 1998; Bray et al.
2004). This substantial increase in fructose consumption has paralleled the increased incidence of
obesity in the U.S., suggesting its contribution to development of obesity (Bray 2004; Bray et al. 2004;
Slyper 2004). This assumption remains controversial as others have noted no unequivocal evidence
linking free fructose consumption with metabolic disorders (Tappy and Le 2010). The degree to which
consumption of free fructose contributes to obesity may however, be life stage-dependent beginning
with excessive consumption in childhood (Payne et al. 2011a). For example, obese children ingest twice
the amount of fructose in the form of sweets and sugar sweetened beverages in comparison to normal- weight
children, a trend which if continued into adulthood, could have implications for weight status (Aeberli et al.

2007a; Aeberli et al. 2007b).
Absorption of free fructose in the small intestine differs markedly from glucose and is primarily
mediated by the GLUT5 transporter, with participation of GLUT2 also reported (Sakar et al. 2009).
Following food intake, apical GLUT2 and GLUT5 transporters alter their membrane insertion rate and
activity in response to β-adrenergic agonists, gut-derived hormones [e.g. glucagon-like peptides 1 and 2
(GLP)] and leptin levels (Ishikawa et al. 1997; Ferraris 2001; Sakar et al. 2009). Fructose entering
portal blood is extracted nearly 100% at first pass by the hepatic GLUT2 transporter where it is
oxidized to CO2 with subsequent conversion to lactate and glucose (Tappy and Le 2010). Lactate and
glucose are then directed to de novo lipogenesis or converted to glycogen for storage (Table 9) (Bar-On
and Stein 1968; Tappy and Le 2010).
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Table 9. Host metabolism and potential implications of consuming various dietary sugar compounds.
Host metabolism
Potential Metabolic Health Consequences
Fructose / HFCS

Intestinal GLUT5 and / or GLUT2 uptake. Extracted nearly 100% at first passage by the
liver. No ATP or citrate feedback inhibition (Tappy and Le 2010).
De novo hepatic lipogensis; conversion to glucose with subsequent storage as glycogen or
released plasma glucose.

Glucose

Intestinal SGLT-1 and / or GLUT2 uptake. Hepatic metabolism similar to fructose albeit
with insulin regulation (Gibson et al. 2007; Kellett et al. 2008; Tappy and Le 2010) .
Aberrant hepatic glucose and fatty acid results in increased pancreatic insulin production
leading to insulin resistance and type II diabetes mellitus (Postic et al. 2004; Postic,
Mauvais-Jarvis et al. 2004).

Sugar alcohols

Absorption in small intestine via passive diffusion and as a result enter the circulation
slower than glucose or fructose; absorption dependent upon degree of polymerization
(Livesey 1992).
Confer little to no caloric value by host metabolism; excessive consumption results in
laxation and watery stool (Oku and Nakamura 2002; Grabitske and Slavin 2009).

Artificial sweeteners

Rare sugar

No effect when consumed alone. Natural and artificial sweeteners bind to taste receptors,
confering a synergistic effect on downstream target regulation, including GLUT2
upregulation in the small intestine (Kellett et al. 2008).
Augmentation of hunger and enhancement of natural sugar uptake ?(Mattes and Popkin
2009)
Absorbed in small intestine and rapidly excreted in urine with no host energy gain. Large
intestinal fermentability varies (Iida et al. 2008).
May suppress postprandial blood glucose and insulin via repression of intestinal αamylase, sucrase and maltase activities (Baek et al. 2010; Iida et al. 2008; Matsuo et al.
2002).

Fructose elicits no insulin secretion from β pancreatic cells and fails to stimulate satiety signaling from
the brain due to a lack of GLUT5 in these cells (Curry 1989). This lack of insulin production also
results in insufficient plasma leptin levels needed to regulate further food intake (Saad et al. 1998).
Leptin is a pleiotropic hormone produced by many tissues, with serum levels correlating positively
with body fat (Frederich et al. 1995; Sakar et al. 2009). Recent studies have observed leptin secretion
by the stomach, regulating butyrate uptake by monocarboxylate transporter MCT-1 and SGLT-1
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sodium-dependent glucose transport in the small intestine (Buyse et al. 2001; Ducroc et al. 2005).
Leptin also imparts a synergistic increase in GLUT5 mRNA expression in rats fed a high-fructose diet,
resulting in a positive-feedback loop of continual increased fructose absorption and subsequent leptin
secretion (Bado et al. 1998; Sakar et al. 2009). Furthermore, a concomitant decline in hepatic and
intestinal fasting-induced adipocyte factor (Fiaf) by fructose feeding was observed and not ameliorated
by leptin administration (Sakar et al. 2009). Fiaf is a circulating inhibitor of lipoprotein lipase (LPL),
an enzyme promoting triglyceride storage (Eckel 1989). Leptin may further potentiate the lipogenic
effect of fructose by induction of SREBP-1c and ACC-1, a hepatic lipogenic transcription factor and
regulatory enzyme of fatty acid biosynthesis, respectively (Sakar et al. 2009). Discovery of this
intricate network of fructose-mediated leptin secretion, GLUT5 regulation and Fiaf suppression
illustrates additional contributory mechanisms of free fructose consumption to lipogenesis with
implications for development of hyperlipidemia and metabolic disorders.

Sugar Alcohols
Sugar alcohols are industrially produced, replacement sugar sources and are neither sugars nor
alcohols, but rather hydrogenated saccharides harboring a hydroxyl in place of a sugar ketone or
aldehyde moiety (Grabitske and Slavin 2009). Sugar alcohols, with the exception of erythritol, are
produced by hydrogenation of maltose, lactose, palatinose, glucose, xylose or partially hydrolyzed
starch derivatives (Oku and Nakamura 2002). Sugar alcohols are only partially absorbed from the small
intestine with absorption values ranging from 0% for lactitol to 80% for sorbitol (Wolever et al. 2002).
Metabolism is also incomplete with 10 - 20% of sorbitol and xylitol and 30 - 40% of mannitol excreted
in urine (Livesey 1992). Neither plasma glucose nor insulin levels are affected by sugar alcohol
absorption and metabolism, particularly when monosaccharide forms are consumed. Hydrolysis of
disaccharide sugar alcohols into their glucose moieties however, facilitates host glucose absorption and
metabolism (Felber et al. 1987). 14C-labelled experiments with various sugar alcohols categorized their
caloric value at approximately 2 kcal g-1 energy, representing 50% of sucrose-derived energy (Oku and
Nakamura 2002). Side effects of sugar alcohol consumption are dose dependent and generally absent
up to a specific load (typically expressed as g day-1) after which moderate to severe gastrointestinal
(GI) problems such as watery stool, diarrhea, nausea and borborgymi may arise (Tables 8 and 9).
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Artificial Sweeteners
Artificial sweeteners are non-nutritive sweeteners which entered the consumer market in the 1950’s
with the introduction of cyclamate in the United States. Cyclamate was subsequently banned in 1968
due to evidence linking high cyclamate consumption to bladder cancer in rats (Price et al. 1970). Since
then artificial sweeteners have gained popularity as a solution in maintaining the palatability of foods
while substantially reducing or eliminating caloric content. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration
has approved five non-nutritive sweeteners for human use: saccharin, sucralose, aspartame,
acesulfame-K, and neotame (Table 8). Estimates suggest 15% of people >2 years of age regularly
consume artificially-sweetened products (Mattes and Popkin 2009). Effects on hunger promotion,
satiety and energy balance elicited by artificial sweeteners have been heavily debated. Initial reports
suggested consumption of non-nutritive sugar substitutes promote hunger by stimulating cephalic
phase insulin response, altering volumetric appetite signaling of the stomach in response to changes in
osmotic load and empting rate as well as stimulating GLP-1 secretion by taste receptor activation in the
small intestine (Phillips and Powley 1996; Abdallah et al. 1997; Powley and Phillips 2004; Jang et al.
2007; Mattes and Popkin 2009). Gross generalizations on the effects of artificial sweeteners cannot be
made as the effects are sweetener-dependent. For example, cephalic insulin response has been
demonstrated for saccharin but not aspartame and GLP-1 secretion has been unequivocally
demonstrated following sucralose ingestion only (Abdallah et al. 1997; Kellett et al. 2008; Mattes and
Popkin 2009). Furthermore, augmentation of hunger by non-nutritive sweeteners may not be relevant
when ingested as a beverage at mealtime and it is unclear whether heightened hunger directly translates
into increase energy consumption (Table 9) (Mattes and Popkin 2009). Hence, downstream metabolic
effects of non-nutritive sweetener consumption remain inconclusive.

Rare sugar
D-Psicose (D-ribo-2-hexulose) is a C-3 epimer of D-fructose and classified as a rare sugar due to its
scarce natural abundance. It naturally occurs in wheat, Itea plants as well as cane and beet molasses but
is more commonly mass-produced with isomerase and D-tagatose-3-epimerase (Baek et al. 2010). DPsicose is absorbed in the small intestine and rapidly excreted in urine (Iida et al. 2010). No energy is
gained upon D-Psicose ingestion making it an attractive “natural” sugar substitute (Matsuo et al. 2002).
Other potential health benefits have been ascribed to its regulation of plasma glucose concentrations
via repression of intestinal α-amylase, sucrase and maltase activities during oral carbohydrate tests
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(Table 9) (Matsuo and Izumori 2009). Suppression of postprandial blood glucose and insulin levels
during administration of >5g D-psicose suggests this sugar may be attractive for developing “naturally”
sweetened, diabetic-friendly food products (Iida et al. 2008; Baek et al. 2010). Stevioside is the main
sweet component in the leaves of Stevia rebaudiana and is naturally occurring sweetener with effects
similar to artificially-derived sweeteners, with its sweetness approximately 300x greater than sucrose
(Geuns 2003). Steviolbioside and rebaudioside are other occurring sweet components extracted from
the Stevia plant, however in low abundance. Stevioside and rebaudioside were recently approved for
use in the E.U. despite being deemed safe for consumption in Asia and North America for many years.

Microbial species capable of fructose, sugar alcohol and artificial sweetener metabolism
Comparably little information exists on human gut-associated microbial species bestowed with
fructose, sugar alcohol and artificial sweetener metabolic machinery. Despite the limited information
available, an overview of species involved in fructose and sugar substitute metabolism is summarized
below and outlined in Table 10. Lactic acid bacteria (LAB), particularly the lactobacilli represent the
best characterized group of fructophilic microbes (Salminen et al. 1998; Endo et al. 2009) although this
activity has also been reported in the Clostridium cluster IV genus Faecalibacterium. LAB and γProteobacteria are the predominating organisms involved in sugar alcohol metabolism (Sghir et al.
1998). Sorbitol and mannitol fermentation by E. coli, Salmonella spp., Shigella spp. as well as
Lactobacillus spp. and Streptococcus spp. was in fact reported as early as the 1930’s (Robbins and
Lewis 1940). Sorbitol metabolism has also been observed by species of Selenomonas ruminantium in
sheep rumen, suggesting this metabolic capacity may be widely distributed among microbes (Wallace
and Walker 1993). Xylitol is generally regarded as beneficial in preventing oral lactobacilli,
streptococci and actinomyctes growth however less is known about microbially-mediated intestinal
fermentation (Kontiokari et al. 1995). Stevioside metabolism by human colonic microflora is mediated
predominately by Bacteroides with steviol the major metabolite (Gardana et al. 2003). Investigation of
D-psicose fermentation by 35 microbiota representatives also identified a Bacteroides-dominance,
suggesting "rare" sugars may be metabolized by the sus carbohydrate operon (Musso et al. 2011).
Bacteroides thetiotaomicron, Bacteroides uniformis, Bifidobacterium dentium and Ruminococcus
productus were all identified as capable D-psicose metabolizing species (Iida et al. 2010). Conversely,
saccharin metabolism has been reported to increase the relative amount of aerobic intestinal bacteria
and reduce Proteus vulgaris-dependent ammonia production (Anderson and Kirkland 1980). Saccharin,
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acesulfame K, cyclamate uptake and utilization by Streptococcus mutans has also been reported, a
process capable of impairing microbial glucose metabolism (Pfeffer et al. 1985; Ziesenitz and Siebert
1988).

Table 10. Human gut-associated microbial species capable of metabolizing fructose, sugar alcohols, artificial
sweeteners and rare sugars.
Compound

Microbial Species

Reference

Fructose

Lactic acid bacteria. Lactobacillus, Bifidobacterium,
Faecalibacterium

(Salminen et al. 1998,
Endo et al. 2009)

Sorbitol

E. coli, Salmonella, Shigella Lactobacillus,

Mannitol

Streptococcus

(Sghir et al. 1998,
Robbins and Lewis
1940, Wallace and
Walker 1993)

Xylitol

Generally unfavorable for microbial metabolism;
Metabolism by some Streptococcus mutans sp.

(Kontiokari et al. 1995)

Artificial Sweetener

Streptococcus mutans

Saccharin, Acesulfame K,
Cyclamate

Streptococcus mutans

(Anderson and
Kirkland 1980; Pfeffer
et al. 1995; Ziesenitz et
al.1988)

Stevioside

Bacteroides

(Gardana et al. 2003)

D-psicose

Bacteroides, Bifidobacterium, Ruminococcus

(Iida et al. 2010)

Sugar metabolism, malabsorption and the gut microbiota
Modern science has endowed us with many natural and synthetic sucrose replacements which continue
to receive both praise and scrutiny for weight management during this global girth expansion. Despite a
reduced or absent caloric contribution of sugar alcohols and rare sugars to the host energy balance,
unabsorbed substrate ultimately passes to the large intestine where it becomes fermentable substrate for
the gut microbiota (Tables 8 and 9) (Oku and Nakamura 2002; Iida et al. 2010). Fructose is both a
direct energy source and potent downstream metabolic effector however, fructose is one of the most
poorly absorbed short-chained carbohydrates with 50 g free fructose capable of inducing malabsorption
in 80% of people (Tables 8 and 9) (Choi et al. 2003; Beyer et al. 2005; Gibson et al. 2007). Fructose
malabsorption is clinically defined by breath excretion analyses of H2 resulting from microbial fructose
fermentation (Gibson et al. 2007), demonstrating an inherent genetic propensity of the gut microbiota
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to utilize dietary free fructose sources. Artificial sweetener fermentation by gut microbiota remains
either unexplored or poorly documented but is logically extrapolated based on the fermentability of
these other sugar compounds in the large intestine.

Fructose and sugar substitute-dependent conditioning of the commensal gut microbiota
In light of the increased consumption of fructose, sugar alcohols and artificial sweeteners as both
probable cause and consequence of the obesity epidemic, the impact these compounds are potentially
exerting upon our resident commensal flora may be profound. Consequently, the contribution of gut
microbial metabolism of unabsorbed or malabsorbed sugar substrate must be considered additive to
host metabolism, yet neither concept has been extensively investigated in humans. The reduced
diversity in our fructose- and sugar substitute-laden, plant polysaccharide-poor Western diets may be
conferring substantial evolutionary pressure on the gut microbiota. On one hand the microbiota must
adapt to “unfamiliar” substrates such as sugar alcohols and artificial sweeteners and on the other they
are confronted with excessive loads of “familiar” substrate such as free fructose. Adaptive metabolism
has been demonstrated for D-tagatose fermentation in rat and swine models and much of the undesired
effects of excessive sugar alcohol consumption are ascribed to bacterial production of H2, CH4 and CO2
during fermentation (Laerke et al. 2000; Oku and Nakamura 2002; Grabitske and Slavin 2009). As a
result, both the microbiota composition and metabolic activities are subject to extensive modification
during substrate conditioning. The concept of dietary modulation is not new but has generally been
consciously exploited to achieve health benefits. For example, resistant starch is a prominent substrate
for butyrate-producing bacteria related to Roseburia / E. rectale as well as Ruminococcaceae (Walker
et al. 2011). Inulin and fructo-oligosacchrides are prebiotics used to stimulate Bifidobacteria, resulting
in liberation of lactate and other oligosaccharides, forming a well-characterized metabolic crossfeeding pathway with butyrate-producing Firmicutes (Belenguer et al. 2006; De Vuyst and Leroy
2011).
Analogous to conscious modulation of the gut microbiota by inclusion of beneficial dietary
components, exclusion of substrate by a limited diet may produce the reverse effect, resulting in a loss
in diversity. While the increased Firmicutes : Bacteriodetes ratio relationship to obesity remains
heavily debated, the concept of obesity associated with reduced bacterial diversity and altered gene and
metabolic pathway expression is commonly agreed upon (Ley et al. 2005; Turnbaugh et al. 2006;
Turnbaugh et al. 2008). Supporting this hypothesis is the identification of a Western-diet associated gut
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microbiome enriched in genes encoding pathways related to the phosphotransferase system, fructose
and mannose metabolism and glycolysis / gluconeogenesis but depleted of genes required for starch
and sucrose metabolism (Turnbaugh et al. 2008). This microbiome was associated with a bloom in an
uncultured clade within the Firmicutes class Mollicutes, suggesting that a Western-diet may indeed be
preferred by Firmicutes with potential detrimental effects on Bacteroidetes survival. Bacteroides are
the most prominent Bacteroidetes genera and are equipped with an extensive array of polysaccharide
and glycan utilization machinery, demonstrating their preference for diets containing complex plant
material (Sonnenburg et al. 2010; Musso et al. 2011). Bacteroides reside near the top of metabolic
cross-feeding hierarchy, providing substrate for those species reliant upon polysaccharide hydrolysis
products for survival. A loss or reduction in Bacteroides as a consequence of Western diet substrate
conditioning could ultimately result in dysbiosis and loss of several microbe-specific niches in the gut,
contributing to differences observed in obese and normal-weight microbial phylogenies (Ley et al.
2005; Payne et al. 2011a).

Increased dietary energy extraction and metabolism may promote metabolic disorders
The concept of more efficient dietary energy extraction by obese microbiota was initially demonstrated
in a leptin-deficient ob/ob mouse model of obesity and later observed in obese adults as well as
children (Turnbaugh et al. 2006; Schwiertz et al. 2010; Payne et al. 2011a). While the amount of
ingested substrate ultimately determines the extractable energy content, both fructose and sugar
substitute metabolism could also enhance this process. Substrate conditioning with excessive free
fructose loads or genetic evolution of the gut microbiome as survival mechanism to increased exposure
to “unfamiliar” sugar substrates could result in acquisition of additional metabolic power. Increased
metabolic processes yielding more SCFA could provide the host with additional glucose generated by
intestinal SCFA uptake and conversion via the Krebs cycle. This process is well documented in
ruminants for propionate however, much less is known about the contribution of SCFA on glucose
production in humans (Leng and Annison 1963; Al-Lahham et al. 2010).
SCFA resulting from exhaustive substrate utilization may have additional consequences for the host.
Many authors propose increasing SCFA production as obesity treatment due to the reported ability of
propionate and acetate to reduce plasma and hepatic fatty acid content, lower cholesterol and
potentially improve insulin sensitivity (Al-Lahham et al. 2010; Conterno et al. 2011). Butyrate is
regarded as beneficial due to its anticancer properties related to epithelial cell-cycle regulation as a
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histone deacetylase inhibitor (Davie 2003). Nevertheless, many of the demonstrated beneficial effects
of SCFA are inconclusive in humans, as for example the effect of propionate on hypocholesterolemia
(Wong et al. 2006). SCFA are also pleiotropic ligands for G protein-coupled receptors Gpr41 and
Gpr43 expressed in the distal small intestine and colon (Brown et al. 2003). Signal transduction of
SCFA bound to Gpr41 stimulates leptin expression and appetite, resulting in increased adiposity
compared with Gpr41 -/- mice (Samuel et al. 2008). Furthermore, description of Gpr43 mediating
propionate and acetate-dependent inflammatory responses involving neutrophil activation contradicts
earlier reports of SCFA as anti-inflammatory (Tedelind et al. 2007; Maslowski et al. 2009).

Figure 7. Proposed positive-feedback loop of leptin-regulated host-microbe fructose uptake and metabolism.
Gpr41: G-protein coupled receptor 41.
Hypothesis: Excessive dietary fructose intakes resulting in malabsorption and passage to the large intestine
results in microbial fermentation to SCFA. Gpr41 intestinal epithelia receptors sense increased microbial activity
and metabolism in the inner mucus layer by enhanced Gpr41 binding of SCFA. Gpr41-SCFA binding activates
leptin secretion which inhibits PYY activity, resulting in slowed gut transit rates. Slowed gut motility allows
more undigested carbohydrate to reach the large intestine, further promoting increased microbial metabolism and
leptin secretion. Leptin may directly upregulate GLUT5 fructose transporter expression and insertion into the
epithelium which may enhance host fructose uptake. Fructose subsequently exits the GLUT2 basolateral
membrane transporter, entering the portal circulation where it is extracted nearly 100% by the liver and
converted to lactate, glucose or fatty acids.
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Emergence of this murky host-microbe interaction picture centered around SCFA production from
exhaustive dietary energy extraction, suggests current dietary trends may be exacerbating obesity and
metabolic disorders. The gut can no longer be considered a simple black box, whose processes are
spatially restricted as signals emerging from host-microbe interactions along the GI tract are
systemically communicated along the gut-brain axis. Regulation of satiety and energy balance may be
disrupted by Gpr41-SCFA-bound stimulation of leptin secretion and concomitant repression of the gut
motility regulator, PYY (Samuel et al. 2008). This interaction could promote a positive-feedback loop
whereby slowed gut transit times promote exhaustive fermentation of unabsorbed or malabsorbed
fructose and sugar substitutes, enhance small intestinal energy extraction by Gpr41-dependent leptin
upregulation of the GLUT5 fructose transporter and induce lipogenesis by leptin-dependent repression
of Fiaf (Fig. 7). Evidence also exists for Gpr43 participation in the innate immune response as its
expression is closely regulated with Toll-like receptor (TLR) TLR2 and TLR4 expression (Maslowski
et al. 2009). SCFA induction of epithelial Gpr43 may represent a mechanism for sensing microbial
activity within the adherent mucus layer where microbes are in direct contact with the epithelium and
may be an important mediator of commensal tolerance (Maslowski et al. 2009; Van den Abbeele et al.
2011). Furthermore, metabolic activity in the lumen may be sampled by extension of Gpr43-expressing
dendritic cells between epithelial tight junctions, promoting possible cytokine-dependent T cell
maturation (Fig. 8) (Van den Abbeele et al. 2011). Hence, increased microbial activity could promote
intestinal inflammation and compromised epithelial integrity, allowing for passage of LPS and other
inflammatory stimuli into the systemic circulation, contributing to obesity-associated endotoxemia
(Cani et al. 2007; Musso et al. 2011).
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Figure 8. Proposed mechanism of fructose and sugar substitute dietary intakes promoting intestinal
inflammation and endotoxemia.
DC: dendritic cell; TLR: toll-like receptor; Gpr43: G-protein coupled receptor 43; dark-shaded cell; hostmicrobe communication via TLR.
Hypothesis: Enhanced dietary energy extraction from increased fructose and / or sugar substitute loads results in
increased microbial metabolic activity and SCFA production. DC continuously sampling luminal and mucusassociated microbial metabolism by Gpr43-mediated SCFA detection bind naïve T cells, releasing cytokines
necessary for T cell maturation. Innate and adaptive pro-inflammatory immune responses decrease intestinal
epithelial tight junction integrity (black outlined cells) allowing LPS to breach the intestinal barrier and exit the
basolateral membrane. LPS entering the systemic circulation may promote obesity-associated endotoxemia
(adapted from van den Abbelle et al. 2011).
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Conclusion
Identification of a single definitive cause or consequence of the commensal flora to obesity is
unreasonable to assume. The multitude of host-microbe interactions elucidated over the past five years
provide strong evidence of a multifactorial network of parameters leading to development of obesity
and associated metabolic disorders. It is widely accepted that dietary modulation of the gut microbiota
is attainable, even desired for promoting certain “beneficial” health effects. Conversely, the evidence
presented here suggests we are unconsciously promoting a “westernized” conditioning of the gut
microbiota to reduced dietary diversity marked by increased consumption of free fructose and sugarsubstitutes. The contribution of increased dietary fat to this process cannot be ignored but is not the
focus of this review, having received sufficient attention elsewhere.
Continuous exposure to free fructose and sugar substitutes may cause dysbiosis with loss of microbial
genetic and phylogenic diversity, promoting evolution and maintenance of a Western gut microbiome.
In turn adaptive metabolism generates additional energy sources for the host which may facilitate
aberrant host-microbe interactions leading to perturbed energy regulation and altered gut transit times
with subsequent enhancement of dietary energy extraction. These differences in microbial composition
and metabolic activity may ultimately be sensed by the innate and adaptive immune system leading to
intestinal inflammation with later manifestation as endotoxemia. The combination of these processes
can undoubtedly contribute to development of many metabolic disorders associated with obesity. In
conclusion, we suggest obesity treatment and prevention could be effectively achieved by promoting
intestinal

homeostasis

through

reintroduction

of

a

balanced

and

diverse

diet.
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Abstract
The gut microbiota is a highly-specialized organ containing host-specific assemblages of microbes
whose metabolic activity directly impacts human health and disease. In vitro gut fermentation models
present an unmatched opportunity of performing studies frequently challenged in humans and animals
owing to ethical concerns. Multi-disciplinary systems biology analyses supported by “-omics”
platforms remain widely neglected in the field of in vitro gut fermentation modeling but are key to
advancing the significance of these models. Model-driven experimentation using a combination of in
vitro gut fermentation and in vitro human cell models represent an advanced approach in identifying
complex host-microbe interactions and niches central to gut fermentation processes. The aim of this
review is to highlight the advances and challenges exhibited by in vitro human gut fermentation
modeling.
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Introduction
For decades the contributions of gut microbiota to human health and disease were widely
underappreciated. Acknowledgement of the gut microbiota, described as an independent organ with
immunostimulatory properties, was first noted in 1992 by Bocci (Bocci 1992). A decade later Eckburg
et al. identified a suite of gut microbial contributions to the human host such as providing nourishment,
regulating epithelial cell development and modulating innate immune responses, yet acknowledged that
many basic functions of the gut microbiota remain unknown (Eckburg et al. 2005). Since 2005 the
majority of studies have focused on species identification and cataloguing, a process that has been
hampered by the inability to culture most gut microbes. Most species are recognized solely by their
16S rRNA sequence and identification relies heavily on high-throughput technologies such as second
and third generation sequencing platforms (Zoetendal et al. 2008). Success and advancement of these
technologies has demonstrated a link between various microbial species and multiple pathologies such
as obesity, Crohn’s disease and irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) (Ley et al. 2005; Malinen et al. 2005;
Manichanh et al. 2006; Turnbaugh et al. 2006; Bischoff 2011).
16S rRNA-based cataloguing of gut microbiota via high-throughput sequencing platforms does not
however provide information on the functionality of any species identified. Unraveling the complexity
of microbe-microbe interactions and identification of niches central to gut fermentation are however
dependent upon functional studies. In vitro gut fermentation models represent an innovative
technological platform consisting of multiple model designs which permit investigations on both the
existence of gut microbial species and their related functionality. At their core, in vitro gut fermentation
models are each characterized by inoculation of a single or multiple chemostats with fecal microbiota
and operated under physiological temperature, pH and anaerobic conditions (Molly et al. 1993;
Macfarlane et al. 1998; Minekus et al. 1999; Cinquin et al. 2006). The complexity of in vitro gut
fermentation models increases with the number of simultaneously operated chemostats, creating a
technological platform with the potential for either single colon regions (e.g. proximal colon) or the
entire colon to be modeled (Fig. 9). Experimentation within these models is virtually unlimited and
may include assessment of single or multiple dietary components for their impact on individual gut
microbial populations and subsequent changes to their metabolisms as a function of dietary
modulation, evaluation of the impact of potentially new probiotic strains on gut microbiota function
and survival or mechanistic studies on commensal-pathogen interactions (Le Blay et al. 2009; Kheadr
et al. 2010; Zihler et al. 2010; Gagnon 2011). Other types of applications include assessment studies
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where the potential lethality restricts in vivo testing such as the biotransformation of drugs or toxic
compounds (e.g.polyaromatic hydrocarbons, PAH) or the impact of radioactivity on the gut microbiota
(Coutts et al. 1987; Bearne et al. 1990; Van de Wiele et al. 2003; Crawford and Gordon 2005;
Macfarlane and Macfarlane 2007). Results obtained using in vitro gut fermentation models describe the
functional, yet uncoupled response of the gut microbiota as the effects of host community modulation
as a function of immune-response mechanisms are not simulated in these models.
The use of in vitro human intestinal cell models is widely accepted for evaluating the mechanistic
effects of probiotics or drug absorption and transport (Meunier et al. 1995; Mennigen and Bruewer
2009), suggesting their application could be extended to include host-gut microbe functional studies In
vitro human cell models are typically composed of polarized and differentiated monolayers of single or
co-culture cell lines and are distinguished based upon their physiological properties with absorptive
Caco-2 and mucus secreting HT29-MTX cell lines predominating (Mathias et al. 2010; Vieira et al.
2010). The unique physiological properties of each human intestinal cell line require that their selection
be entirely based upon the intended in vitro application. The combination of in vitro human intestinal
cell models with in vitro gut fermentation models creates an advanced in vitro model system where
samples obtained from host-response lacking in vitro gut models can be directly applied to monolayer
cell models for host-function assessment (Deat et al. 2009; Zihler 2010; Bahrami et al. 2011).
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Figure 9. Types and process characteristics of in vitro colonic fermentation models simulating proximal (R1),
transverse (R2) and distal (R3) colon regions, operated at physiological section-specific constant pH,
temperature (37 8C) and under strictly anaerobic conditions (e.g. through continuous CO2 or N2 flushing of the
headspace). Initial (R1) and steady-state (R1, R2 and R3) fermentation profiles. (a) Picture detail of a proximal
colon reactor containing polysaccharide beads with immobilized fecal microbiota. (b) Electron microscope
image of microbes embedded and attached to the surface of an intestinal bead (the authors acknowledge support
of Stefan Handschin from EMEZ Electron Microscopy at ETH Zurich, Switzerland).
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Despite advances in in vitro model development, in vivo studies resist absolute replacement. Animal
studies persist as a substitute to human studies, yet the relevance of data obtained through animal
studies is often questioned due to physiological differences between animal and human metabolisms
(Hegsted 1975; Cohen 1995). Functional studies in humans remain difficult to perform owing to social
and ethical considerations governing invasive medical procedures necessary in accessing the human
large intestine, rendering human studies primarily limited to fecal sample analyses (Zoetendal et al.
1998; Eckburg et al. 2005). An ultimate approach to investigating gut microbiota functionality must
therefore include a combination of in vitro and in vivo models, each yielding complementary results
which not only strengthen the overall validity of each individual model but also distinguish between
the functionality of gut microbial and human processes (Fig. 10). The use of “-omics” technologies and
multi-disciplinary systems biology analyses must be applied to this combinatorial approach in order to
fully realize the potential of obtaining novel results with in vitro models (Fig. 10). Systems biology
approaches using “-omics” technologies are commonly used in in vivo and in situ studies but remain
elusive in the field of in vitro human gut fermentation modeling. The aim of this review is to highlight
the potential and perspective advances exhibited by in vitro gut fermentation models and to discuss the
limitations and challenges facing in vitro technologies.

Figure 10. Human gut systems biology approach for functional analysis of gut microbiota.
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Diversity and functionality of human gut microbiota
An estimated 1014 intestinal microbes belonging to >1000 different species (Rajilic-Stojanovic et al.
2007) are distributed along the human intestinal tract with the highest densities reached in the colon.
Environmental and physicochemical conditions in addition to gender and age dictate the considerable
variations in both abundance and composition of the gut microbiota along the gastrointestinal (GI) tract
(Mueller et al. 2006; Leser and Molbak 2009). Bacterial counts in the stomach are usually less than 103
per gram due to acidic pH. Numbers increase to 104 – 107 per gram in the small intestine where rapid
transit and the secretion of bile and pancreatic juice limit growth. The large intestine is the area most
populated due to favorable conditions including slow gut transit times, nutrient availability and a
favorable pH (Gibson and Roberfroid 1995). Up to 1012 microbes per gram inhabit the colon,
accounting for a total of 1 - 2 kg of our body weight. Over 50 bacterial phyla have been identified, but
the human-associated microbiota is dominated by only 4 main phyla: Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes,
Actinobacteria and Proteobacteria (Dethlefsen et al. 2006; Dethlefsen et al. 2007). The inclusion of
Clostridia within the Firmicutes phylum, makes it the most abundant phylum, constituting 46-58% of
total bacteria (Harmsen et al. 2002; Lay et al. 2005). Other major inhabitants include the BacteroidesPrevotella group (10-30%), Bifidobacterium (4.4-4.8%), Enterobacteriaceae (0.1-0.2%) and
Lactobacillus and Enterococcus (both 0.1-1.8%) (Lay et al. 2005; Zoetendal et al. 2006). Despite interhost differences in population compositions, the existence of a core gut microbiota with presumably
pivotal functions in maintaining gut homeostasis was reported recently (Turnbaugh et al. 2010). Two
different core phylotypes belonging to the family Lachnospiraceae (core 1) and Dorea (core 2) of the
Clostridium cluster XIVa were found to predominate in 16S rRNA sequences from a total of 231
individuals from different ethnic backgrounds, consuming distinctly different diets (Claesson et al.
2009; Rajilic-Stojanovic et al. 2009; Tap et al. 2009; Sekelja et al. 2011).
Intestinal metabolism involves a variety of enzymes and biochemical pathways encoded by specialized
members of the microbial community and are distinct from host supplied resources. This metabolic
capacity is estimated to be encoded on a total of 2-4 million microbial genes which is 70 - 140 times
greater than that of the host (Possemiers et al. 2010; Qin et al. 2010). Initial digestion processes in the
human intestine require specific microbial glycosidases encoded by the hydrolytic gut microbiota.
These microbes hydrolyze the otherwise indigestible polysaccharides (e.g. starch, resistant starch and
both soluble and insoluble dietary fiber) and proteins (Fig. 11) or host-innate mucins (glycosylated
high molecular weight proteins) reaching the large intestine. Subsequent microbial fermentation of
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hydrolyzed polysaccharides in the large intestine results in production of short chain fatty acids
(SCFA) such as acetate, propionate and butyrate; branched chain fatty acids (BCFA); as well as lactate,
formate, ethanol and mixed gases (e.g. CH4, CO2 and H2) (Robert and Bernalier-Donadille 2003).
Dissimilatory metabolism of proteinaceous material produces ammonia, amines, mercaptans and H2S,
as well as some toxic indolic and phenolic compounds (Smith and Macfarlane 1996).

SCFA

production resulting from microbial fermentation of hydrolyzed dietary starches, fibers and sugars
provides an estimated 10% daily dietary energy to the host (McNeil 1984; Scheppach 1994; Backhed et
al. 2004).
Resident commensal bacteria are further responsible for creating a powerful line of resistance to
colonization by exogenous microbes. Adherent intestinal microbes constantly compete with exogenous
microbes for attachment sites in the brush border of intestinal epithelial cells, preventing pathogenic
invasion and translocation into colonic tissue (Bernet et al. 1994). Colonization resistance requires a
delicate ecological balance to avert the overgrowth of acquired opportunistic bacteria such as
Clostridium difficile and prevent the pathogenesis of these strains (Poutanen and Simor 2004).
Optimized nutrient consumption and metabolism by resident gut microbiota further attenuates
pathogen proliferation as resident microbes are capable of adjusting their nutrient requirements and
metabolic activities causing pathogen starvation (Hooper et al. 1999). Direct inhibition of pathogens
(e.g Listeria monocytogenes) might also be mediated by antimicrobial compounds such as bacteroicin
Abp118 produced by the lactic acid bacterium Lactobacillus salivarius UCC118 (Corr et al. 2007).
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Figure 11. Schematic representation of the human gastrointestinal tract: the amount of bacteria per gram of
intestinal contents, nutrient availability and bacterial fermentative activity typically found in different sections of
healthy individuals.

In vitro fermentation models
The design and complexity of in vitro fermentation systems has broadened from simple batch cultures
to single- or multistage continuous flow models using a variety of different fecal inoculation techniques
(Cinquin et al. 2004; Cinquin et al. 2006; Macfarlane and Macfarlane 2007; Van den Abbeele et al.
2010). In vitro gut fermentation models enable the stable cultivation of a complete intestinal microbiota
for a defined and model-specific period of time. Selection of the appropriate model requires careful
evaluation of the study objectives given the advantages and limitations exhibited by each type of
system (Table 11).
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Table 11. Advantages and limitations of in vitro fermentation models

Models

Advantages

Limitations

References

Batch culture

Easy to set up, useful for fermentation
studies and especially substrate digestion
assessment

Short term fermentation studies and
weakness in microbiological
control

Pompei et al. 2008;
Gumienna et al.
2010

Continuous
culture

Continuous flow mimicking conditions
found in vivo. Environmental parameters
are well controlled

No host functionality and
experiments are time limited (days
or weeks)

Duncan et al. 2009;
Maccaferri et al.
2010

Multistage
continuous
culture

Continuous flow into several vessels
mimicking conditions found in portions
of the digestive tract

No host functionality and
experiments are time limited (days
or weeks)

Baines et al. 2009;

Advanced
continuous
culture

High cell density and long term stability
of continuous fermentation system with
immobilized fecal microbiota

No host functionality

Le Blay et al. 2010;

Artificial
digestive system

Continuous flow with metabolites and
water exchange mimicking conditions
found in vivo

No immune and neuroendocrine
response and experiments are
limited to few days’ time

Van den Abbeele et
al. 2010

Zihler et al. 2010

Blanquet-Diot et al.
2009;
KovatchevaDatchari et al. 2010

Batch fermentation models
Batch fermentation describes the growth of a pure or mixed bacterial suspension in a carefully selected
medium without the further addition of nutrients. These models are generally closed-systems using
sealed bottles or reactors containing suspensions of fecal material which are maintained under
anaerobic conditions. Dietary components such as inulin-type fructans or resistant starch and other
complex carbohydrates have been investigated for their potential use as prebiotics using batch
fermentation models (Lesmes et al. 2008; Pompei et al. 2008). Batch fermentations are particularly
useful for investigating metabolic profiles of short chain fatty acids (SCFA) arising from active
metabolism of dietary compounds by gut microbiota as these systems are generally convenient and
inexpensive, allowing large numbers of substrates and/or fecal samples to be tested quickly
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(Macfarlane and Macfarlane 2007; Gumienna et al. 2010). Microbial fermentation resulting in
production of SCFA results in continuous changes to pH and redox potential as most batch
fermentations proceed in the absence of pH control. Microbial growth in these systems is dependent
upon the inoculation density and substrate depletion rate. Systems inoculated with low cell densities
demonstrate typical S-shaped growth curve characteristics owing to an initial abundant nutrient supply,
which as it becomes depleted over time and together with the accumulation of toxic products, results in
arrested growth (Fig. 9). On the other hand, systems inoculated with cell densities similar to the very
high cell densities of the colon, result in limited growth. Complex experimentation such as the
evaluation of microbial community and microbial metabolic modulation requires continuous substrate
replenishment as substrate depletion restricts the operational time of batch fermentations to several
hours and prevents the establishment of steady-state conditions in vitro.
Continuous fermentation models
Continuous culture fermentation models exist as either single- or multistage systems and are necessary
for performing long term studies as substrate replenishment and toxic product removal are facilitated.
Single-stage continuous fermentation models are often used to elucidate proximal colon function and
metabolic activity as the mixing of digesta from both the caecum and ascending colon is well simulated
in these models (Macfarlane and Macfarlane 2007). Single-stage continuous fermentation models have
been used to investigate the mechanism of Salmonella infection in children as well as colonization of
the infant gut (Cinquin et al. 2004; Le Blay et al. 2009).
Human colonic function occurs however over the span of the ascending, transverse and descending
colonic regions and differences in metabolic activity and microbial communities have been
horizontally demonstrated for each colonic region (Macfarlane et al. 1992). A major advancement of in
vitro gut fermentation models was the development of multistage continuous fermentation models
which enable the simulation of horizontal colon processes (Macfarlane et al. 1998). This design
facilitates the spatial, temporal, nutritional and physicochemical properties of the gut microbiota by
combining three chemostats connected in series, replicating the proximal (R1), transverse (R2) and
distal (R3) colon regions (Fig. 9) (Macfarlane et al. 1998). Adaptation, survival and proliferation of an
in vivo acquired human gut microbiota to in vitro continuous fermentation models are dependent upon
environmental parameters such as pH, retention time, temperature, anaerobiosis and flow rate of the
medium. Strict control of these factors facilitates establishment of steady-state conditions regarding
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both microbial composition and metabolic activity, with these steady-state conditions being required to
create a reproducible system (Fig. 9). A wide range of studies and novel results on gut microbial
community modulation and metabolic function have been obtained using the various multi-stage
continuous fermentation model designs, evidence of the dynamic capacity of this technology
(Macfarlane et al. 1998; Cinquin et al. 2006; Van den Abbeele et al. 2010; Zihler et al. 2010).
Probiotic and prebiotic modulation and impact investigations represent the most commonly performed
experimentations using three-stage continuous in vitro fermentation models (McBain and Macfarlane
1997).
Perhaps the major discriminating factor between the different in vitro continuous fermentation systems
is the technique used for fecal inoculation. Operation of most in vitro systems uses a liquid fecal
suspension as inoculum, resulting in several limitations due to the free-cell state of the bacterial
populations (Cinquin et al. 2004). Systems with liquid fecal inocula generally experience a rapid washout of less competitive bacteria and are consequently limited in operational time to less than 4 weeks
(Macfarlane et al. 1998; Sghir et al. 1998; De Boever 2001). These systems also struggle in
reproducing both the planktonic (free-cell) and sessile (biofilm-associated) states of bacterial
populations in the colon (Macfarlane and Macfarlane 2007; Macfarlane and Dillon 2007). To address
problems associated with inoculum washout, a process for the immobilization of fecal microbiota has
been developed (Cinquin et al. 2004; Cinquin et al. 2006; Zihler et al. 2010). Here, fecal microbiota
are suspended within a porous polysaccharide matrix resulting in the formation of fecal beads, which
are transferred to the growth medium in R1 of a multistage continuous fermentation model (Fig. 9).
Limitations on substrate and toxic product diffusion within beads result in formation of a high-cell
density peripheral layer, where cell release occurs spontaneously as a result of active cell growth
(Doleyres et al. 2002; Doleyres et al. 2002; Lacroix 2003; Cinquin et al. 2004). The released cells are
transported to R2 and then R3, resulting in a self-contained continuous fermentation system of very
high cell density and population stability, close to the human GI tract (Fig 9). The operational time of
systems for studies using immobilized cells varies and has been functionally demonstrated for time
frames of 29, 54 up to 71 days (Cinquin et al. 2004; Cinquin et al. 2006; Le Blay et al. 2010).
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Artificial digestive systems
The inclusion of host digestive functions in vitro coupled with multi-stage continuous fermentation
modeling represents the most advanced attempt thus far at simulating interdependent physiological
functions within the human gut, stomach lumen and small intestine (Table 11) (Blanquet-Diot et al.
2009). Human digestive functions that are reproduced in the TIM-1 small intestinal model include bile
secretion, motility, pH and absorption capacities of the upper intestine (Minekus et al. 1995). Proximal
colon simulator models such as TIM-2 include other host functions such as peristaltic mixing, water
and metabolite absorption (Minekus et al. 1999). The combination of both TIM-1 and TIM-2 models
have led to the creation of an artificial digestive system which has been applied to pharmaceutical
investigations of drug delivery as well as for advanced nutritional studies (Souliman et al. 2006;
Souliman et al. 2007; Blanquet-Diot et al. 2009). The SHIME model (simulator of the human intestinal
microbial ecosystem) comprises a series of five fermentation vessels in series, operated in sequential
batch mode, with reactors 1 and 2 simulating the process of ingestion and digestion occurring in the
duodenum / jejunum and ileum and are connected to the three-stage large intestinal model (Molly et al.
1993). The role of microbial metabolism in increasing the bioavailability of various toxic compounds
such as PAH or arsenic has been demonstrated using the SHIME model (Van de Wiele et al. 2003;
Laird et al. 2007). Host function is however still only partially reproduced as immunomodulatory and
neuroendocrine responses are still lacking. The preparation of fecal samples used for inoculation varies
considerably in these models and should be thoroughly considered during the experimental design. For
example, an attempt to standardize the inoculum by mixing fecal samples from multiple donors
resulted in propagation of a microbiota in TIM-2 with a microbial profile distinct from that normally
witnessed in healthy adults, demonstrating the difficulty in establishing a representative human gut
microbiota in vitro (Rajilic-Stojanovic et al. 2010).
Challenges of in vitro gut fermentation models
Inoculation and colonization of in vitro gut fermentation models
Despite the many different designs and combinations of in vitro gut fermentation models currently in
existence, several challenges and limitations are exhibited by this technology. The reproducibility and
functional stability of human gut microbiota in in vitro gut fermentation models is frequently
challenged and the subject of much criticism. The robustness of each model depends upon the certainty
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that any observed effects on microbial composition and metabolic activity are due solely to the applied
experimental treatment and not to gut microbial adaptation to the simulated gut environment (Table
12). This presumes that a compositional stability of the in vitro gut ecosystem is in place prior to
applying any experimental treatment and that this pseudo-steady state may reproducibly generate
identical microbial communities which are the basis for comparison with other treatments (Van den
Abbeele et al. 2010).

Table 12. Challenges and perspectives of in vitro fermentation models
Challenges and perspectives of in vitro fermentation models

Permanent challenges
Enhance and evaluate microbial ecosystem stability.
Carefully select models depending on their advantages and limitations related to the research question.
Make the right compromise between technical complexity and biological significance.
Assess reproducibility and define repeatability needs
Perspectives
Assess functional stability of the in vitro microbiome.
Application of ‘omics’ technologies to in vitro gut fermentation modeling.
Modeling of ‘diseased’ microbiota.
Combination of in vitro models

Inoculation and colonization of the system however results in a newly balanced gut microbiota which is
a result of both environmental factors and the initial qualitative diversity, but not initial quantitative
balance of the fecal inoculum.

Ratios of bacterial populations in model samples are frequently

different from those tested in the fecal inoculum, as recently demonstrated for the TIM-2 and SHIME
models using the Human Intestinal Tract Chip (HITChip) (Rajilic-Stojanovic et al. 2010; Van den
Abbeele et al. 2010). Assuring a strict repetitive process of fecal sample collection and processing is
essential in obtaining quality fecal inocula as the freshness and quality of the sample ultimately dictate
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the colonization efficiency. These changes in population ratios reflect applied fermentation conditions
(e.g. retention time, culture medium, pH, etc.) which can never be an absolute simulation of the
conditions encountered in the host intestine. A frequent misconception of in vitro gut fermentation
models is that they aim to be exact 1:1 replicates of the in vivo intestinal environment, however the
inability to simulate major host functions remains a major limitation of these models. As such, the
differences in population ratios should not be perceived as experimental bias as the main objective of in
vitro gut fermentation modeling is to stably cultivate a complex intestinal microbiota under controlled
environmental conditions for experimental modulation.
Biological replication during in vitro gut fermentation modeling
The lack of true biological replication in in vitro gut fermentation modeling is a justified concern. True
biological replication of complex continuous models (e.g. TIM-2, SHIME, multi-stage models with
immobilized fecal microbiota) would involve consecutive testing to account for all error sources (e.g.
medium preparation, time, etc.) as opposed to operating two parallel systems inoculated with the same
microbiota. Realization of this concept is however extremely difficult as the microbiota is subject to
temporal modification during consecutive sampling. Replication may also be performed with multiple
donors tested in separate fermentation systems to assess host-specific microbiota effects but requires
significant human and monetary resources to perform under continuous fermentation conditions which
require long stabilization periods. Fecal samples pooled from different donors might also suffice the
concerns regarding biological replication but could lead to inter-microbe interactions, favoring growth
of certain microbial populations and establishing an unrepresentative human microbial ecosystem as
previously demonstrated (Rajilic-Stojanovic et al. 2010). The design of an in vitro fermentation model
to adeptly facilitate the demanded degree of biological replication remains a major challenge in this
field.
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Perspectives and advances of in vitro gut fermentation technology

“-Omics” analyses of functionally-stable in vitro gut fermentation models
Top-down and bottom-up systems biology approaches have successfully deciphered complex
“keystone” interactions and metabolic pathways both in vivo and in situ but remain elusive to in vitro
gut fermentation studies (Frias-Lopez et al. 2008; Urich et al. 2008; Waldram et al. 2009; John van
Duynhoven 2010). Application of “-omics” technologies to multi-stage or other advanced in vitro gut
fermentation modeling has to date been restricted to phylogenetic analyses using microarray
technology or RNA-based stable isotope probing (SIP) (Kovatcheva-Datchary et al. 2009; RajilicStojanovic et al. 2010; Van den Abbeele et al. 2010). SIP is emerging as a useful technology for
tracking metabolic fluxes of

13

C-labeled substrates as they become integrated in metabolically active

microbes (Neufeld et al. 2007; de Graaf 2010). Metagenomic studies performed in vivo have
catalogued the genetic potential of select human gut microbiota under various experimental conditions,
demonstrating the capacity for “-omics” technologies in human gut microbiota research (Backhed et al.
2005; Egert et al. 2006). While metagenomic analyses provide inventories of genetic potential, it
cannot directly link microbial coding capacity to microbial functionality. The revolution in
metatranscriptomics in environmental microbial ecology has increased the ability to identify functional
changes in gene expression (Frias-Lopez et al. 2008; Urich et al. 2008; Moran 2009). The half-life of
microbial mRNAs, relatively low mRNA yield in comparison to more abundant and stable rRNAs and
requirement of orthologous primer sequences have challenged reverse-transcription PCR (RT-PCR)
analyses of cDNA libraries (Botero et al. 2005; Moran 2009). Direct application of high-throughput
sequencing technology to microbial transcripts has circumvented many of these problems and
transformed the field of microbial metatranscriptomics (Poretsky et al. 2009). A predictable
relationship between mRNA abundance and protein activity cannot be unequivocally demonstrated by
metatranscriptomics, as factors such as posttranslational regulation remain unaccounted for. Protein
extraction, separation, purification and identification from complex biological samples remain
impedance to unraveling the metaproteome associated with human gut microbiota function,
nevertheless studies identifying the relationship and distribution status of the predicted metaproteome
are becoming more common (Verberkmoes et al. 2009; Rooijers et al. 2011). Metabolic and cellular
processes, giving rise to a multitude of metabolites which might be assigned to the functionality of
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certain populations of gut microbiota or assigned to a particular function of interest, might be
elucidated by integrating metabolomic technologies (Li et al. 2008; Turnbaugh and Gordon 2008).
Polyphenol metabolism by human gut microbiota is just one example of the enormous promise topdown and bottom-up systems biology approaches hold in discerning the complexity of microbiomemetabolomic interactions (van Duynhoven 2010). Given the recent advances in “meta” technologies,
perhaps the greatest challenge rests with the bio-computational and bioinformatic community in
developing correctly annotated gene databases, facilitating faster, easier analysis of large datasets
arising from high-throughput sequencing and metabolomic profiling (Martins dos Santos and
Damborsky 2010).
Perspective applications of in vitro model systems
Elucidating the functionality of the coding capacity of human gut microbiota modulated during in vitro
gut fermentation modeling and the metabolic profiles generated as a result, requires the application of
“-omics” based technologies. The use of a multi-disciplinary systems biology approach in combination
with “-omics” platforms as outlined in Figure 10 will facilitate the most advanced system for
unraveling the complex microbial and host factors governing human gut microbiota functionality. As
mentioned in the previous section, the inability to sufficiently simulate host responses in in vitro gut
fermentation models remains a major limitation of this technology. However, host response factors
may still be assessed in vitro through a combinatorial model system using both in vitro gut and in vitro
human intestinal cell models. A recent study assessing adhesion and cytokine expression of Caco-2
cells using bacterial cultures obtained from a three-stage continuous fermentation model demonstrates
this concept (Bahrami et al. 2011). In another approach, an in vitro small intestinal model was
combined with Caco-2 cells (Deat et al. 2009). However, small intestinal in vitro models are devoid of
intestinal microbes, designed to replicate only digestion and absorption processes and are thus
incapable of providing information on intestinal fermentation processes. Another type of combined
model approach utilized supernatants obtained from a batch fermentation of inulin for application onto
human colonic biopsies (Sauer et al. 2007). The difficulty and ethical barriers involved in regularly
obtaining biopsies for experimentation, makes the use of in vitro cultivated human cells a more reliable
approach. Results using this combined in vitro approach indicate that the application of fermentation
effluents to in vitro human intestinal cell models is a feasible platform for assessing epithelial
responses as a result of in vitro fermentative processes.
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Future in vitro gut fermentation model systems include but are not limited to the establishment and
maintenance of “diseased” microbiota. The development of such models would allow investigations on
the functional role of gut microbiota in inflammatory bowel diseases such as Crohn’s disease and
ulcerative colitis. Investigation of the etiopathologies of these diseases has been to date heavily
centered on immune system-function based studies due to the complexity and lack of knowledge
regarding additional contributing factors (Maccaferri et al. 2010; Schirbel and Fiocchi 2010).
Functional studies performed in vitro may potentially advance the understanding of these diseases
beyond the immune system. While the cause versus consequence of the gut microbiota in many of the
aforementioned diseases remains heavily debated, in vivo studies alone have to date been unsuccessful
at fully elucidating the mechanisms of these diseases and make a strong case for using a combined
“human gut systems biology” approach.
Concluding Remarks
In vitro fermentation models are an innovative technological platform where the greatest advantages
are exhibited by the virtually limitless experimental capacity as experimentation is not restricted by
ethical concerns. Host intestinal function is only partially simulated in some model designs (e.g. TIM-1
and TIM-2) and together with microbial population balancing, remains a major challenge of in vitro gut
fermentation modeling. Host functionality however need not be completely ignored during such
experimentation. The use of a combined in vitro model system comprised of both in vitro gut and
human intestinal cell models has the ability to provide novel results on host responses to in vitro
fermentation processes. As in vivo results remain the most coveted, an ultimate approach to
investigating gut microbiota functionality must include a combination of complimentary in vitro and in
vivo models, each yielding complementary results which not only strengthen the overall validity of
each individual model but also distinguish between the functionality of gut microbial and human
processes.
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Abstract
The gut microbiota contribute otherwise impossible metabolic functions to the human host. Shifts in
the relative proportions of gut microbial communities in adults have been correlated with intestinal
disease and have been associated with obesity. The aim of this study was to elucidate differences in gut
microbial compositions and metabolite concentrations of obese versus normal-weight children. Fecal
samples were obtained from obese (n=15; mean BMI SDS score= 1.95) and normal-weight (n=15;
mean BMI SDS score= -0.14) Swiss children aged 8-14. Composition and diversity of gut microbiota
were analyzed by qPCR and temperature gradient gel electrophoresis (TGGE). No significant
quantitative differences in gut microbiota communities of obese and normal-weight children were
identified. Microbial community profiling by TGGE revealed a high degree of both intra- and
intergroup variation. Intergroup comparison of TGGE profiles failed to identify any distinct
populations exclusive to either obese or normal-weight children. HPLC analysis identified significantly
higher (P<0.05) concentrations of short-chain fatty acids (SCFA) butyrate and propionate in obese
versus normal-weight children. Significantly lower concentrations of intermediate metabolites were
detected in obese children, suggesting exhaustive substrate utilization by obese gut microbiota. Our
results indicate that a dysbiosis may be involved in the etiology of childhood obesity. In turn, aberrant
and overactive metabolic activity within the intestine could dictate survival or loss of individual
microbial communities, leading to the altered population ratios previously identified in adult obesity.
KEYWORDS: OBESITY / PEDIATRIC / SHORT CHAIN FATTY ACID / GUT MICROBIOTA /
METABOLISM
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Introduction
The human gut is home to over one trillion microbes, collectively referred to as the gut microbiota.
Dominated by anaerobic bacteria, the gut microbiota provide essential metabolic capacities to humans,
negating the necessity for human evolution of these traits. Maintenance of the delicate gut microbiota
balance creates a beneficial symbiotic relationship responsible for dietary energy extraction,
attenuation of infection and inflammation as well as a multitude of other processes (Cummings and
Macfarlane 1997; Backhed et al. 2005). 16S rRNA based sequencing techniques have implied changes
to this delicate balance of gut microbiota may potentially contribute to development of several
pathological conditions (e.g. irritable bowel disease) or metabolic diseases such as obesity (Elson et al.
1995; Sartor 1997; Ley et al. 2005; Nadal et al. 2009). 90% of the gut microbial community is
dominated by members of the Bacteroidetes and Firmicutes phyla and an increased ratio of Firmicutes
to Bacteroidetes has been implicated in the development of adult obesity (Eckburg et al. 2005; Ley et
al. 2005; Ley et al. 2006; Turnbaugh et al. 2006; Duncan et al. 2008). Other attempts in correlating
obesity to changes in individual gut microbiota communities have been unsuccessful, countering that
metabolic activity and not composition of the gut microbiota might be more relevant in the
development of obesity (Duncan et al. 2008; Schwiertz et al. 2010). While the definitive contribution
of the gut microbiota to obesity remains largely debated, metabolic analyses of obese and normalweight adult feces have indeed identified higher short chain fatty acid (SCFA) concentrations in obese
individuals (Schwiertz et al. 2010). Microbial fermentation of hydrolyzed polysaccharides in the large
intestine results in production of short chain fatty acids (SCFA) acetate, propionate and butyrate;
branched chain fatty acids (BCFA); lactate, formate, ethanol and mixed gases (e.g. CH4, CO2 and H2)
(Robert and Bernalier-Donadille 2003). SCFA resulting from colonic fermentation may provide an
estimated additional 10% daily dietary energy to the host which may be used for de novo hepatic
triglyceride and glucose synthesis (McNeil 1984; Scheppach 1994; Backhed et al. 2004; Flint et al.
2008). Hence, a mere daily energy increase of 1%, providing an additional 20 kcal / day based on a
2,000 kcal / day diet, could result in nearly 1 kg of weight gain annually.
The aim of this study was to examine the gut microbial compositions and fecal metabolite
concentrations of obese and normal-weight children. Fecal samples were obtained from obese (n=15;
mean BMI SDS score= 1.95) and normal-weight (n=15; mean BMI SDS score= -0.14) Swiss children
aged 8-14 and analyzed for differences in both community composition and metabolite concentrations.
Individual microbial populations were quantitatively evaluated by qPCR. Temperature gradient gel
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electrophoresis (TGGE) was used to profile the intra- and intergroup diversity of obese and normalweight gut microbiota. Fecal metabolite concentrations were measured using HPLC.

Materials and Methods

Study Population
The primary interest of our study was to generate a random cohort of obese and normal-weight children
from their daily, routine environments. Obese (n=15; mean BMI SDS score= 1.95) and normal-weight
(n=15; mean BMI SDS score= -0.14) Swiss children aged 8-14, who had not been exposed to antibiotic
treatment for the past 3 months, were recruited for this study. The children were classified as obese or
normal weight based on gender and age specific BMI percentiles from the Centers for Disease Control
(www.cdc.gov), where obesity is defined as ≥ 95th percentile and normal-weight defined as < 85th
percentile. The obese children were recruited from the obesity counseling center at the Ostschweizer
Kinderspital in St. Gallen, Switzerland and included nine boys and six girls (Table 13). Normal-weight
children were recruited from primary schools in the area and included eight boys and seven girls (Table
13). All the children were Caucasian and long-term residents of Switzerland. Dietary intakes were not
controlled for in this study. A brief baseline assessment of dietary intakes was performed using a short
dietary questionnaire. Children in both groups were determined to consume comparable diets typical of
northern Switzerland. Children’s diets in this area typically contain 34-36% of energy as fat, 14-16% of
energy as protein, with the main energy sources being bread, dairy and meat products (Aeberli et al.
2006). No food allergies were reported in either group and only two children reported altered eating
habits with one obese child never consuming fish and one normal-weight child abstaining from dairy
products. Lifestyle data pertaining to physical activity was not obtained. The parents of the children
gave informed written consent, and the children assented to the study. The study was approved by both
the ETH (EK 2009-N-01) and the canton of St. Gallen ethics committees (EKSG09/157/1B).
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Table 13. Characteristics of obese and normal-weight children in this study.

Subjects (male / female)
Age (y)
BMI (kg/m2)
BMI SDS score

Obese

Normal-weight

15 (9 / 6)
10.6 ± 1.3
25.5 ± 3.3
1.95 ± 0.3

15 (8 / 7)
10.0 ± 1.4
16.8 ±1.8
-0.14 ± 0.7

Data are mean ± standard error.

Fecal Sample Collection and Storage
Fresh fecal samples were deposited in sterile plastic containers (Dutscher SA, Brumath, France).
Containers were maintained under anaerobiosis by use of anaerobic sacks (Anaerocult A mini, Merck
KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). Fecal samples were delivered to the laboratory and aliquoted into sterile
Eppendorf tubes (Vaudaux-Eppendorf AG, Basel, Switzerland) prior to storage at -80°C. The entire
process from defecation to storage did not exceed 2 hours.
Bacterial Strains and Culture Conditions
Roseburia intestinalis (DSM 14610) and Blautia hansenii (DSM 20583) were purchased from German
Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (DSMZ, Braunschweig, Germany). Escherichia coli
(ATCC 25288), Bacteroides fragilis (ATCC 25285T), Bifidobacterium longum (ATCC 15707) and
Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG (ATCC 53103) were obtained from American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC; Manassas, VA, USA). Anaerobic culture methods were used with O2-free CO2 sparged
Hungate tubes sealed with butyl-rubber stoppers (Dutscher SA, Brumath, France) for cultivation of R.
intestinalis, B. hansenii, B. fragilis, B. longum and L. GG (Bryant 1972). Strains were grown at 37°C in
10 mL yeast extract-casitone-fatty acid (YCFA) media supplemented with 2% each D-glucose and
soluble starch (Sigma, Buchs, Switzerland) as previously described (Duncan et al. 2002). E. coli was
grown aerobically overnight at 37°C in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth.
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Nucleic Acid Extraction
DNA was extracted from 250 mg feces using the FastDNA Spin Kit for Soil (Qbiogene AG, Basel,
Switzerland) and quantified using the Nanodrop® ND-1000 Spectrophotometer (Witec AG, Littau,
Switzerland) at 260 nm.
Quantitative PCR (qPCR) Analysis
Amplification and detection of DNA by qPCR was performed with a 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR
System (Applied Biosystems Europe BV, Zug, Switzerland) using optical-grade 96-well plates.
Duplicate sample analysis was routinely performed in a total volume of 25 µL using SYBR® Green
PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) containing 200 nM of both forward and reverse primers (Table
14). Standard curves were routinely performed for each qPCR run using serial dilutions of control
DNA (Table 14). PCR conditions consisted of initial activation at 95°C for 10 min; 40 cycles of
denaturation at 95°C for 15 sec, annealing at 60°C for 30 sec and elongation at 60°C for 30 sec. Data
from duplicate samples were analyzed using the Sequence Detection Software Version 1.4 (Applied
Biosystems).
PCR Amplification of 16S rRNA
100 ng / µL DNA was used to PCR amplify the variable V2-V3 16S rRNA gene sequence using
universal primers HDA-1GC (CGC CCG GGG CGC GCC CCG GGC GGG GCG GGG GCA CGG
GGGG AC TCC TAC GGG AGG CAG CAG T) and HDA-2 (GTA TTA CCG CGG CTG CTG GCA
C) and a modified protocol of Ogier et al. (Ogier et al. 2002). PCR reactions consisted of 2x Fermentas
PCR Mastermix (1x PCR Buffer, 2mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM each dNTP and 1 U Taq polymerase) diluted
1:1 with sterile ultra-pure water (Milipore AG). Samples were amplified on a Biometra Personal
Cycler™ (Biometra, Châtel-St.Denis, Switzerland). Reaction conditions consisted of: 94°C for 5 min;
35 cycles of 94°C for 3 min, 58°C for 30 sec, 68°C for 1 min. and finally 68°C for 7 min.
TGGE Analysis of PCR Amplicons
TGGE gels (16 cm × 16 cm × 1 mm) were composed of 6% acrylamide/bis-acrylamide 37.5:1 (Sigma),
7 M urea (Sigma) and 1.5 × Tris Acetate EDTA (TAE) buffer (Muyzer et al. 1993). TGGE was
performed with 50 ng 16S rRNA PCR amplicons using a Dcode universal mutation system (Bio-Rad,
Reinach, Switzerland). A custom marker was created by mixing equal concentrations of 16S rRNA
PCR amplicons of B. fragilis, E. coli, R. intestinalis, B. hansenii, B. longum and L. rhamnosus GG.
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Electrophoresis conditions included a pre-run of 20 min at 20 V followed by 16 h at 70 V in 1.5 × TAE
buffer. Temperature was increased from 66°C to 70°C using a ramp rate of 0.4 °C / min. Gels were
stained for 30 min in ethidium bromide and destained for 1 hour in dH2O prior to imaging.

Table 14. Group and species-specific 16S rRNA gene-targeted primers used in this study
Target Organism

5’ – 3’ Sequence

Primer

Standard

Reference

All bacteria

ACT CCT ACG GGA GGC AGC AG
ATT ACC GCG GCT GCT GG

Eub 338F
Eub 518R

pLME21

(Meile et al.
1997)

Bacteroides

GAA GGT CCC CCA CAT TG
CGC KAC TTG GCT GGT TCA G

Bac303F
Bfr-Femrev

B. thetaiotaomicron 16S rRNA

(Ramirez-Farias
et al. 2009)

Firmicutes

GGA GYA TGT GGT TTA ATT CGA AGC A
AGC TGA CGA CAA CCA TGC AC

Firm934F
Firm1060R

R. intestinalis 16S rRNA

(Guo et al.
2008)

Roseburia /
E. rectale

GCG GTR CGG CAA GTC TGA
CCT CCG ACA CTC TAG TMC GAC

RrecF
Rrec630mR

R. intestinalis 16S rRNA

(Ramirez-Farias
et al. 2009)

Lactobacillus

AGC AGT AGG GAA TCT TCC A
CGC CAC TGG TGT TCY TCC ATA TA

F_Lacto 05
R_Lacto 04

L. delbrueckii 16S rRNA

(Furet et al.
2009)

Bifidobacterium
phosphoketolase

ATC TTC GGA CCB GAY GAG AC
CGA TVA CGT GVA CGA AGG AC

xfp-fw
xfp-rv

xfp amplicon

(Cleusix et al.
2010)

Enterobacteriaceae

CAT TGA CGT TAC CCG CAG AAG AAG C
CTC TAC GAG ACT CAA GCT TGC

Eco1457F
Eco1652R

E.coli 16S rRNA

(Frank et al.
2007)

F. prausnitzii

GGA GGA AGA AGG TCT TCG G
AAT TCC GCC TAC CTC TGC ACT

FPR-2F
Fprau645R

F. prausnitzii 16S rRNA

Sulfate-reducing
bacteria

CGG CGT TGC GCA TTT YCA YAC VVT
GCC GGA CGA TGC AGH TCR TCC TGR WA

dsrA_290F
dsrA_660R

D. piger dsrA

(Ramirez-Farias
et al. 2009)
(Pereyra, et al.,
2010

Metabolite Analysis by High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC)
SCFA, BCFA and intermediate metabolites were determined by HPLC as previously described
(Cleusix et al. 2008). Mean metabolite concentrations of fecal samples were calculated from duplicate
sample analysis.
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Statistical Analysis
Mean copy numbers were transformed to their base 10 logarithmic values for variance homogeneity.
One-way ANOVA was performed to test effects of weight status on bacterial populations and SCFA
production using JMP 8.0 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary N.C.). When significant differences were found
below P<0.05, treatment means were compared using the Tukey-Kramer HSD test.

Results

Comparative analysis of gut microbiota communities in obese and normal-weight children
qPCR was performed to quantitatively assess individual gut microbial populations in obese and
normal-weight children. Numerical variations in population numbers measured between obese and
normal-weight children were not statistically significant for any population tested (Table 15).
Comparative analysis of both Firmicutes and Bacteroides, a major genus of the Bacteroidetes phylum,
indicated no correlation between an elevated Firmicutes : Bacteroidetes ratio and childhood obesity.
The Fimicutes : Bacteroides ratio was nearly 1:1 in obese children, while normal-weight children
demonstrated a higher Bacteroides : Firmicutes ratio. The butyrate-producing Roseburia / E. rectale
population of Clostridium cluster XIVa was over one log higher in both obese and normal-weight
children compared to the cluster IV butyrate-producer F. prausnitzii (Table 15). Sulfate-reducing
bacteria (SRB) displayed the highest level of individual variation demonstrated by the high standard
deviations of 1.4 and 1.3 for obese and normal-weight children, respectively (Table 15) and with
individual populations ranging from less than 3.0 log10 copies-1g to 8.0 log10 copies-1g.
Microbial community profiling of obese and normal-weight children
Microbial community profiles of each obese and normal-weight volunteer were assessed by TGGE
(Figs. 12A and B). TGGE is routinely used to analyze the diversity of complex biological samples by
identifying 16S rRNA sequence heterogeneities. Visual inspection of TGGE profiles of both obese and
normal-weight children revealed an obvious and highly variable microbial diversity between
volunteers, illustrated by the highly random banding patterns of each individual microbiota (Figs. 12A
and B). Samples from a small number of volunteers were difficult to resolve by TGGE despite multiple
DNA extractions and PCR amplification attempts and is attributed to the co-extraction of PCR
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inhibitors during DNA extraction (Fig. 12B, lanes 5, 6 and 10). Furthermore, pooling multiple PCR
amplifications also did not improve the resolution of these samples as the maximum loading capacity
of each well was limited to 60 µL. The highly individualized communities identified by TGGE suggest
microbial diversity is a function of host-specific factors which appear unrelated to weight status. No
distinct microbial communities could be ascribed as unique to either group, suggesting caution in
applying community profiling to the search for a community-associated obesity marker.

Table 15. Bacterial populations measured by qPCR in fecal samples from obese (n= 15) and normal-weight
children (n= 15).
Bacterial Phylogeny
Population

Normal-Weight

Obese
log10 copies-1g1

SD2

log10 copies-1g1

SD2

p-Value

Eubacteria

10.8

± 0.9

10.7

± 0.6

0.61

Bacteroidetes
Bacteroides

9.8

± 0.5

10.0

± 0.6

0.34

Actinobacteria
Bifidobacterium

7.6

± 0.7

7.3

± 0.5

0.24

Proteobacteria
Enterobacteriaceae

8.1

± 1.2

7.7

± 0.4

0.20

Firmicutes

9.5

± 0.8

9.3

± 0.5

0.13

Firmicutes / Bacilli
Lactobacillus

6.1

± 0.7

6.8

± 0.9

0.19

9.8

± 0.6

9.4

± 0.6

0.26

Firmicutes / clostridial cluster IV
F. prausnitzii

8.4

± 0.6

7.9

± 0.9

0.19

Sulfate reducing bacteria

6.6

± 1.4

6.4

± 1.3

0.51

Firmicutes / clostridial cluster
XIVa
Roseburia / E. rectale

1
2

Data are mean log10 copies 16S rRNA / g feces.
SD: standard deviations of the mean.
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Fecal SCFA concentration differences between obese and normal-weight children
Concentrations of SCFA present in feces of obese and normal-weight children were determined using
HPLC (Table 16). Fecal metabolite analyses represent endpoint measurements of metabolic activity
within the human large intestine as both the number of active enteric bacteria in the small intestine and
the absence of SCFA ingested through foods limit SCFA in the small intestine (Binder 2010). SCFA
are produced as a function of microbial fermentation of non-absorbed or non-digestible carbohydrates
with host metabolism of these compounds occurring after epithelial uptake. Significantly higher
concentrations of butyrate and propionate (P<0.05) were detected in obese (33.1 and 29.2 mM,
respectively) versus normal-weight children (25.3 and 21.6 mM, respectively). Total SCFA
concentrations were not statistically different. In general, large individual intragroup variations were
observed, with variation coefficients between 20 and 45% for metabolite concentrations and ratios.
Concentrations of acetate were similar between the two groups (Table 16). Analysis of SCFA ratios
revealed no statistically relevant differences in acetate : butyrate, acetate : propionate or butyrate :
propionate ratios in obese and normal-weight children. Ratios of individual SCFA : total SCFA were
also similar between both groups (Table 16).

Figure 12. TGGE profiles of obese microbial communites (A) and normal-weight microbial communites (B)
Marker strains denoted by numbers on right: 1: B.fragilis; 2: R. intestinalis; 3: B. hansenii; 4: E. coli; 5: B.
longum; 6: L. rhamnosus GG.
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Intermediate metabolites present in obese and normal-weight children
Both the presence and concentrations of various intermediate metabolites were determined by HPLC
(Table 17). Only trace amounts of lactose were detected in both groups, suggesting complete enzymatic
hydrolysis of lactose to glucose and galactose. Concentrations of the BCFA isovalerate were similar in
obese (2.18 mM) and normal-weight children (3.05 mM) while isobutyrate was significantly higher in
obese children (Table 17). Higher concentrations of formate were detected in the obese group, however
the difference was not statistically significant. Concentrations of lactate were significantly higher in
normal-weight children (P<0.05). Valerate was also present at significantly higher amounts (P<0.05)
in normal-weight subjects (Table 17). Residual amounts of glucose were detected in both groups, with
higher concentrations of glucose (26.1 mM) measured in normal-weight versus obese subjects (4.55
mM). However, the large standard deviation calculated for the normal-weight results (± 61.71 mM)
suggests cautionary interpretation of these results. When glucose calculations were corrected for by
removal of several high outlying values, both the mean and standard deviation were reduced (3.3 and
4.3 mM, respectively) and the difference between the obese and normal-weight group became
statistically insignificant.
Table 16. SCFA concentrations and ratios of fecal samples from obese and normal-weight children assessed by
HPLC.
Normal-Weight

Obese

p-Value

Metabolite

Total SCFA
Acetate
Butyrate
Propionate

Metabolic Ratio
Acetate : Butyrate
Acetate : Propionate
Butyrate : Propionate
Total SCFA : Acetate
Total SCFA : Butyrate
Total SCFA : Propionate

mM1

SD2

%SCFA

mM1

SD2

%SCFA

142.8
80.6
33.1
29.2

± 28.6
± 18.8
± 10.3
± 13.5

100
56.4
23.2
20.4

124.9
77.9
25.3
21.6

± 31.5
± 24.6
± 8.7
± 8.2

100
62.3
20.4
17.3

0.09
0.97
0.01*
0.01*

SD2

Mean Ratio1

SD2

p-Value

± 0.83
± 0.75
± 0.64
± 0.19
± 1.02
± 1.43

3.10 : 1
3.40 : 1
1.14 : 1
1.65 : 1
5.03 : 1
5.54 : 1

± 0.75
± 0.80
± 0.28
± 0.13
± 0.88
± 0.93

Mean Ratio 1
2.78 : 1
3.64 : 1
1.25 : 1
1.77 : 1
4.38 : 1
5.36 : 1

0.39
0.35
0.53
0.05
0.06
0.67

1

Data are mean values calculated for fecal samples of each group (obese: n= 15; normal-weight: n= 15).
SD: standard deviations of the means.
Mean SCFA concentrations that are significantly different between obese and normal-weight children are denoted by
*P<0.05.
2
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Table 17. Intermediate metabolite concentrations of fecal samples from obese and normal-weight children
assessed by HPLC.
Obese

Normal-Weight

Metabolite

p-Value
mM1

SD2

mM1

SD2

Lactose
0.01
± 0.04
0.07
± 0.17
0.15
Glucose
4.28
± 5.23
26.61
± 61.73
0.11
Lactate
0.80
± 0.77
12.02
± 14.3
0.009*
Formate
1.22
± 4.73
0.24
± 1.12
0.44
Isobutyrate
7.87
± 2.7
3.11
± 2.11
0.0007*
Isovalerate
2.33
± 2.45
3.05
± 2.33
0.38
Valerate
0.97
± 1.27
2.09
± 1.56
0.02*
1
Data are mean values calculated for fecal samples of each group (obese: n= 15; normal-weight: n= 15).
2
SD: standard deivations of the means.
Intermediate metabolite concentrations that are significantly different are denoted by *P<0.05.
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Discussion
In the present study we analyzed gut microbial compositions and fecal metabolite concentrations in
obese and normal-weight children from a heterogeneous population that included the majority of
ethnicities present in German-speaking Switzerland. Dietary intakes were not extensively recorded and
not controlled for in this study as our goal was to randomly sample obese and normal-weight children
exhibiting normal eating and lifestyle behavior. To our knowledge, this represents the first description
of the composition and metabolite characterization of gut microbiota obtained from obese and normalweight children sampled without dietary restrictions or controls.
Community membership of gut microbiota from obese and normal-weight children was highly similar.
Of the major microbial phyla and genera present in feces, no significant quantitative differences in
individual communities of obese and normal-weight gut microbiota could be identified. Microbiota
were predominately composed of Firmicutes and Bacteroides. Roseburia / E. rectale, a member of
Clostridium cluster XIVa, represent a larger Firmicutes subgroup in comparison to cluster IV of which
F. prausnitzii is a member. Hence the higher proportion of Roseburia / E. rectale : F. prausnitzii
detected in both groups is expected. While the Bacteroidetes phylum comprises several genera in
addition to Bacteroides, the Bacteroides genus has been demonstrated to be one of four major groups
of adult microbiota (Harmsen et al. 2002; Rigottier-Gois et al. 2003). In contrast to adult studies where
a higher Firmicutes : Bacteroidetes ratio has been proposed as relevant in the development of obesity,
no correlation of an increased Firmicutes : Bacteroides ratio to childhood obesity could be established
(Eckburg et al. 2005; Ley et al. 2005; Ley et al. 2006; Turnbaugh et al. 2006). Community profiling of
individual obese and normal-weight subjects by TGGE illustrated highly variable and individual
biodiversity. Host-specific uniqueness in microbial diversity was sufficiently demonstrated by TGGE
profiling and is in agreement with previously published reports (Zoetendal et al. 1998; Zoetendal et al.
2006). Intergroup inspection of microbial diversity failed to demonstrate any communities associated
exclusively with weight status.
Higher levels of SCFA have been reported in obese versus normal-weight adult subjects, although the
cause and consequence of these results and its relationship to obesity remain unclear (Schwiertz et al.
2010). Analysis of fecal metabolites in this study identified a tendency of obese gut microbiota in
producing higher levels of SCFA as previously reported. Significantly higher levels of butyrate were
detected in obese children despite similar acetate concentrations observed in each group (Table 16).
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Multiple pathways dedicated to butyrate production are enzymatically catalyzed through various
mechanisms specific to butyrate-producing species in the large intestine. Conversion of acetate to
butyrate, catalyzed by butyryl coA : acetate coA transferase, represents the major pathway for butyrate
production (Louis et al. 2004). The similar acetate : butyrate ratio in obese and normal-weight children
indicates

that more efficient conversion of acetate

mechanism responsible for

to butyrate is not the likely predominating

increased butyrate concentrations in obese children. Butyrate kinase

activity represents a second possible mechanism for butyrate production although distribution of the
butyrate kinase gene is more taxonomically restricted, predominately present in members of clostridia
(Louis et al. 2004). Little information exists regarding regulation of butyrate-producing pathways in
gut microbiota, suggesting that the increased concentrations of butyrate detected in obese children
could be a function of differential induction and utilization of butyrate-producing pathways.
A third putative route of butyrate production involves conversion of lactate by lactate-utilizing
butyrate-producing bacteria. This activity has been reported in clostridial cluster XIVa species
Eubacterium halii and Anaerostipes caccae but is absent from R. intestinalis and E. rectale (Duncan et
al. 2004). Lactate is the major fermentation product of lactic acid bacteria including lactobacilli,
streptococci and enterococci and bifidobacteria although lactate production has also been reported in
strict anaerobes related to Eubacterium spp. (Hobson et al. 1969; Barcenilla et al. 2000). Despite the
many species capable of intestinal lactate production, lactate is normally not detected in feces. The
presence of lactate in normal-weight but not obese children and significantly higher concentrations of
butyrate in obese children suggests further the presence of lactate-utilizing butyrate-producing species
in obese children (Tables 16 and 17). It is unlikely that the lactate detected in normal-weight feces was
a result of intestinal disease as no subjects reported any abnormal gastrointestinal functioning.
A further possible route of lactate consumption involves oxidation by SRB to produce H2S. SRB were
demonstrated to effectively compete with lactate-utilizing butyrate producers in in vitro fermentations
(Marquet et al. 2009). SRB were not significantly different between obese and normal-weight children,
however individual populations demonstrated the highest variation of any bacterial population tested
(Table 15). SRB populations in both healthy and ulcerative colitis patients were also not significantly
different although total viable SRB counts have been correlated to the severity of the disease (Pitcher et
al. 2000; Zinkevich and Beech 2000). Lactate metabolism by SRB generates H2 as an electron sink
during abundant substrate concentrations. High colonic H2 partial pressure inhibits fermentation by
preventing regeneration of NADH via the action of NADH : ferredoxin oxidoreductase and
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hydrogenase. Reduction of H2 partial pressure in the intestine is crucial for sustaining fermentative
processes and is facilitated by oxidation during methanogenesis, acetogenesis, but also during
dissimilatory sulfate reduction as SRB may utilize both endogenously-produced and exogenous H2 as
electron donor. The individual nature of SRB viability and to what extent this may potentially impact
enteric metabolic function, warrants further investigation.
Significantly higher levels of propionate were also identified in obese children (Table 16). Propionateproducing species are more restricted in taxonomic distribution in comparison to the abundance of
butyrate producing species, with two major pathways for propionate production having been described.
Members of the Gram negative Bacteroides-Prevotella group produce propionate via succinate or
fumarate while Gram positive species of clostridial cluster IX convert lactate to propionate via the
acrylate pathway (Macfarlane 1997; Bernalier 1999). In vitro analysis of lactate metabolism during
fermentation revealed it is primarily converted to butyrate and not propionate (Bourriaud et al. 2005).
Thus it is unlikely that the depletion of lactate observed in obese children significantly contributed to
the higher propionate concentrations. Neither succinate nor fumarate were measured in this study, thus
the contribution of propionate formed via this pathway cannot be determined.
In vitro gut fermentation modeling of obese and normal-weight child microbiota presents a possible
route for distinguishing endpoint metabolic measurements from active metabolism. We are currently
evaluating multiple in vitro gut fermentation models using obese and normal-weight microbiota to
better elucidate factors determining microbial metabolic activity. As the metabolic fate of acetate,
butyrate and propionate has a profound effect on human health, understanding the exact mechanisms
governing their production to better modulate enteric metabolite levels is needed. Several studies have
effectively demonstrated significant differences between groups using cohorts similar in size,
confirming our sample size as sufficiently large enough to detect any significant differences between
obese and normal-weight communities had they existed (Ley et al. 2005; Kalliomaki et al. 2008;
Walker et al. 2011). Our results suggest that a dysbiosis may be involved in the etiology of childhood
obesity. In turn, aberrant and overactive metabolic activity within the intestine could dictate survival or
loss of individual microbial communities. This hypothesis suggests that the increased Fimicutes :
Bacteroidetes ratio observed in obese adults could be a result of dysbiosis arising from adaptation of
individual microbial communities to long-term metabolic dysfunction. Validation of this hypothesis
could be achieved by evaluating gut microbial compositions and metabolite concentrations of
adolescents, the missing link between childhood and adult results. Metabolic profiling using “top
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down” systems biology approaches of all three study populations (i.e. children, adolescents and adults)
could unravel the exact host (e.g. genotype and phenotype) and microbial (e.g. metatranscriptome)
factors determining evolution of the “metabotype” and to what extent the metabolome dictates
community structure. Such studies have been used to investigate differences in drug development and
are becoming increasingly of interest in developing personalized nutrition and healthcare (Holmes et
al. 2008). To our knowledge no studies following obese children into adulthood have been performed
to monitor the changes in gut microbial populations and metabolic activities in the same individual
over time. Our results present compelling evidence for the usefulness of such studies in unraveling the
cause and consequence relationship between gut microbiota and obesity.
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Abstract
The extent to which the dietary load of simple sugars, carbohydrates, protein and fiber impact colonic
fermentation in children is unknown. This study assessed the impact of dietary energy on gut microbial
communities and metabolism using a three-stage in vitro continuous fermentation model. Two separate
models, replicating the proximal, transverse and distal colon regions, were inoculated with immobilized
fecal microbiota from one of two female children. Three different fermentation media were designed to
examine the effects of prevalent Western dietary trends on gut microbiota. Media compositions
reflected obese (high energy), normal-weight (normal energy) and anorectic (low energy) child dietary
intakes and were alternately supplied to each microbiota during separate fermentation periods. Gut
microbiota demonstrated differential metabolic and compositional adaptation to varied substrate
availability. High energy medium was strongly butyrogenic, resulting in significant stimulation of
butyrate-producing members of Clostridium cluster XIVa, whereas members of cluster IV
demonstrated greater adaptive variability. Normal and low energy nutrient loads induced significantly
less metabolic activity in both microbiota, with low energy medium inducing a broad reorganization of
the commensal community structure. These results suggest a concerted metabolic adaptation in
response to nutrient load, exercised by different microbial populations, indicating substantial
redundancy in gastrointestinal metabolic pathways.
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Introduction
A dichotomy in eating behavior, exemplified on one hand by increasing obesity and conversely by
calorie-restrictive diets and eating disorders, is on the rise in Western societies. 17% of U.S. children
aged 2-19 are currently classified as overweight or obese representing a three-fold rise since 1980
(Eberhardt et al. 2005). High fructose corn syrup, refined carbohydrates and dietary fats, all major
dietary components not predominating the preagricultural hominin age, are considered hallmarks of the
“Western” diet (Kopelman 2000; Cordain et al. 2005). The significant nutrient load of these
components coupled to reduced physical activity have been associated with development of type-2
diabetes mellitus, chronic cardiovascular disease, hyperlipidemia and hyperinsulinemia in children and young
adults (Berenson et al. 1998). On the other hand, it is estimated that 10% of adolescents have at some

point struggled with an eating disorder (Academy for Eating Disorders, http://www.aedweb.org).
Extreme dietary restriction is characteristic of anorexia nervosa and may include refusal of food intake,
avoidance of certain foods, extreme exercise and purging behaviors (Fernstrom et al. 1994; Affenito et
al. 2002). Clinical studies aimed at dissecting anorectic eating behavior have observed severe caloric
restriction ranging from 80% to as little as 40% of normal daily energy intakes (Fernstrom et al. 1994;
Affenito et al. 2002). Despite the abundance of data depicting the impact both obese and anorectic
lifestyles impart upon host physiology, there is increasing interest in understanding the impact these
highly variable nutrient loads confer upon the resident gut microbiota.
Commensal microbes create a beneficial symbiotic relationship with the human host and are primarily
responsible for dietary energy extraction as well as attenuation of infection and inflammation
(Cummings and Macfarlane 1997; Backhed et al. 2005). 16S rRNA based sequencing techniques have
implied changes within the commensal community structure may potentially contribute to development
of multiple pathologies and metabolic diseases including inflammatory bowel disease and obesity
(Elson et al. 1995; Sartor 1997; Ley et al. 2005). Several studies have highlighted a correlation
between the gut microbial community structure and obesity (Eckburg et al. 2005; Ley et al. 2005; Ley
et al. 2006; Turnbaugh et al. 2006; Nadal et al. 2009) while other attempted correlations of obesity
with changes in individual gut microbial populations have not succeeded (Duncan et al. 2008;
Schwiertz et al. 2010). A counter hypothesis suggests that metabolic activity and not composition of
the gut microbiota might be more relevant to the development of obesity and higher levels of short
chain fatty acids (SCFA) have been reported in obese versus normal-weight adult subjects (Schwiertz
et al. 2010). Similarly, higher levels of propionate and butyrate were detected in feces of obese children
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whereas normal-weight children harbored higher concentrations of intermediate metabolites,
suggesting exhaustive substrate utilization by obese microbiota (Payne et al. 2011a). SCFA production
resulting from microbial fermentation of hydrolyzed dietary starches, fibers and sugars indeed provide
an additional 10% daily dietary energy to the host which may be used for de novo hepatic triglyceride
and glucose synthesis (McNeil 1984; Scheppach 1994; Backhed et al. 2004; Flint et al. 2008). As such,
a mere increase of 1% in metabolic activity could provide an additional 20 kcal / day based on a 2,000
kcal / day diet, resulting in nearly 1 kg of weight gain annually. Comparably little knowledge exists
regarding gut microbial fermentation in starved populations with most studies directed at elderly and
aging populations (Macfarlane et al. 2004; van Tongeren et al. 2005; Tiihonen et al. 2010). While
higher levels of methanogens have been observed in anorexic patients, description of the commensal
flora during anorectic feeding and nutrient deprivation remains at large (Armougom et al. 2009).
The aim of this study was to employ a three-stage in vitro continuous gut fermentation model to
investigate the impact highly variable nutrient loads confer upon the composition and metabolic
activity of gut microbiota in children. A major feature of this in vitro gut fermentation model is the use
of fecal microbiota immobilized within a porous, non-biodegradable polysaccharide matrix (Cinquin et
al. 2006). The resulting fecal beads are used to inoculate a proximal colon-replicating bioreactor (R1)
that subsequently supplies the in series-connected transverse (R2) and distal (R3) colon reactors during
continuous fermentation (Cinquin et al. 2004; Cinquin et al. 2006; Zihler et al. 2010). Two continuous
intestinal fermentation models were separately inoculated with immobilized feces from one of two
female subjects, one of which was categorized as obese based on gender- and age-specific BMI
percentiles from the Centers for Disease Control (http://ww.cdc.gov). The impact of variable nutrient
loading was assessed by supplying the different fermentation media during separate fermentation
periods. A re-stabilization period was performed between each medium switch in each system to
attenuate any experimentally induced changes to the gut microbiota prior to introducing new
experimental conditions. Gut microbiota compositions and metabolic activities were measured during
pseudo steady-state conditions of each model, consistent with data reporting of in vitro gut
fermentation systems (Payne et al. 2011b).
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Experimental Methods

Bacterial Strains and Culture Conditions
Roseburia intestinalis (DSM 14610) and Blautia hansenii (DSM 20583) were purchased from German
Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (DSMZ, Braunschweig, Germany). Escherichia coli
(ATCC 25288), Bacteroides fragilis (ATCC 25285T), Bifidobacterium longum (ATCC 15707) and
Lactobacillus rhamnosus GG (ATCC 53103) were obtained from American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC; Manassas, VA, USA). Anaerobic culture methods were used with O2-free CO2 sparged
Hungate tubes sealed with butyl-rubber stoppers (Dutscher SAS, Brumath, France) for cultivation of R.
intestinalis, B. hansenii, B. fragilis, B. longum and L. rhamnosus GG (Bryant 1972). Strains were
grown at 37°C in 10 mL yeast extract-casitone-fatty acid (YCFA) media supplemented with 2% each
D-glucose and soluble starch (Sigma, Buchs, Switzerland) as previously described (Duncan et al.
2002). E. coli was grown aerobically overnight at 37°C in Luria-Bertani (LB) broth.
Fecal Sample Collection
Single fecal samples came from two female children, ages 8 and 11. Based on gender- and age-specific
BMI percentiles from the Centers for Disease Control (Fig. 5; http://www.cdc.gov), the younger child
was classified as obese (child A; BMI = 21) and the older as normal-weight (child B; BMI=18).
Neither child had been exposed to antibiotic treatment for the past 3 months. Children and parents gave
written consent and both consumed occidental diets. Fresh fecal samples were deposited in sterile
plastic containers (Dutscher SA, Brumath, France). Containers were maintained under anaerobiosis by
use of anaerobic sacks (Anaerocult A mini, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). Fecal samples were
delivered to the laboratory per courier within 2 hours of defecation and immediately processed for
immobilization.
Immobilization Procedure
Fecal immobilization was performed under strict anaerobic conditions in an anaerobic chamber (Coy
Laboratories, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) containing 5% (v/v) hydrogen and balance N2. Fecal samples were
maintained under anaerobiosis and immobilized in 1-2 mm gel beads composed of gellan (2.5% w/v)
and xanthan gums (0.25% w/v) and sodium citrate (0.2 % w/v) as previously described (Cinquin et al.
2004; Cinquin et al. 2006; Cinquin et al. 2006).
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Fermentation Media Preparation
HE, NE and LE media were based on the medium of Macfarlane et al. with slight modifications:
addition of granular amylopectin maize starch and D-fructose (Sigma) (Gibson and Wang 1994;
Macfarlane et al. 1998). Dry matter compositions and rational design of each medium are given in
Table 18. pH was adjusted to 5.5 using 5M HCl prior to autoclaving. Media were placed overnight in
an anaerobic chamber (Coy Laboratories) prior to usage.
Batch Fermentation
Batch fermentations were performed for 48 hours under strict anaerobic conditions in two separate
custom-stirred flat bottom glass bioreactors (Sixfors, Ismatec, Glattbrugg, Switzerland) as previously
described (Cleusix et al. 2008). Briefly, each R1 (working volume 150 mL) was inoculated with 30%
(v/v) freshly prepared fecal beads from one child donor resulting in two replicate fermentations,
designated A and B. To facilitate the best nutritional environment for establishment and colonization of
each individual microbiota in vitro, each replicate fermentation model was initially supplied the
medium complementary to the native host environment. Fresh HE medium was supplied to R1
containing fecal beads from the obese child (A) and NE medium supplied to R1 inoculated with fecal
beads from the normal-weight child (B). Temperature was set to 37°C and pH maintained at 5.5 to
simulate the adolescent proximal colon (Hernandez et al. 1979).
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Table 18. HE, NE and LE fermentation media dry matter compositions.

Constituent

HE Medium
Quantity (g/L)

NE Medium
Quantity (g/L)

LE Medium
Quantity (g/L)

Pectin (citrus)

1

2

1.2

Xylan (oat spelts)

1

2

1.2

Arabinogalactan (larch wood)

2

2

1.2

Guar gum

1

1

0.4

Inulin (Raftiline® HP)

1

1

0.4

Soluble starch (potato)

9

5

2.4

4

4

1

D-fructose

6

3

1.2

Mucin

4

4

4

Casein acid hydrolysate

5

3

1.2

Peptone water

5

5

2

BactoTM Tryptone

5

5

2

Yeast extract

4.5

4.5

1.8

L-cysteine HCl monohydrate

0.8

0.8

0.8

Bile salts

0.4

0.4

0.4

KH2PO4

0.5

0.5

0.2

NaHCO3

1.5

1.5

0.6

NaCl

4.5

4.5

1.8

KCl

4.5

4.5

1.8

MgSO4 Anhydrous (120.37 g/mol)

0.64

0.64

0.24

CaCl2 . 2H2O (147.02 g/mol)

0.1

0.1

0.04

MnCl2 . 4H2O (197.91 g/mol)

0.2

0.2

0.08

FeSO4 . 7H2O (278.02 g/mol)

0.005

0.005

0.002

Granular amylopectin maize
starch
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Continuous Fermentation
The switch from batch to continuous fermentation proceeded by connecting the transverse (R2) and
distal (R3) reactors, half-filled with sterile fermentation medium, in series to R1. R1 were continuously
fed fermentation medium using a peristaltic pump at a flow rate of 37.5 mL-1 h. Fermented medium
from R1 was transferred to R2 and R3 (working volume 300 mL, respectively) using a multi-head
peristaltic pump. Total retention time of each system was 20 hours with individual reactor retention
times of R1: 4 h; R2: 8 h and R3: 8 h, representing an average of reported colonic retention times of the
adolescent large intestine (Casasnovas et al. 1991; Sutcliffe et al. 2006). Reactor volumes were
controlled by adjusting heights of harvesting tubes. Temperatures were set at 37°C and pH maintained
at 5.5 (R1) and 6.2 (R2) by addition of 5M NaOH. pH was monitored but control was deemed
unnecessary for R3 as it normalized to distal colon physiological conditions of 6.8. Each 42-day
fermentation was divided into four periods of 10 days each (Figs. 13A and 1B). Media changes
occurred after pseudo-steady state conditions were reached, indicated by < 20 mM change in total
SCFA production over three days (Figs. 14A and B). Effluent samples (10 mL) were collected daily for
metabolite, TGGE (temperature gradient gel electrophoresis) and quantitative PCR (qPCR) analysis.

Figure 13. Overview of intestinal fermentation experiments during different fermentation periods.
A. Fermentation model A: B. Fermentation model B. BF: batch fermentation; HE(1) high energy medium
fermentation; NE: normal energy medium fermentation; HE(2): re-stabilization period with high energy
medium; LE: low-energy medium fermentation.
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Metabolite Analysis by High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC)
SCFA were determined by HPLC as previously described (Cleusix et al. 2008). SCFA were analyzed
in duplicate daily to check system stability (Figs. 14A and B). Mean metabolite concentrations were
calculated from duplicate samples of the last three days of each fermentation period, representing
pseudo steady-state conditions, except where noted (Figs. 14A and B)

Figure 14. Daily total SCFA concentrations measured during the entire 40 day continuous fermentation.
A: Fermentation model A; HE(1) high energy fermentation period; NE: normal energy fermentation period;
HE(2): restabilization period; LE: low energy fermentation period. B: Fermentation model B; NE(1): normal
energy fermentation period; HE: high energy fermentation period; NE(2): restabilization period; LE: low energy
fermentation period.
*: denotes measurement affected by mechanical anomaly at day 10. Data from this day for all normal-weight
reactors were subsequently excluded from analysis. Mean copy numbers and metabolite concentrations were
calculated for the NE(1) period for day 7, 8 and 9 instead of the last three days of the period.
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Nucleic Acid Extraction
Genomic DNA was isolated from cultivated strains using the Wizard® Genomic DNA Purification Kit
(Promega AG, Dübendorf, Switzerland). The FastDNA Spin Kit for Soil (Qbiogene AG, Basel,
Switzerland) was used for fecal and fermentation effluent DNA extractions. DNA was extracted from
250 mg fresh feces and 1 mL fermentation effluent and quantified using the Nanodrop® ND-1000
Spectrophotometer (Witec AG, Littau, Switzerland) at 260 nm.
qPCR Analysis
Amplification and detection of DNA by qPCR was performed with a 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR
System (Applied Biosystems Europe BV, Zug, Switzerland) using optical-grade 96-well plates.
Duplicate sample analysis was routinely performed in a total volume of 25 µL using SYBR® Green
PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) containing standardized 100 ng uL-1 template DNA diluted
either 1:10 or 1:100 depending upon target species, 200 nM of both forward and reverse primers (Table
19). Total bacteria were quantified using plasmid pLME21 containing a 16S rDNA fragment of B.
lactis aligning to position numbers 15-1432 of the E. coli 16S rRNA gene (Meile, et al., 1997; Brosius,
et al., 1978). Standard curves were routinely performed for each qPCR run using serial dilutions of
control standard amplicons generated using the primer sets and target species listed in Table 19. PCR
conditions consisted of initial activation at 95°C for 10 min; 40 cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 15
sec, annealing at 60°C for 30 sec and elongation at 60°C for 30 sec. Data from duplicate samples were
analyzed using the Sequence Detection Software Version 1.4 (Applied Biosystems). Mean copy
numbers of populations were calculated from the last three days of each fermentation period,
representing pseudo steady-state conditions, except where noted (Figs. 14A and B)
PCR Amplification of 16S rRNA
100 ng µL-1 DNA was used to PCR amplify the variable V2-V3 16S rRNA gene sequence using 200
nM universal primers HDA-1GC (CGC CCG GGG CGC GCC CCG GGC GGG GCG GGG GCA
CGG GGGG AC TCC TAC GGG AGG CAG CAG T) and HDA-2 (GTA TTA CCG CGG CTG CTG
GCA C) and a modified protocol of Ogier et al. (Ogier et al. 2002). PCR reactions consisted of 2x
Fermentas PCR Mastermix (1x PCR Buffer, 2mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM each dNTP and 1 U Taq
polymerase) diluted 1:1 with sterile ultra-pure water (Milipore AG). Samples were amplified on a
Biometra Personal Cycler™ (Biometra, Châtel-St-Denis, Switzerland): 94°C for 5 min; 35 cycles of
94°C for 3 min, 58°C for 30 sec, 68°C for 1 min. and finally 68°C for 7 min.
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TGGE Analysis of PCR Amplicons
TGGE gels (16 cm × 16 cm × 1 mm) were composed of 6% acrylamide / bis-acrylamide 37.5:1
(Sigma), 7 M urea (Sigma) and 1.5 × Tris Acetate EDTA (TAE) buffer (Muyzer et al. 1993). TGGE
was performed with 50 ng PCR amplicons using a Dcode universal mutation system (Bio-Rad,
Reinach, Switzerland). A custom marker was created by mixing equal concentrations of PCR
amplicons of B. fragilis, E. coli, R. intestinalis, B. hansenii, B. longum and L. GG. Electrophoresis
conditions included a pre-run of 20 min at 20 V followed by 16 h at 70 V in 1.5 × TAE buffer.
Temperature was increased from 66°C to 70°C using a ramp rate of 0.4. Gels were stained for 30 min
in ethidium bromide and destained for 1 hour in dH2O prior to imaging.
TGGE Band Cloning and Sequencing
TGGE bands were excised and stored overnight at 4°C in 10 mM Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer. DNA was
precipitated overnight at -20°C by addition of 0.1 volume 3M sodium acetate (pH 5.5) and 3 volumes
100% ethanol. PCR amplification conditions of precipitated DNA were identical to those described
above except the forward primer HDA-1 lacked the GC-clamp. Amplicons were ligated into the
pGEM-T Easy Vector (Promega). 1 µL ligation product was mixed with 40 µL XL-1 blue
electrocompetent cells (Stratagene, Amsterdam, Netherlands) on ice. Electroporation was performed at
2500 V. Cells were immediately transferred to 960 µL 37°C SOC media and incubated at 37°C for 1
hour. 100 µL of serial dilutions were plated on LB agar plates (1.5% w/v) containing 5-bromo-4chloro-3-inodlyl-β-D-galactopyranoside [X-gal; final concentration of 80 µg / mL, prepared in
dimethylformamide (DMF)] and isopropyl-1-thio-β-D-galactopyranoside (IPTG, final concentration of
20 mM, prepared in sterile dH2O). Plates were incubated aerobically overnight at 37°C. Multiple
clones per TGGE band were grown overnight in 3 mL LB broth supplemented with 6 % ampicillin.
Plasmids were isolated using the GeneJET™ Plasmid Miniprep Kit (Fermentas, Le Mont-surLausanne, Switzerland). Insert size and presence was verified by PCR. Plasmid inserts were sequenced
(Microsynth AG, Balgach Switzerland) using the T7 sequencing primer. Sequences were compared to
GenBank

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/)

and

the

Ribosomal

Database

Project

(http://rdp.cme.msu.edu/index.jsp) using BLAST (Altschul et al. 1997). Sequences with percentage
identity

of

97%

or

higher

were

considered

to

represent

the

same

species.
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Table 19. Group and species-specific 16s rRNA-targeted primer set used in this study.
Target Organism

5’ – 3’ Sequence

Primer

Standard

Reference

Total bacteria

ACT CCT ACG GGA GGC AGC AG
ATT ACC GCG GCT GCT GG

Eub 338F
Eub 518R

Plasmid pLME21, containing
Bifidobacterium lactis 16S rDNA

(Meile et al. 1997)

Bacteroides

GAA GGT CCC CCA CAT TG
CGC KAC TTG GCT GGT TCA G

Bac303F
Bfr-Femrev

B. thetaiotaomicron 16S rRNA

(Ramirez-Farias et al. 2009)

Firmicutes

GGA GYA TGT GGT TTA ATT CGA AGC A
AGC TGA CGA CAA CCA TGC AC

Firm934F
Firm1060R

R. intestinalis 16S rRNA

(Guo et al. 2008)

Roseburia /
E. rectale

GCG GTR CGG CAA GTC TGA
CCT CCG ACA CTC TAG TMC GAC

RrecF
Rrec630mR

R. intestinalis 16S rRNA

(Ramirez-Farias et al. 2009)

E. hallii

GCG TAG GTG GCA GTG CAA
GCA CCG RAG CCT ATA CGG

EhalF
EhalR

E. hallii 16S rRNA

(Ramirez-Farias et al. 2009)

F. prausnitzii

GGA GGA AGA AGG TCT TCG G
AAT TCC GCC TAC CTC TGC ACT

FPR-2F
Fprau645R

F. prausnitzii 16S rRNA

(Ramirez-Farias et al. 2009)

Lactobacillus

AGC AGT AGG GAA TCT TCC A
CGC CAC TGG TGT TCY TCC ATA TA

F_Lacto 05
R_Lacto 04

L. delbrueckii 16S rRNA

(Furet et al. 2009)

Bifidobacterium
Phosphoketolase

ATC TTC GGA CCB GAY GAG AC
CGA TVA CGT GVA CGA AGG AC

xfp-fw
xfp-rv

xfp amplicon

(Cleusix et al. 2010)

Enterobacteriaceae

CAT TGA CGT TAC CCG CAG AAG AAG C
CTC TAC GAG ACT CAA GCT TGC

Eco1457F
Eco1652R

E.coli 16S rRNA

(Frank et al. 2007)

Sulfate-reducing
bacteria

CGG CGT TGC GCA TTT YCA YAC VVT
GCC GGA CGA TGC AGH TCR TCC TGR WA

dsrA_290F
dsrA_660R

D. piger dsrA

(Pereyra et al. 2010)

Veillonella spp.

TGC TAA TAC CGC ATA CGA TCT AAC C
GCT TAT AAA TAG AGG CCA CCT TTC A

Vpa_X84005_F
Vpa_X84005_R

Veillonella parvula 16S rRNA

(Leung et al. 2007)
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Statistical Analysis
Results are presented as means ± SE. Mean copy numbers were transformed to their base 10
logarithmic values for variance homogeneity. One-way ANOVA were performed to test effects of
varying nutrient loads on bacterial populations and SCFA production using JMP 8.0 (SAS
Institute Inc., Cary N.C.). When significant differences were found below P<0.05, treatment
means were compared using the Tukey-Kramer HSD test. Principal component analysis of meancentered copy number data and metabolite concentrations were performed with the prcomp
function of the stats package of the R statistical language, version 2.13.1 (http://www.rproject.org/).

Results

Microbial diversity of fecal microbiota
qPCR results of ten microbial populations plus total bacteria present in feces of both child donors
are given in Table 20. With exception of lactobacilli in child A (obese) and Veillonella in child B
(normal-weight), both of which were not detected presumably due to population numbers below
the 3 log10 copies g-1 detection limit of the qPCR assay, qualitative diversity of both microbiota
were highly similar. Quantitative differences between the two microbiota were observed for only
a few evaluated populations. Higher populations of Firmicutes, E. hallii and Roseburia / E.
rectale were observed in feces from child A and higher sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB),
Bifidobacteria in child B (Table 20).
Effect of High Energy Nutrient Loading on the Microbial Community Structure
The impact of HE medium fermentation was examined for adaptation of the microbial
community structure to high energy availability. Samples from the last three days of each
fermentation period were routinely chosen for all community analyses as pseudo-steady state
fermentation conditions had been established (Figs. 14A and B). Results were compared to those
obtained during NE medium fermentation. The qualitative community structure remained similar
to feces with neither lactobacilli nor Veillonella detected in models A and B, respectively, likely a
function of population numbers below the assay detection limit of 3 log10 copies g-1 (Table 20).
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Bacteroides were reproducibly and significantly lower in proximal colon reactors (6.1 and 7.8
log10 copies 16S rRNA g-1 fermentation effluent, model A and B respectively) and is a direct
result of the low pH (5.5) maintained in R1 for proximal colon simulation. Bacteroides numbers
rebounded in both R2 and R3 where circumneutral pH conditions (e.g. pH 6 – 7.5) favorable for
Bacteroides growth prevailed, however high nutrient loading produced no significant effect on
this population (Table 20; HE). High energy loading tended towards a bifidogenic effect with
either increased or unchanged levels of Bifidobacteria in both models. A significant increase in
Bifidobacteria (P<0.005) was observed in all three reactors of model A. Firmicutes demonstrated
a similar response to HE medium fermentation. In particular, Firmicutes in R2 and R3 of model
A demonstrated a preference for high energy conditions (Table 20; HE). Contributing to the
increase in Firmicutes during HE medium fermentation were Roseburia / E. rectale and E. hallii,
both butyrate-producing members of clostridia cluster XIVa. Significant stimulation within this
clostridia cluster was observed with individual subpopulation differences between replicate
models. Roseburia / E. rectale were significantly higher (P values ranging from <0.05 to <0.005)
in model B and E. hallii (P values ranging from <0.005 to <0.0001) in model A (Table 20; HE).
Conversely, F. prausnitzii, a butyrate-producing member of clostridia cluster IV, demonstrated a
pH-specific response to high energy conditions. F. prausnitzii were significantly elevated in R2
and R3 (P<0.05 model B and P<0.0001 model A, respectively) however remained significantly
low in R1. This observation is analogous to the low Bacteroides populations observed in R1 and
is also presumably a function of the low pH maintenance in this reactor.
Effect of Normal Energy Nutrient Loading on the Microbial Community Structure
NE medium supplementation produced a favorable response by Bacteroides, resulting in
significantly higher populations in R1 (P<0.05 to P<0.001) and also in R2 in comparison to high
energy conditions (Table 20; NE). Clostridium cluster XIVa again demonstrated individual
subpopulation differences between replicate models. A significant increase in Roseburia / E.
rectale during normal nutrient availability was observed in all three reactors of model A (9.8, 9.0,
and 8.9 log10 copies 16S rRNA g-1 fermentation effluent, respectively), with this increase
corresponding to nearly 2 log10 in comparison to the HE medium populations (7.6, 7.5 and 7.3
log10 copies 16S rRNA g-1 fermentation effluent, respectively). E. hallii were more abundant
during normal energy conditions in all three reactors of model B (8.7, 9.3 and 9.1 log10 copies
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16S rRNA g-1 fermentation effluent, respectively) versus the HE medium population (7.9, 9.0 and
8.8 log10 copies 16S rRNA g-1 fermentation effluent, respectively). Neither lactobacilli nor
Veillonella were detected during NE medium fermentation in models A and B, respectively.
Veillonella populations in model A demonstrated a mixed and pH-dependent response to both
high and normal energy conditions, particularly in R3 (Table 20; HE and NE). Furthermore,
Veillonella remained relatively stable in R2 but were not detected in R1 during either nutrient
load, analogous to the absence of low pH-intolerant Bacteroides and F. prausnitzii in this
proximal colon reactor.
High Energy Nutrient Loading Confers a Butyrogenic Effect on Metabolic Activity
The effect of high energy nutrient loading was investigated for alterations to the commensal
metabolic activity. SCFA concentrations in fermentation effluent samples from all three reactors
were analyzed during pseudo-steady state conditions (Table 21). SCFA concentrations gradually
increased from R1 to R3 due to accumulation of product in the system, consistent with operation
of this in vitro model design (Cinquin et al. 2004; Cinquin et al. 2006). Propionate production
was mostly unaffected by nutrient load with both HE and NE media resulting in similar
propionate levels (Table 21). HE medium fermentation resulted in significantly higher acetate
production in model A. Butyrate production was most significantly stimulated (P value range of
<0.05 to <0.005), across all three reactors during high energy conditions (Table 21). Interestingly,
increased butyrate production in model B during HE medium fermentation occurred in the
presence of similar acetate production during both NE and HE medium fermentation suggesting
preferential conversion of acetate to butyrate during high energy availability. Overall, metabolic
activities during HE medium fermentation were increased by approximately 30% in comparison
to normal energy conditions which is in agreement with

the 25% increase of fermentable

carbohydrate added to the NE medium in creating the HE medium (Table 18).
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Table 20. Bacterial populations measured in effluent samples in each reactor of replicate in vitro fermentation models during HE, NE and LE media fermentation.
Fermentation Period
Bacterial Population
HE
Total Bacteria

R11

R21
A

B

SE

a

R31
A

B

SE

a

A

B

SE

a

FECES2
A

B

11.1

11.1

± 0.1

11.3

11.3

± 0.2

11.3

11.2

± 0.2

11.0

11.1

Bacteroides
Firmicutes
Roseburia sp. / E. rectale b
E. halii b
F. prausnitzii b
Lactobacillus
Bifidobacterium b
Enterobacteriaceae
Sulfate-reducing bacteria
Veillonella spp.

6.1
9.8
7.6
8.1**
4.8
ND
9.5**
6.9
3.7
ND

7.8
9.9
9.5**
7.9
3.8
6.8
8.7
7.8
3.7
ND

± 0.3
± 0.1
± 0.2
± 0.3
± 0.3
± 0.3
± 0.2
± 0.2
± 0.01

10.1
9.9*
7.5
8.8**
7.6***
ND
9.5**
8.6**
3.1
3.1

9.9
10.1
9.7**
9.0
7.1*
7.3
9.1
9.1*
3.1
ND

± 0.3
± 0.3
± 0.3
± 0.1
± 0.1
± 0.2
± 0.3
± 0.3
± 0.4
± 0.1

10.2
9.9**
7.3
8.7***
7.6***
ND
9.4**
8.9**
3.5
3.0***

10.0
9.7
9.0*
8.8
7.2
7.3
9.3
8.1
3.5
ND

± 0.2
± 0.1
± 0.2
± 0.2
± 0.2
± 0.1
± 0.2
± 0.2
± 0.2
± 0.08

9.7
10.0
9.8
7.4
9.1
ND
7.3
5.3
5.6
9.0

9.6
9.8
8.4
7.1
9.0
7.5
8.1
5.3
6.6
ND

NE
Total Bacteria
Bacteroides c
Firmicutes
Roseburia sp ./ E. rectale c
E. hallii c
F. prausnitzii
Lactobacillus
Bifidobacterium
Enterobacteriaceae c
Sulfate-reducing bacteria
Veillonella spp.

10.9
7.6‡‡
9.8
9.8‡‡
7.4
5.0
ND
8.7
6.8
3.8
ND

11.1
8.4‡
9.9
9.1
8.7‡‡
3.7
7.5
9.3‡
7.9
3.6
ND

± 0.3
± 0.2
± 0.5
± 0.2
± 0.5
± 0.3
± 0.2
± 0.2
± 0.5
± 0.1

11.2
10.4‡‡
9.3
9.0‡‡‡
8.2
7.1
ND
9.3
8.8
3.1
3.4

11.1
9.9
10.0
9.1
9.3‡
7.0
6.9
9.2
8.5
3.7
ND

± 0.3
± 0.07
± 0.1
± 0.1
± 0.2
± 0.2
± 0.1
± 0.1
± 0.2
± 0.1
± 0.07

11.3
10.4
9.4
8.9‡‡‡
8.3
7.3
ND
9.2
9.6
3.5
ND

11.1
10.0
9.9
8.9
9.1‡
7.1
7.3
9.3
7.7
3.2
ND

± 0.2
± 0.2
± 0.2
± 0.1
± 0.3
± 0.2
± 0.2
± 0.1
± 0.8
± 0.5

LE
Total Bacteria
10.3
10.6
± 0.08
10.5
10.7
± 0.04
10.3
10.6
± 0.1
Bacteroides d
9.4§§§
9.7§§§
± 0.2
10.1
10.2
± 0.1
10.4
10.2
± 0.1
Firmicutes d
10.6§§§
10.6
± 0.1
10.1§
10.5§§
± 0.2
9.4
10.2§
± 0.2
10.1§
10.2
± 0.3
9.5§§§
10.3§§§
± 0.2
9.1§§
9.8§§§
± 0.3
Roseburia sp ./ E. rectale d
E. hallii
7.4
8.1
± 0.3
7.6
8.0
± 0.3
7.2
7.9
± 0.2
d
§§§
F .prausnitzii
4.6
4.7
± 0.3
7.0
6.6
± 0.3
7.3
6.5
± 0.3
7.9§§§
8.3
± 0.2
8.9§§§
7.9
± 0.5
8.5§§§
7.9
± 0.5
Lactobacillus d
Bifidobacterium
7.5
9.1
± 0.3
7.9
8.6
± 0.3
7.9
8.2
± 0.3
Enterobacteriaceae d
7.1
8.9
± 0.1
9.1
9.1§§
± 0.2
9.6
8.8§
± 0.4
Sulfate-reducing bacteria d
3.1
3.2
± 0.2
4.1§§
3.5§§§
± 1.0
6.5
7.0§
± 0.4
d
§§§
§§§
Veillonella spp.
5.0
ND
4.8
ND
± 0.1
ND
ND
± 0.2
R1: proximal colon reactor; R2: transverse colon reactor; R3: distal colon reactor. 1 Data are mean log10 copies 16s rRNA-1g fermentation effluent. 2 Data are mean log10 copies 16s rRNA-1g feces
a
SE: standard errors of the mean of replicates A and B.
b
Bacterial populations that were significantly higher during HE versus NE medium fermentation are denoted by significance level: *P<0.05, **P<0.005, ***P<0.0001.
c
Bacterial populations that were significantly higher during NE versus HE medium fermentation are denoted by significance level: ‡P<0.05, ‡‡P<0.001, ‡‡‡P<0.0001.
d
Bacterial populations significantly higher during LE versus NE medium fermentation are denoted by significance level: §P<0.05, §§P<0.01, §§§P<0.005.
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Low Substrate Availability Produces a Distinct Response in both Microbial Community
Adaptation and Metabolic Activity
The response of individual gut microbial populations during nutrient deprivation was investigated
using a low energy medium consisting of approximately 40% less available fermentable substrate
versus NE medium (Table 18). Quantitative results demonstrated a surprising number of populations
thriving during low energy conditions (Table 20; LE). Significant increases in Firmicutes, Roseburia /
E. rectale and SRB were all observed, although the level of significance was highly varied and
dependent upon reactor conditions (Table 20; LE). Interestingly, R1 demonstrated increased
populations in Bacteroides, F. prausnitzii and Veillonella, all pH sensitive populations previously
demonstrating repressed number under both normal and high nutrient conditions (Table 20; LE).
Roseburia / E. rectale increased on average half a log10 in comparison to normal energy conditions.
SRB represented the most responsive population to reduced energy availability with >2 log10 increases
in R2 and R3 (Table 20; LE). A similar trend was observed for Veillonella in model A with significant
increases (P values ranging from <0.005 to <0.001) in all three reactors. A surprising and unexpected
lactobacilli bloom was observed in model A were population numbers went from below detection in
feces, HE and NE nutrient loads to approximately 8 log10 copies 16S rRNA g-1 fermentation effluent,
reaching numbers consistently observed in model B (Table 20).
Metabolic activity of commensal microbiota demonstrated a concerted adaptation in response to
reduced nutrient availability. Total SCFA, acetate, butyrate and propionate were all negatively affected
with significant (P values of <0.0001) production decreases ranging from 35 – 50% in comparison to
both high and normal nutrient loads, in agreement with the 40% reduction in nutrient availability
(Table 21).
Qualitative Assessment of Biodiversity by TGGE
TGGE profiles of pseudo steady-state HE, NE and LE fermentation periods in each reactor of models
A and B are illustrated in Figs. 15A-C and 16A-C, respectively. TGGE was selected to qualitatively
demonstrate changes to the biodiversity as a function of varied substrate availability. Bands displaying
significant changes in relative intensity were chosen for cloning and sequence analysis to identify
species impacted by each fermentation medium as a complement to quantitative qPCR assessment.
Changes in nutrient loading resulted in highly visible shifts within the biodiversity in all three reactors
of both replicate models, with the most evident changes in R1 (Figs. 15A and 16A). Sequence analysis
of clones from the HE versus NE fermentation period in both R1 identified members of the Firmicutes
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as predominately impacted, qualitatively confirming results obtained with qPCR. Enterococcaceae and
Clostridiaceae (Table 22; model A clones a – c) and Eubacterium eligens ATCC 27750 and
Eubacterium rectale ATCC 33656 (Table 22; model B clones c - d) were stimulated during highversus normal-energy nutrient loading. Analysis of clones obtained during NE medium fermentation
confirmed quantification of higher populations of E. hallii and Bifidobacterium in model B (Table 22;
model B clones a, and b, respectively) and supported the qPCR data for Roseburia sp. / E. rectale in
model A (Fig. 15A-C and Table 22; model A clones d - e).

Figure 15. TGGE profiles of fermentation model A during each nutrient load.
a: R1; b: R2; c: R3. HE medium: high-energy fermentation; NE medium: normal-energy fermentation; LE
medium: low-energy fermentation. FECES: fecal TGGE profiles. Marker strains denoted by numbers on right: 1:
B.fragilis; 2: R. intestinalis; 3: B. hansenii; 4: E. coli; 5: B. longum; 6: L. rhamnosus GG. Bands excised for
cloning denoted by lower case letters.
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Table 21. SCFA concentrations and ratios in effluent samples of each reactor of replicate in vitro fermentation models during HE, NE and LE medium
fermentation.
Fermentation Period

R1

Metabolite1

A

B

% SCFA2

SEa

A

124.8*
70.7*
51.5*
2.6

128.7
52.9
73.1**
2.7

100
48.9
49.1
2.0

± 3.3
± 1.4
± 1.5
± 0.4

167.9**
96.8**
60.5**
10.7

102.1
56.1
43.1
3.1

116.6
72.2
41.6
2.8

100
58.4
38.9
2.6

48.0†††
27.4†††
18.8†
1.8

48.6††††
19.8†
24.9
3.9††††

100
48.9
45.2
5.9

R3

R2
% SCFA2

B

SEa

A

FECES
% SCFA2

B

SEa

A

B

% SCFA2

SEa

100
53.1
29.5
17.4

± 7.8
± 2.5
± 1.4
± 1.8

HE
Total SCFA
Acetate
Butyrate
Propionate

173.6
94.1
64.3**
15.3

100
56.0
36.6
7.4

± 5.9
± 2.1
± 3.2
± 0.6

191.8**

154.5
97.1
40.6
16.8

100
57.5
31.4
11.1

± 2.3
± 1.0
± 0.9
± 0.4

165.8
93.9
53.9
17.9

69.4††††
39.2†††
22.8††††
7.4††††

100
57.0
33.4
9.6

± 3.2
± 2.4
± 0.7
± 0.1

114.5**
62.8**
14.4

177.9
99.4
62.2*
16.2

100
57.8
33.8
8.4

± 4.1
± 1.6
± 2.1
± 0.5

149.1
91.4
44.1
13.7

100
59.0
31.1
9.9

± 1.2
± 7.6
± 1.6
± 2.4

78.8††
46.7††
23.5†††
8.6††

100
60.7
29.4
9.9

± 2.7
± 1.9
± 0.7
± 0.2

77.2
41.8
25.5
9.9

108.4
56.4
28.1
23.9

NE
Total SCFA
Acetate
Butyrate
Propionate

± 6.5
± 4.1
± 0.6
± 1.8

147.1
76.8
53.8
16.5

LE
Total SCFA
Actetate
Butyrate
Propionate

± 2.5
± 1.7
± 0.6
± 0.2

64.0†††
36.8††
21.6†††
5.6††

74.1†††
46.1†††
21.5†††
6.5†††

R1: proximal colon reactor; R2: transverse colon reactor; R3: distal colon reactor.
1
Data are expressed as mM and are mean values calculated for the last three days of each fermentation period.
2
Percentage SCFA are expressed as average values of replicates A and B.
a
SE: standard errors of the mean of replicates A and B.
SCFA concentrations significantly higher during HE medium fermentation are denoted by significance level: *P<0.05, **P<0.005.
SCFA concentrations significantly reduced during LE medium fermentation are denoted by significance level: †P<0.05, ††P<0.005, †††P<0.001, ††††P<0.0001.
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Furthermore, the decrease in Bifidobacterium in R1 of model A during NE medium fermentation was
substantiated by cloning and sequencing a band with decreased relative intensity corresponding to
Bifidobacterium adolescentis L2-32 in model A (Fig. 15A and Table 22; model A clone f). TGGE
profiling of the LE medium versus NE medium also supports the qPCR quantified increase of
Bacteroides, with the appearance of a band corresponding to species with high homology to
Bacteroides ovatus ATCC 8483 in R1 of model A (Fig 15A; clone g). It should be noted that all
sequence data reported is partial and the 200 bp sequence should be treated with some caution and used
primarily as a guide. However, the region of sequence used for analysis includes the variable V3
region of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene, previously demonstrated to be an excellent indicator of
phylogeny (McCaig et al. 2001; Jensen et al. 2004).

Figure 16. TGGE profiles of fermentation model B during each nutrient load.
a: R1; b: R2; c: R3. NE medium: normal-energy fermentation; HE medium: high-energy fermentation; LE
medium: low-energy fermentation. FECES: fecal TGGE profiles. Marker strains denoted by numbers on right: 1:
B.fragilis; 2: R. intestinalis; 3: B. hansenii; 4: E. coli; 5: B. longum; 6: L. rhamnosus GG. Bands excised for
cloning denoted by lower case letters.
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Multivariate Analysis of Nutrient Loading on Community Structure and Metabolic Activity
Principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to mean-centered copy number data and metabolite
concentrations to reveal intrinsic treatment patterns within data. Lactobacilli and Veillonella were
excluded from analysis as their populations were not detected in feces of both child A and B,
respectively. PCA demonstrated a replicative robustness of each model, highlighted by the clustering of
the separately simulated transverse and distal colon region (Figs. 17A and 18A). R1 consistently failed
to demonstrate any specific clustering ability, a likely influence of the low population numbers
observed for Bacteroides and F.prausnitzii as function of low pH maintenance in this reactor. Nutrient
loading resulted in a differential impact on community structure and metabolic activity. A concerted
and distinct community clustering pattern was observed for LE medium fermentation only (Fig. 17A).

Figure 17. A: PCA plot of the effect of nutrient load on community structure and B: Scree plot of PCA
component variances.
RN1A: NE medium R1 model A; RN2A: NE medium R2 model A; RN3A: NE medium R3; model A; RH1A:
HE medium R1 model A; RH2A: HE medium R2 model A; RH3A: HE medium R3 model A; RL1A: LE
medium R1 model A; RL2A: LE medium R2 model A; RL3A: LE medium R3 model A; RN1B: NE medium R1
model B; RN2B: NE medium R2 model B; RN3B: NE medium R3; model B; RH1B: HE medium R1 model B;
RH2B: HE medium R2 model B; RH3B: HE medium R3 model B; RL1B: LE medium R1 model B; RL2B: LE
medium R2 model B; RL3B: LE medium R3 model B.
Circles denote nutrient load-dependent clusters.
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Conversely, R2 and R3 of both NE and HE medium fermentation aggregated together, suggesting that
both normal and overabundant substrate loads impose a similar impact upon circumneutral microbial
community structures. Random aggregation of R1, regardless of nutrient load, was observed (Fig.17A).
PCA of SCFA production during variable substrate availability demonstrated a significant nutrient
load-specific effect (Fig. 18A). With the exception of R1 supplied HE medium, several distinctive
clustering patterns were identified. Clusters aggregated as a function of the metabolic response to HE,
NE and LE nutrient supply and simulated colon region (Fig. 18A).

Figure 18. A: PCA plot of the effect of nutrient load on metabolic activity and B: Scree plot of PCA component
variances.
RN1A: NE medium R1 model A; RN2A: NE medium R2 model A; RN3A: NE medium R3; model A; RH1A:
HE medium R1 model A; RH2A: HE medium R2 model A; RH3A: HE medium R3 model A; RL1A: LE
medium R1 model A; RL2A: LE medium R2 model A; RL3A: LE medium R3 model A; RN1B: NE medium R1
model B; RN2B: NE medium R2 model B; RN3B: NE medium R3; model B; RH1B: HE medium R1 model B;
RH2B: HE medium R2 model B; RH3B: HE medium R3 model B; RL1B: LE medium R1 model B; RL2B: LE
medium R2 model B; RL3B: LE medium R3 model B.
Circles denote nutrient load-dependent clusters.
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Table 22. Closest nucleotide matches of GenBank sequences to excised TGGE bands.
Clone

Model

Fermentation
Period

Maximum Similarity to Organism

%
Similarity

Phylogenetic
Group

Enterococcus faecalis S613
Clostridium sp. M62/1 1
Clostridium sp. SS2/1

GenBank
Accession
Number
ADDP00000000
ACFX00000000
ABGC00000000

a
b
c

A
A
A

HE
HE
HE

99
99
99

Enterococcaceae
Clostridiaceae
Clostridiaceae

d
e
f
g

A
A
A
A

NE
NE
NE
LE

Eubacterium rectale ATCC 33656
Eubacterium rectale ATCC 33656
Bifidobacterium adolescentis L2-32
Bacteroides ovatus ATCC 8483

NC 012781
NC 012781
AAXD00000000
AAXF00000000

99
100
99
99

Eubacteriaceae
Eubacteriaceae
Actinobacteria
Bacteroidaceae

a
b

B
B

NE
NE

ACEP00000000
NC 008618

100
100

Eubacteriaceae
Actinobacteria

B
B

HE
HE

Eubacterium hallii DSM 3353
Bifidobacterium adolescentis ATCC
15703
Eubacterium eligens ATCC 27750
Eubacterium rectale ATCC 33656

c
d

NC 012780
NC 012781

98
98

Eubacteriaceae
Eubacteriaceae
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Discussion
This study represents the first description of the impact highly variable nutrient loads confer upon the
commensal microbiota in children using a three-stage in vitro model of colonic fermentation. A major
challenge of this study was designing fermentation media to accurately simulate the various dietary
conditions and respective nutrient loads. The composition of each medium was designed after thorough
investigation of published dietary records of obese, normal-weight and anorexic children. While high
levels of fat intake are generally associated with the “Western” diet and obesity, in vitro fermentation
models are ill-equipped for testing diets with fat content, as aggregation of fat globules results in
consistent blockage of the fermentation pumps. However, dietary investigation revealed major
differences in protein, fiber and sugar consumption between obese and normal-weight children,
justifying the decision to focus on these nutritional compounds (Fernstrom et al. 1994; Ludwig et al.
1999; Nicklas et al. 2001; Affenito et al. 2002; Aeberli et al. 2007b; Wright et al. 2007). Significantly
more protein (P<0.05), lower fiber (P<0.05) and twice the amount of fructose were identified as major
constituents of obese versus normal-weight child dietary loads (Beyer et al. 2005; Aeberli et al. 2007a;
Aeberli et al. 2007b). Anorectic diets, characterized by severe caloric restriction (40% to 80% of total
daily energy intake), demonstrated increased carbohydrate: protein ratios (Fernstrom et al. 1994;
Affenito et al. 2002). Based on this information, we decided to utilize a previously published and
validated fermentation medium, supplemented with D-fructose and amylopectin maize starch, as NE
medium from which the HE and LE media were subsequently based (Macfarlane et al. 1998). Media
compositions are accurately described in Table 18.
Feces used in this study came from two female children, highly similar in composition with the
exception of lactobacilli and Veillonella (Table 20). As one of the two subjects was deemed to be
obese, each replicate in vitro fermentation model was initially supplied the fermentation medium
containing the nutrient load most similar to the corresponding host gastrointestinal environment. The
rationale behind this experimental design was to provide the microbiota the best opportunity to
effectively quantitatively and qualitatively establish their populations in vitro. Comparison of initial
fermentation periods (Figs. 13A and B, HE(1) and NE(1), respectively) with fecal microbiota
demonstrates the effectiveness of this approach, as population numbers were highly comparable (Table
20). A re-stabilization period was performed between switching experimental nutrient loads to
attenuate any experimentally induced changes to the microbiota composition (Supplemental Table 1)
and metabolic activity (Supplemental Table 2).
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High energy nutrient loading was highly butyrogenic with butyrate production significantly higher (P
values ranging from <0.05 to <0.005) in comparison to normal and low energy conditions (Table 21).
Roseburia / E. rectale and E. hallii, both subpopulations of Clostridium cluster XIVa, responded
favorably to increased nutrient availability. Surprisingly different relative contributions of each
subpopulation were observed between replicates. Roseburia / E. rectale were primarily stimulated and
likely responsible for the increased butyrate production in model B during high energy conditions,
whereas E. hallii predominated in model A (Table 20). Normal nutrient conditions resulted in the
opposite effect on both subpopulations with E. hallii responding favorably in model B and Roseburia /
E. rectale in model A. However, F. prausnitzii, a butyrate-producing member of clostridia cluster IV,
demonstrated a pH-dependent response to high energy load with low growth observed in R1. Despite
rebounding population numbers in R2 and R3, F. prausnitzii produced a concerted and lesser response
to HE medium in comparison with both Roseburia / E. rectale and E. hallii (Table 20). Gram-positive
anaerobes demonstrate great variability in their ability to thrive at pH < 6.7 (Duncan et al. 2009). As
such the demonstrated differences between clostridia cluster XIVa and IV in thriving at low pH suggest
variable species-specific adaptive capacities. Furthermore, these results suggest a potential struggle
between intrinsic microbiota regulatory factors and nutrient availability in determining population
growth and metabolic activity. Nevertheless, despite differences observed within Clostridium cluster
XIVa, the capacity for subtle inter-population shifts in inducing the same reproducible metabolic effect
are effectively demonstrated. The majority of butyrate produced in the gut occurs via the butyryl
CoA:acetate CoA pathway, however butyrate production via butyrate kinase activity has also been
reported (Louis et al. 2004). Fermentation of various non-starch polysaccharides were shown to
differentially impact butyrate production by inducing either butyryl CoA:acetate CoA transferase or
butyrate kinase in the gastrointestinal tract of weaned pigs (Metzler-Zebeli 2010). Sequence analysis of
clones excised from TGGE profiles during the HE fermentation period predominately identified
butyrate-producing Firmicutes, further substantiating the observed qPCR results (Tables 20 and 22).
While most cluster XIVa isolates possess either butyryl CoA : acetate CoA transferase or butyrate
kinase activity, some species of Lachnospiraceae and Eubacteriaceae exhibit both (Duncan et al.
2002). It is possible that the differences observed within the different Clostridium cluster XIVa
subpopulations of E.hallii and Roseburia / E. rectale in the two models during NE and HE medium
fermentation was a function of different butyrate production pathways, induced by intermediate
metabolite (e.g. lactate) availability. E. hallii are known lactate-utilizing, butyrate-producing species
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whereas no significant ability to use lactate has been detected in Roseburia intestinalis or Eubacterium
rectale (Duncan et al., 2004). Furthermore, E. hallii may produce butyrate from acetate, lactate as well
as carbohydrates (Duncan et al., 2004; Sato et al., 2008).
Nutrient deprivation produced a concerted and distinct metabolic and community restructuring effect.
Metabolic activities were significantly lower and represented 35 – 50% of normal energy metabolic
activity, consistent with the 40% reduction in fermentable energy (Table 21). SRB demonstrated the
most substantial response to low energy conditions (Table 20; LE). SRB have been implicated in the
pathology of inflammatory bowel disease and it is widely postulated that SRB-mediated production of
hydrogen sulfide may be culprit (Macfarlane et al. 2009; Macfarlane et al. 2009). SRB have also been
described as efficient mucin-utilizers due to release of sulfate during mucin degradation (Gibson et al.
1988). Although the nutrient load, including micronutrients, was reduced by 40% in the low energy
medium, mucin concentrations remained the same for each medium. Hence, it is possible that SRB are
able to outcompete other commensal organisms during periods of nutrient starvation by the ability to
utilize sulfate resulting from mucin degradation. A significant lactobacilli bloom was observed,
particularly in model A and was a surprising observation as lactobacilli remained below detection
during both HE and NE medium fermentation and in feces (Table 20). It is possible that lactobacilli are
capable of maintaining growth through scavenging a wide variety of complex substrate under nutrient
limitation. As such, lactate could become a central key intermediate metabolite under starvation
conditions. Previous results have also demonstrated an inhibitory effect of SRB on butyrate production
by E. hallii (Marquet, et al., 2009). Taken together, this hypothesis could explain the simultaneous
blooms of lactobacilli and lactate-utilizing SRB and Veillonella and subsequent reduction in lactateutilizing, butyrate-producing E. hallii but not acetate-utilizing, butyrate-producing Roseburia / E.
rectale during low energy conditions. Succinate production and utilization could also possibly account
for the ecological reshuffling during nutrient deprivation and should be included in future metabolic
analyses. While the metabolism and ecology of SRB are well documented in in environmental
microbiology and Veillonella are recognized as early colonizers of Western infants, their exact roles in
the healthy gut remain poorly understood (Adlerberth and Wold 2009). These results however suggest
a complex hierarchy and network of cross-feeding mediated by numerically smaller populations which
may be poised to outcompete populations accustomed to sufficient nutrient availability.
PCA of normal, high and low energy loading on community structure and metabolic activity
demonstrated the reproducibility and robustness of this fermentation model (Figs. 17A and 18A).
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Community structure clusters were predominately a function of simulated colonic conditions. Normal
and high energy-dependent community structures of the transverse and distal colon regions formed one
distinct cluster, suggesting community structures are relatively robust with little substantial change
during normal and overabundant nutrient supply (Fig. 17A). Conversely, LE medium produced a
distinct cluster (Fig. 17A). No specific intrinsic effect of high and normal energy loading on the
community structures in R1 of both models could be demonstrated and is likely a function of the low
population numbers of circumneutral pH favoring Bacteroides, F. prausnitzii, SRB and
Enterobacteriaceae (Duncan et al. 2009) in this reactor due to low pH. Similar results were observed
using PCA to assess the effects of nutrient load on metabolic activity (Fig. 18A). In this case, metabolic
activity in each simulated colonic region clustered according to the nutrient load supplied. Thus,
nutrient load appears to be a greater determinant of metabolic activity. While these observations are
consistent with previous reports of diet-induced changes to the gut microbiota (Ley et al. 2006; Duncan
et al. 2008; Santacruz et al. 2009; Schwiertz et al. 2010), our results highlight the impact nutrient
deprivation imparts upon the gut microbiota. Furthermore, despite changes to microbial community
structures, microbiota demonstrated a concerted metabolic adaption suggesting overlapping and
redundant metabolic pathways, exercised by different population members.
A frequent misconception of in vitro gut fermentation modeling is that each model attempts to be an
exact 1 : 1 replicate of intestinal and host physiology. However host physiology cannot be
unequivocally reproduced in this in vitro model design and results generated represent a microbial
response independent of host modulatory mechanisms (Payne et al. 2011b). Furthermore, the
robustness of the model is dependent upon compositional and metabolic stability of the microbiota so
that any observed effects on community structure and metabolic activity are indeed a function of
experimental treatment and not an artifact of adaptation of the microbiota to in vivo simulated
conditions (Payne et al. 2011b). Nevertheless, the robustness of this model was demonstrated both
quantitatively and by PCA and is consistent with the effects of nutrient loading on the gut microbiota in
vivo (Jumpertz et al. 2011). Although microbiota-specific effects on the Clostridium cluster XIVa
community structure were observed as a function of varied substrate availability, the use of a single
microbiota each precludes the ability to ascertain the significance of these effects with the difference in
host weight status. Multiple repetitions of this study using obese and normal-weight microbiota are
necessary in definitively attributing any of these results to weight status. In conclusion, this study
identified several interesting and novel trends regarding the impact dietary nutrient loads may confer
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upon the resident gut microbiota, suggesting the need to better elucidate the relationship between
community membership and metabolic pathways encoded by the commensal gut community.
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Supplemental Table 1. Bacterial populations measured by qPCR in effluent samples in each reactor of replicate in vitro fermentation models during the
re-stabilization period.
Fermentation Period

R11

R21
A

B

a

SE

R31
A

B

a

SE

A

B

SEa

Bacterial Population
HE(2)
Total Bacteria
Bacteroidesb
Firmicutes
Roseburia sp. / E. rectale
E. haliib
F. prausnitzii
Lactobacillus
Bifidobacteriumb, e
Enterobacteriaceae
Sulfate-reducing bacteriae
Veillonella spp.

NE(2)
Total Bacteria
Bacteroides
Firmicutes
Roseburia sp ./ E. rectalec
E. hallii
F. prausnitziic
Lactobacillus
Bifidobacterium
Enterobacteriaceaec
Sulfate-reducing bacteria
Veillonella spp.

10.8
7.8
9.6
8.8
8.1
5.5
ND
8.8
7.1
ND
3.2

± 0.1
± 0.9
± 0.3
± 0.3
± 0.7
± 1.0
± 0.1
± 0.4
± 0.3

11.3
8.3
10.0
9.8
7.7
4.0
6.8
9.5
9.2
ND
ND

± 0.3
± 0.2
± 0.9
± 0.6
± 0.6
± 0.3
± 0.2
± 0.1
± 0.3

10.9
10.1
9.4
7.6
8.0
6.8
ND
9.0
9.1
2.8
3.0

± 0.2
± 0.2
± 0.5
± 0.1
± 0.1
± 0.04
± 0.2
± 0.8
± 0.08
± 0.06

11.5
10.7
9.9
8.9
8.3
6.7
7.1
9.7
8.4
2.8
ND

± 0.1
± 0.1
± 0.2
± 0.4
± 0.4
± 0.1
± 0.3
± 0.3
± 0.2
± 0.2

11.1
10.2
9.3
7.6
8.3
7.6
ND
9.4
8.1
3.1
3.3

± 0.2
± 0.01
± 0.4
±0.2
± 0.2
± 0.1
± 0.1
± 0.3
± 0.06
± 0.4

11.3
10.6
9.8
8.7
8.5
7.0
7.1
9.2
7.9
4.9
ND

± 0.1
± 0.2
± 0.2
± 0.4
± 0.2
± 0.05
± 0.4
± 0.1
± 0.03
± 0.3

R1: proximal colon reactor; R2: transverse colon reactor; R3: distal colon reactor.
a
SE: standard errors of the mean of replicates A and B.
1
Data are mean log10 copies 16s rRNA-1g fermentation effluent; ND: not detected.
2
Data are mean log10 copies 16s rRNA-1g feces; ND: not detected.
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Supplemental Table 2. SCFA concentrations and ratios in effluent samples of each reactor of replicate in vitro fermentation models during the restabilization period.
Fermentation Period

R1

Metabolite1

A

R2
B

% SCFA2

SEa

A

100
48.6
49.1
2.3

± 7.0
± 1.3
± 4.6
± 1.1

178.3
90.6
68.3
19.3

100
49.6
47.6
2.8

± 15.1
± 7.1
± 8.1
± 15.1

R3
B

% SCFA2 SEa

A

B

% SCFA2

SEa

HE(2)
Total SCFA
Acetate
Butyrate
Propionate

126.1
61.3
61.8
2.9

100
50.8
38.3
10.9

± 5.5
± 4.2
± 0.2
± 1.1

100
53.2
34.1
12.7

± 5.0
± 2.9
± 1.0
± 1.1

201.1
109.2
70.9
21.1

100
54.3
35.3
10.4

± 3.2
± 2.0
± 0.4
± 0.8

100
55.7
31.7
12.6

± 11.6
± 6.9
± 2.6
± 2.1

NE(2)
Total SCFA
Acetate
Butyrate
Propionate

92.1
45.7
43.8
2.6

158.2
84.2
53.8
20.3

183.8
102.3
58.2
23.3

R1: proximal colon reactor; R2: transverse colon reactor; R3: distal colon reactor.
1
Data are expressed as mM and are mean values calculated for the last three days of each fermentation period.
2
Percentage SCFA are expressed as average values of replicates A and B.
a
SE: standard errors of the mean of replicates A and B.
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Abstract
Background: Abrupt dietary energy and nutrient intake changes may disrupt host-microbe interactions
related to inflammation, epithelial integrity and commensal tolerance. The impact of high, normal and
low energy nutrient loads on gut microbial composition and metabolic activity was previously assessed
in two separate three-stage in vitro gut fermentation models using immobilized child feces from two
separate donors. Microbiota responded comparably to dietary modulation although donor A (model A)
was classified obese and donor B (model B) normal-weight. This report describes a combined in vitro
gut-cell model to assess inflammatory and epithelial integrity responses of confluent, mucus-secreting
HT29-MTX cells to microbe-laden and microbe-free fermentation effluents from high, normal and low
energy nutrient loads.
Results: Cytokine production differed markedly between fermentation models. Model A produced IL1Ra exclusively whereas model B induced IL-2, IL-6, IL-8 and IL-10 production. Nutrient loads and
colonic physiology induced variable impacts on cytokine production with high energy nutrient
effluents from the distal colon region in model B inducing significantly more IL-2, IL-6, IL-8 and IL10 secretion in comparison to proximal colon effluents. Distal colon effluents from model A produced
significantly more IL-1Ra expression versus proximal colon effluents for high and normal energy
nutrient loads only. Epithelial integrity assessed by transepithelial electrical resistance measurement,
responded concertedly to nutritional exposure and cultivation of the gut microbiota with similar
differences in integrity enhancement or disruption observed for both models.
Conclusion: Adaptation of commensal community structure and metabolic activity in response to
changes in nutrient load may contribute significantly to regulation and modulation of host-microbe
interactions related to intestinal inflammation and epithelial health. The inflammatory potential of gut
microbiota may be strongly influenced by composition as subtle differences between two microbiota
were likely responsible for inducing different inflammatory responses. Microbially-derived metabolites
demonstrated sufficient cytokine induction capacity, suggesting host-microbe epithelial cross-talk may
be equally if not predominately mediated by metabolites versus live microbes. In conclusion, combined
in vitro gut-cell models are efficient platforms for investigating the host-microbe inflammatory status
as a function of varying nutritional and dietary conditions.
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Background
The human colon is a densely populated, highly diverse environment home to estimated >1000
microbial species, taxonomically dominated by four main phyla: Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes,
Actinobacteria and Proteobacteria (Dethlefsen et al. 2006; Dethlefsen et al. 2007). The human host
has evolved a symbiotic relationship with the gut microbiota by providing a protective and nutrient-rich
habitat and in return gaining a broad range of digestive and metabolic capacities, negating the need of
human evolution of these traits (Cummings and Macfarlane 1997; Backhed et al. 2005). In addition to
its role in digestion, the commensal flora further benefit the host by attenuating infection and
inflammation through a variety of mechanisms related to pathogen exclusion via competition for
attachment in brush border sites, antimicrobial compound production or optimized nutrient acquisition
(Bernet et al. 1994; Hooper et al. 1999; Corr et al. 2007). While pathogenic bacteria evoke an
immediate immune response by the intestinal epithelium, an effective level of tolerance must be
maintained between commensal microbes and the immune system to maintain intestinal homeostasis.
Aberrant immune responses have been implicated in both the onset and aggravation of a wide range of
various pathologies and diseases including allergies and inflammatory bowel diseases such as
ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD) (Duchmann et al. 1995; Sartor 1997; Cummings et al.
2003; Takahashi et al. 2011). Ex vivo exposure of pediatric control or CD biopsies to either pathogenic,
probiotic or commensal representatives were recently discovered to differentially induce IL-8
expression and inflammation (Edwards et al. 2011). Both progression of the diseased state and
anatomical location of the biopsies were found to either stimulate or reduce IL-8 expression, further
demonstrating the specificity in immune system recognition (Edwards et al. 2011). Other studies have
implicated microbial metabolites such as butyrate as capable of enhancing the pro-inflammatory
cascade of IL-8 in the presence of lipopolysaccharides (LPS) (Fusunyan et al. 1998). Mounting
evidence suggests that tolerance to the commensal flora is achieved by epigenetic modification of host
gene expression which attenuates host pro-inflammatory responses (Takahashi et al. 2011). Constant
stimulation of cell surface exposed Toll-like receptors (TLR) to microbial-associated molecular
patterns (MAMP) has been demonstrated to down-regulate the NF-κB pathway, while repetitive
provocation of the nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain NOD-2 led to decreased expression of
pro-inflammatory cytokines TNF-α, IL-8 and IL-1β in human macrophages (Zeng et al. 2006; Hedl et
al. 2007; Takahashi et al. 2011). In the wake of our expanding understanding of host-microbe
interactions, most studies performed in vitro continue to focus on application of a single or limited
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cocktail of microbial species to elucidate commensal host-microbe interactions (Wong and Ustunol
2006; Vinderola et al. 2007; Bahrami et al. 2011). Combined in vitro gut-cell models using a complex
microbiota are gaining popularity as a systems biology platform for investigating host-microbe
interactions. These models are well equipped for elucidating the potential of microbiota exposed to
various experimental treatments in vitro on impacting intestinal cell epithelial integrity and / or
inducing inflammatory responses (Bahrami et al. 2011; Zihler et al. 2011).
Three-stage continuous in vitro gut fermentation models, designed to replicate the proximal (R1),
transverse (R2) and distal (R3) colon regions and inoculated with fecal microbiota immobilized in
porous polysaccharide-matrix beads, are an attractive platform for performing a wide variety of
experimentation on the complex commensal flora (Cinquin et al. 2004; Cinquin et al. 2006; Le Blay et
al. 2009; Le Blay et al. 2010; Zihler et al. 2010). Two three-stage in vitro colonic fermentation models
were recently performed to assess the impact of current Western dietary trends on both the community
structure and metabolic activity of child microbiota. Fermentation media were designed to accurately
simulate dietary intakes of obese (high energy), normal-weight (normal energy) and anorectic (low
energy) children and designed based upon published dietary records (Payne et al. 2012). Microbiota
were alternately supplied each fermentation media during separate fermentation periods until reaching
steady state conditions. Changes in microbial community structure and metabolic activity as a function
of dietary modulation were monitored by real-time PCR (qPCR) and HPLC, respectively (Payne et al.
2012). Despite the usefulness of in vitro gut fermentation models in investigating microbial adaptation
to various experimental treatments, no in vitro gut fermentation model design to date is capable of
replicating host immunomodulatory or neuroendrocrine responses (Payne et al. 2011b). In the present
study a combined in vitro gut-cell model was used to assess the inflammatory potential of gut
microbiota exposed to various nutritional states. Mucus-secreting HT29-MTX cells were exposed to
microbe-laden and microbe-free effluents produced during fermentation of varied nutrient loads in
vitro. Cytokine production and transepithelial electrical resistance (TER) were assessed and results of
the various nutrient loads compared to each other.
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Methods

In vitro colonic fermentation models
Two three-stage continuous in vitro gut fermentation models (Payne et al. 2012; model A and B) were
inoculated with immobilized feces from two female donors, ages 8 and 11 respectively. Based on
gender- and age-specific BMI percentiles from the Centers for Disease Control (http://www.cdc.gov),
the younger child was classified as obese (donor A, model A; BMI = 21) and the older as normalweight (donor B, model B; BMI=18). Neither child had been exposed to antibiotic treatment for 3
months prior to experimentation. Models were operated in parallel for 40 days to assess the impact of
obese (high energy medium: HE), normal-weight (normal energy medium: NE) and anorectic (low
energy medium: LE) child diets on gut microbial community structure and metabolic activity (Fig. 19).
HE, NE and LE media were based on the medium of Macfarlane et al. with slight modifications:
addition of granular amylopectin maize starch and D-fructose (Sigma) (Gibson and Wang 1994;
Macfarlane et al. 1998). Specific retention times (RT) and pH were applied in all three reactors (R1 to
R3), corresponding to physiological conditions of child proximal, transverse and distal colon regions.
Total retention time of each system was 20 hours with individual reactor retention times of R1: 4 h; R2:
8 h and R3: 8 h, representing an average of reported colonic retention times of the adolescent large
intestine (Casasnovas et al. 1991; Sutcliffe et al. 2006). pH was maintained at 5.5 (R1) and 6.2 (R2) by
addition of 5 M NaOH (Fig. 19). pH was monitored but control was deemed unnecessary for R3 as it
normalized to distal colon physiological conditions of 6.8.
Effluents (15 mL) were collected daily from each reactor, processed anaerobically within 1 h and flashfrozen in liquid N2 for optimal preservation. Microbial community structures and metabolic activities
during each fermentation period in each reactor and model were assessed by qPCR and HPLC as
previously described (Payne et al. 2012).
HT29-MTX cell cultures
The human mucus-secreting intestinal colon cancer cell line HT29-MTX was created by long-term
exposure of human carcinoma HT29 cells to the anti-cancer drug methotrexate (Lesuffleur et al. 1990)
and kindly donated by Dr. Thécla Lesuffleur (INSERM, Lille, France). Cells were routinely maintained
by weekly passage at 37°C in a humidified incubator (10% CO2) as previously described (Zihler et al.
2011). Cells were provided complete Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle medium Glutamax (DMEM
Glutamax; Invitrogen AG, Basel, Switzerland) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS;
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Invitrogen AG) and 1% (v/v) of the antibiotic cocktail 10,000 U mL-1 penicillin and 10 mg mL-1
streptomycin (Invitrogen AG) as nourishment. For cytokine expression assays, three separate passages
of cells were seeded in 24-well tissue culture plates (2 cm2 well-1; Bioswisstec AG, Schaffhausen,
Switzerland) at a density of 4 x 104 cells well-1. Cells were cultured for 21 days to reach complete
confluence and differentiation. Culture medium was replaced every 2 days and cell viability
determined by tryptan blue staining (0.1% (v/v) in 10 mM phosphate buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.3).
One day prior to incubation with fermentation effluents, culture media were exchanged for DMEM
without antibiotic cocktail.
For transepithelial electrical resistance (TER) measurements, three separate passages of HT29-MTX
cells were seeded in cell culture inserts on a 0.45 µm filter membrane of 0.7 cm2 surface area (24-well
culture plate, Millipore AG, Zug, Switzerland) at a density of 2.8 x 105 cells per insert. Cells were
cultivated as described above.

Figure 19. Experimental design of each three-stage continuous in vitro fermentation models as previously
described Payne et al. (2012).
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Cytokine production assessed with the Bio-Plex Multiplex Cytokine Assay
Fermentation effluents from the last three days of each fermentation period, with the exception of the
second HE period in model A and second NE period in model B (Fig. 19), were chosen for analysis as
pseudo-steady state fermentation conditions of the model had been achieved (Payne et al. 2012, Figs.
14A and B). These periods were chosen for exclusion due to their experimental relevance as washout
periods as described (Payne et al. 2012). Confluent HT29-MTX cells were washed once with 1 mL
PBS to remove residual DMEM medium. Two mL of in-liquid N2-flash-frozen fermentation effluents
from HE, NE and LE fermentation periods were split into 1 mL aliquots. One mL was applied directly
to confluent HT29-MTX cells (microbe-laden: Bacteria +) and 1 mL was 0.2 µm filter-sterilized prior
to culture addition (microbe-free: Bacteria -). Effluents from the last three days of each fermentation
period were applied in duplicate and so that each of the three independent cell passages received
effluents of one of the three days. Cells were incubated at 37°C for 24 h in a humidified incubator as
described above. After 24 h, supernatants were collected and centrifuged at 7,500 x g for 5 min to
remove any detached cells present in supernatants. Cytokine detection in cell-culture supernatants was
performed according to the manufacturer's instructions using an 8-plex human cytokine panel
containing fluorescently dyed magnetic beads loaded with capture monoclonal antibodies specific to
IL-1Ra, IL-2, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12 and TNF-α (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Reinach, Switzerland).
HT29-MTX supernatant samples (Bacteria + and Bacteria -; 50 µl well-1) or standards (50 µl well-1)
were incubated with 50 µl of pre-mixed bead sets in the wells of a pre-wet 96 well microtiter plate.
After incubation and washing, 25 µl of fluorescent detection antibody mixture were added for 30 min
and the samples washed and resuspended in assay buffer. High standard curves for each soluble factor
were used, ranging from 2.00 to 32,000.00 pg ml-1, with the minimum detectable dose <10 pg ml-1. The
formation of different sandwich immunocomplexes on distinct bead sets was measured and quantified
using the Bio-Plex Suspension Array System (Bio-Rad Laboratories). A 50 µl volume was sampled
from each well and the fluorescent signal of a minimum of 100 beads per region was evaluated and
recorded. The Bio-Plex Manager Software (Version 5.0; Bio-Rad Laboratories) was used for data
analysis. Values presenting a coefficient of variation beyond 10% for duplicate analysis were discarded
before the final data analysis.
Transepithelial electrical resistance (TER) measurements
Tight junction integrity of HT29-MTX cells exposed to microbe-laden fermentation effluents (Bacteria
+) was examined by TER measurement to assess monolayer integrity as a function of dietary
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modulation of the gut microbiota. Cell culture inserts were washed with PBS prior to application of
400 µL fermentation effluent to the apical compartment. Effluents from the last three days of each
fermentation period were applied in duplicate and so that each of the three independent cell passages
received effluents of one of the three days as described above. TER measurements were recorded at
T=0 and then at T=4, 6 and 24 h incubation at 37°C. Cell layer resistance was calculated by subtracting
the intrinsic resistance of the filter insert alone from the total measured resistance (filter inserts
containing cell layer and effluents). Resistance calculations were transformed to reflect resistance as Ω
per cm2 surface area (Ω cm2) as previously described (Zihler et al. 2011).
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using the JMP 8.0 software for Windows (SAS Institute Inc., Cary,
N.C., USA). A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to compare the effect of
fermentation effluents on cytokine expression and TER. For cytokine expression analysis, statistical
comparisons for R1 and R3 of each model were performed as follows: 1) comparison between
microbe-laden and microbe-free effluents from the same fermentation period 2) comparison of
microbe-laden and microbe-free fermentation effluents from all fermentation periods. For TER data,
comparisons were made for T=4, 6 and 24 h versus T=0 measurements. When significant differences
were observed below P<0.05, treatment means were compared using the Tukey-Kramer-HSD test.

Results

Inflammatory response and epithelial integrity of HT29-MTX monolayers incubated with microbeladen and microbe-free fermentation effluents obtained from model A (inoculated with microbiota
from child donor A) and model B (inoculated with microbiota from child donor B) are summarized
below.
Effect of varied nutrient loading on cytokine production by HT29-MTX cells exposed to
fermentation effluents from model A
Cytokine production by HT29-MTX monolayers incubated with microbe-laden and microbe-free
fermentation effluents obtained from HE, NE and LE fermentation periods from model A are illustrated
in Table 23. Effluents obtained from model A induced IL-1Ra exclusively, with no detectable
production of the other cytokines present in the multiplex panel. Significantly higher production of IL1Ra by microbe-laden versus microbe-free HE, NE and LE effluents (P<0.05, P<0.01 and P<0.05
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respectively) from R3 was detected (Table 23). No significant differences in IL-1Ra production
between microbe-laden and microbe-free HE and NE effluents from R1 were observed (Table 23: HE
and NE Medium). Conversely, microbe-laden LE fermentation effluents from R1 induced a significant
amount of IL-1Ra production (P<0.01) versus microbe-free effluents. IL-1Ra expression by microbefree effluents from R1 was significantly greater for HE and NE versus LE (P=0.01) however, this
effect was not observed for R3 as microbe-free effluents induced overall lesser IL-1Ra production
(Table 23).
Cytokine production by HT29-MTX cells incubated with fermentation effluents from model B
Cytokine production by effluents obtained from model B was more diverse and differed from model A,
with detection of IL-2, IL-6, IL-8 and IL-10 (Table 24). Similar to the observations in model A, both
nutrient load and colon physiology resulted in different cytokine patterns by HT29-MTX monolayers.
Microbe-laden HE effluents induced a strong and significant (P=0.001) production of IL-2 in both R1
and R3 in comparison to microbe-free effluents (Table 24: HE Medium). Furthermore, IL-2 yields
were significantly greater for both R1 and R3 during HE effluent exposure in comparison to both NE
and LE effluents (P<0.05 and P=0.01, respectively). IL-8 production by microbe-laden versus microbefree effluents was significant for R3 only (P=0.05). However, microbe-free effluents from R3 HE and
NE fermentation periods induced significantly higher IL-8 production versus LE effluent (P<0.05 and
P=0.01, respectively). No significant differences in IL-8 production were observed for R1 for any
nutrient load nor bacterial presence / absence tested, with IL-8 levels induced by R1 effluents
remaining relatively constant (Table 24). In contrast to both IL-2 and IL-8, IL-6 and IL-10 were
unaffected by the presence of live commensal microbes. Interestingly, both microbe-laden and
microbe-free HE effluents from R3 induced significantly more IL-6 production in comparison to both
NE and LE effluents (P<0.05). No statistical differences in IL-6 production by microbe-laden R1
effluents between the three nutrient loads could be detected (Table 24). Conversely, microbe-free NE
effluents from R1 resulted in significantly more (P=0.01) IL-6 production by HT29-MTX monolayers
versus HE and LE effluents. IL-10 production by microbe-laden fermentation effluents from R3 was
significantly higher (P=0.01) for HE versus both NE and LE incubations due to comparable IL-10
production between NE and LE effluents. NE and HE effluents from R1 generated nearly equal and
significantly

greater

IL-10

production

in

comparison

to

LE

effluent

(Table

24).
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Table 23. Cytokine expression by HT29-MTX cells exposed to fermentation effluents from model A for 24 h.
FERMENTATION PERIOD

IL-1Ra +1

SDa

IL-1Ra -2

SDa

R1

HE Medium

2309.9

± 145.6

1921.9ǂ

± 207.9

R1

NE Medium

1945.2

± 43.7

1934.4ǂ

± 133.1

R1

LE Medium

2108.6**

± 28.3

360.7

± 75.8

R3

HE Medium

1421.5*

± 178.9

525.6

± 191.8

R3

NE Medium

1941.9**

± 119.9

180.2

± 68.4

R3

LE Medium

1998.3*§

± 144.1

182.1

± 25.3

R1: proximal colon reactor; R3 distal colon reactor
1
Data are expressed as pg mL-1 and are mean values calculated for effluents containing bacteria from the last two days of
each fermentation period.
2
Data are expressed as pg mL-1 and are mean values calculated for 0.2 µm filtered effluents from the last two days of each
fermentation period.
a
SD: standard deviations of the mean
Cytokine expression significantly elevated in effluents containing bacteria versus bacteria-free effluents are denoted by
significance level: *P<0.05,** P<0.01.
Cytokine expression significantly elevated during HE and NE versus LE medium exposure are denoted by significance
level: ǂP=0.001.
Cytokine expression significantly elevated during LE versus HE medium exposure are denoted by significance level:
§
P<0.05.
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Table 24. Cytokine expression by HT29-MTX cells exposed to fermentation effluents from model B for 24 h.
FERMENTATION
PERIOD

IL-2 +1
± SDa

IL-2 -2
± SDa

IL-6 +1
± SDa

IL-6 -2
± SDa

IL-8 +1
± SDa

IL-8 -2
± SDa

IL-10 +1
± SDa

IL-10 -2
± SDa

R1

1306.9

792.8

1877.1

1376.5§

64.3

57.8

1731.9ǂ

1595.4

±189.9

±112.3

±218.6

±125.7

±12.1

±8.5

±45.1

±121.4

1891.4***+

974.2

1742.7

1214.4

55.3

55.5

1719.6ǂ

957.9

±111.9

±117.5

±129.5

±28.7

±16.5

±19.1

±183.3

±219.8

1320**

532.1

1217.7

1041.2

70.6

63.9

1163.3

985.7

±113.1

±197

±91.5

±133.1

±32.1

±30.7

±104

±119.8

1094.8

890.4

1505.5

1339.9

146.7ǂ

73.5

1193.4

885

±117.7

±115.4

±32.5

±178.2

±42.8

±15.8

±148.6

±143.9

1890.4***++

796.3

2223.5+

1882.4+

176.5*ǂǂ

77.7

1638.9++

1300.2

±113.4

±134.1

±91.5

±124.8

±17.1

±15.4

±264.2

±141.6

1071.4

540.7

1379.9

1079.9

37.5

29.6

1113.3

1350.7

±282.9

±144.5

±171.2

±115.8

±3.3

±15.7

±174.8

±42.2

R1

R1

R3

NE Medium

HE Medium

LE Medium

NE Medium

R3

HE Medium

R3

LE Medium

R1: proximal colon reactor; R3 distal colon reactor
1
Data are expressed as pg mL-1 and are mean values calculated for effluents containing bacteria from the last two days of each fermentation period.
2
Data are expressed as pg mL-1 and are mean values calculated for 0.2 µM filtered effluents from the last two days of each fermentation period.
a
SD: standard deviations of the mean
Cytokine expression significantly elevated in effluents containing bacteria versus bacteria-free effluents are denoted by significance level: *P=0.05,** P<0.05,
***P=0.01.
Cytokine expression significantly elevated during HE versus NE and LE medium exposure are denoted by significance level: +P<0.05, ++P=0.01.
Cytokine expression significantly elevated during HE and NE versus LE medium exposure are denoted by significance level: ǂP<0.05, ǂǂP=0.01.
Cytokine expression significantly elevated during NE versus HE and LE medium exposure is denoted by significance level: §P=0.01.
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Epithelial integrity response to high-energy fermentation effluents
The epithelial integrity of HT29-MTX cells incubated with microbe-laden fermentation effluents from
the last three days of the HE fermentation period (Fig. 19) were analyzed by measuring changes in
TER. Baseline TER of R1 and R3 at T=0 during HE exposure were highly comparable for both
fermentation models (Tables 25 and 26). TER response to HE nutrient loading was reproducible for R3
of models A and B however, R1 effluents produced opposite effects 4 and 6 h post-incubation (Figs. 20
and 21). After 24 h incubation a significant decrease from 181 ± 4 to 95 ± 1 Ω cm2 was observed for
R1 and 181 ± 4 to 103 ± 1 Ω cm2 for R3 of model A (Table 25), corresponding to a change in epithelial
resistance of approximately 80 Ω cm2 (Fig. 20). A similar effect was obtained with HE effluent from
R3 of model B with a reduction in TER at T=24 versus T=0 of 68 Ω cm2 (Table 25 and Fig. 20).
Epithelial integrity however, remained stable in R1 of model B even 24 h post-incubation.
Table 25. Mean transepithelial resistance (TER) expressed in Ω cm 2 measured after 4, 6 and 24 h in HT29MTX cells incubated with fermentation effluents obtained from model A.
R1

R3

0h

4h

6h

24h

0h

4h

6h

24h

HE

181 ± 4

158 ± 3

139 ± 1

95 ± 2ǂ

181 ± 4

219 ± 9

210 ± 8

103 ± 1ǂ

NE

188 ± 2

186 ± 5

149 ± 3ǂ

107 ± 2ǂǂ

143 ± 8

135 ± 1

125 ± 1

103 ± 2ǂ

LE

95 ± 2

62 ± 1

112 ± 8

156 ± 2*

100 ± 1

63 ± 9

73 ± 1

122 ± 1

Period

R1: proximal colon reactor; R3: distal colon reactor.
Data are expressed as mean ± SD calculated for the last three days of each experimental period.
TER significantly increased over T=0 as result of exposure to fermentation effluents are denoted by significance level:
*P=0.01.
TER significantly decreased over T=0 as results of exposure to fermentation effluent are denoted by significance level:
ǂ
P<0.05, ǂǂP=0.01.
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Epithelial integrity response to normal-energy fermentation effluents
Normal-energy nutrient loading induced a more diverse and differing effect on the epithelial integrity
of HT29-MTX monolayers in comparison to HE effluents (Tables 25 and 26; Figs 20 and 21). TER
remained stable 4 h post-incubation in R1 of model A (188 ± 2 and 186 ± 5 Ω cm2, T=0 and T=4
respectively) and R3 of model B (160 ± 2 and 167 ± 5 Ω cm2, T=0 and T=4 respectively) despite a
decrease in TER induced by R1 of model B and increase by R3 of model A.

Figure 20. Change in transepithelial electrical resistance (TER) of HT29-MTX cells exposed to HE fermentation
effluents from model A.

R1: proximal colon reactor; R3: distal colon reactor.
A: HE fermentation effluents; B: NE medium effluents; C: LE medium effluents.
Data are expressed as the mean change in resistance measured for the last three days of each fermentation period at 4h, 6h
and 24h post-incubation.
Error bars represent ± SD of the mean.
Decreased TER determined to be significant is denoted by significance level: ǂP<0.05; ǂǂP=0.01.
Increased TER determined to be significant is denoted by significance level: *P=0.01.

After 6 h exposure, TER decreased in both R1 (P<0.05) and R3 model A treated HT29-MTX
monolayers and continued to decrease in R1 of model B (Figs. 20 and 21, respectively). Analogous to
the effects observed for HE effluents at T=24, a significant decrease in epithelial resistance was
observed for model A, R1 (P=0.01) and R3 (P<0.05) and model B, R1 (P=0.01). TER of R3, model B
exposed cells at T=24 mirrored T=0 values, suggesting no effect of NE effluents on epithelial integrity
from this reactor (158 ± 3 and 160 ± 2 Ω cm2, T=24 and T=0 respectively, Table 26).
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Table 26. Mean transepithelial resistance (TER) expressed in Ω cm 2 measured after 4, 6 and 24 h in HT29MTX cells incubated with fermentation effluents obtained from model B.
R1

R3

0h

4h

6h

24h

0h

4h

6h

24h

NE

317 ± 8

254 ± 5

215 ± 4

153 ± 1ǂǂ

160 ± 2

167 ± 5

199 ± 5

158 ± 3

HE

166 ± 2

181 ± 2

181 ± 6

169 ± 3

210 ± 3

244 ± 2

251 ± 3

141 ± 7ǂ

LE

103 ± 3

84 ± 9

84 ± 2

128 ± 2

91 ± 2

84 ± 4

74 ± 2

116 ± 5

Period

R1: proximal colon reactor; R3: distal colon reactor
Data are expressed as mean ± SD calculated for the last three days of each experimental period.
TER significantly decreased over T=0 as results of exposure to fermentation effluent are denoted by significance level:
ǂ
P=0.05, ǂǂP=0.01.

Response of HT29-MTX epithelial integrity to low-energy fermented effluents
Exposure of HT29-MTX monolayers to LE effluents from R1 and R3 of both models decreased TER 4
h post-incubation (Tables 25 and 26; Fig. 20 and 21). With the exception of R3 of model A, which
continued to lose TER at T=6, an increase in resistance was measured 6 h post-incubation for all other
reactors (Tables 25 and 26). TER values at T=24 were higher for all reactors in both models,
contrasting TER response to HE and NE effluents at T=24 (Tables 25 and 26; Figs. 20 and 21).
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Figure 21. Change in transepithelial electrical resistance (TER) of HT29-MTX cells exposed to HE fermentation
effluents from model B.

R1: proximal colon reactor; R3: distal colon reactor.
A: NE fermentation effluents; B: HE medium effluents; C: LE medium effluents.
Data are expressed as the mean change in resistance measured for the last three days of each fermentation period at 4h, 6h
and 24h post-incubation.
Error bars represent ± SD of the mean.
Decreased TER determined to be significant is denoted by significance level: ǂP=0.05; ǂǂP=0.01.

Despite the concerted TER increase invoked by LE fermentation effluents, the increase was deemed
significant for R1 (P=0.01) of model A only. It is important to note that statistical relevancies were
likely affected by the high standard deviations associated with TER measurements. TER measurements
frequently generate high standard deviations, justifying the need to observe the overall trends rather
than absolute numbers during experimentation (Zihler 2010).
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Discussion
Combined in vitro gut-cell models represent an elegant bridge for evaluating both microbe-microbe and
host-microbe interactions in vitro. In the present study an in vitro model of HT29-MTX human
intestinal epithelial cells was used in combination with two replicate in vitro gut fermentation models
to investigate the capacity of both commensal microbes exposed to different nutritional conditions and
/ or metabolites produced during in vitro fermentation to trigger differential immune responses. Human
Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cell lines are most commonly used in conjunction with in vitro fermentation
models and have investigated microbial and physiological parameters involved in cytokine expression,
Salmonella invasion and epithelial integrity as well as the digestive stability of carotenoids (Deat et al.
2009; Bahrami et al. 2011; Zihler et al. 2011). HT29-MTX cells were chosen for this study due to their
mucus-secreting capacity which more closely mimics conditions of the intestinal epithelium
encountered by commensal organisms in vivo.
Gut microbiota from one obese (donor A and model A) and one normal-weight (donor B, model B)
child were previously cultivated in vitro for 40 days under different nutritional conditions with
fermentation media designed to accurately replicate dietary intakes of obese (HE), normal-weight
(NE) and anorectic (LE) child diets (Fig. 19). Fermentation media were based on that of Macfarlane et
al. with two key additions made as inclusions reflective of the Western diet: D-fructose and granular
amylopectin maize starch, a type of resistant starch present in convenience foods (Macfarlane et al.
1998; Payne et al. 2012). In an initial pilot study examining the capacity for HT29-MTX monolayers
exposed to fermentation effluents to induce cytokine production using a 27-plex multiplex cytokine
panel, cytokine production was predominately limited to IL-1Ra, IL-2, IL-6, IL-8 and IL-10 despite the
high sensitivity of the assay (detection limit <10 pg mL-1; data not shown). As such, we decided to
focus exclusively on analyzing variability in the production of these cytokines while including TNF-α
due to its importance in the inflammatory cascade. Furthermore, transverse colon effluents (i.e. R2;
Fig. 19) were excluded from analysis due to the greater variability in substrate availability, metabolic
activity and taxonomy observed between the proximal and distal colon regions (Le Blay et al. 2003;
Payne et al. 2011b).
Cytokine production in response to cultivation of microbiota under varied dietary conditions was
determined to be highly complex with differences observed between fermentation media as well as
each individual microbiota. Cytokine production was limited in model A with detection of IL-1Ra only
and production was significantly enhanced in microbe-laden versus microbe-free fermentation effluents
obtained from all fermentation periods of R3 (Table 23). Conversely, IL-1Ra production by R1
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microbe-laden effluents was significantly higher for LE fermented medium only. These observations
may be attributed to differences in colon physiology-dependent activities between the proximal and
distal colon regions. The proximal colon sustains high substrate availability and high metabolic
activity, characterized by abundant short chain fatty acid (SCFA) production, which promote
maintenance of low pH (~5.5) and selection of polysaccharide-degrading, pH-tolerant organisms
(Macfarlane et al. 1986; Rajilic-Stojanovic et al. 2007). Conversely, substrate availability is mostly
exhausted upon reaching the distal colon and metabolic activity restricted primarily to putrefactive
processes producing branched-chain SCFA; H2; CO2; CH4 as well as potentially harmful compounds
such as indols and phenols (Macfarlane et al. 1986). As such, substrate availability is predicted to
effect both the commensal community structure and metabolite production differently in each colon
region which may influence the relative contribution of live microbes and / or their derived metabolites
in inducing cytokine secretion. Furthermore, pH has been identified as a strong determinant of NF-κB
expression leading to cytokine production, suggesting pH a possible, additional contributing factor to
the cytokine production patterns observed in model A (Kopp and Ghosh 1995).
Cytokine production by fermentation effluents from model B was more diverse with multiple cytokines
detected in comparison to model A (Table 24). Colon physiology was also a strong determinant of
cytokine production however, the impact of dietary modulation on the microbiota and metabolic
activity in model B was more pronounced. HE effluents from R3 produced significantly greater levels
of IL-2, IL-6 and IL-10 versus NE and LE effluents as well as significantly higher IL-2 levels for R1.
However, detection of IL-8 in R3 and IL-10 in R1 were similar for both HE and NE nutrient loads and
also significantly higher in comparison to LE. Few significant differences between cytokine production
for microbe-laden versus microbe-free effluents from model B were detected (Table 24), suggesting
that microbially-produced metabolites may be equally efficient progenitors in dictating an innate
inflammatory response. Indeed, the lack of difference in IL-1Ra production between microbe-laden and
microbe-free HE and NE fermentation effluents from R1 of model A further suggests that nonmetabolized substrate and / or the levels of produced metabolites are equally capable of generating an
inflammatory response.
The differences observed in cytokine production between models A and B were initially quite puzzling
as nutritional conditioning of the microbiota and metabolic activity with either HE, NE or LE media
was hypothesized to be the main factor differentiating the level and type of cytokine produced. Upon
closer examination however, compositional differences between the two microflora induced during
dietary modulation emerged as a potential governing factor in the observed effects. Lactobacillus
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remained below the assay detection limit of 3 log10 copies 16S rRNA g-1 in HE and NE fermentation
effluents of model A despite sustaining a significant bloom during LE fermentation, whereas
lactobacilli were consistently present at ≥7 log10 copies 16S rRNA g-1 during all nutritional conditions
in model B (Payne et al. 2012). Lactic acid bacteria (LAB) are widely used probiotics and are
postulated to confer a multitude of benefits upon gut health which may be attributed to their ability to
translocate the intestinal epithelial barrier, a capacity influencing both innate immune response and
immune cell development (Lidbeck and Nord 1993; Gibson and Wang 1994). LAB directly interact
with the intestinal epithelium and are known inducers of IL-2 and IL-10 expression however, induction
specificity is strain-dependent (Perdigon et al. 2002). Other studies have demonstrated IL-6 and IL-8
induction by heat-inactivated LAB strains in vivo, demonstrating that microbially-derived LAB factors
(e.g. metabolites and / or cellular debris) are sufficient progenitors for cytokine induction (Wong and
Ustunol 2006). Mucosal immunomodulation has also been linked to a variety of milk-derived biogenics
produced by L. helveticus R389 capable of inducing IL-2, IL-6, IL-10 and IgA expression in vivo
(Vinderola et al. 2007). More recently, Bahrami et al. demonstrated the ability of B. longum to
differentially induce cytokine expression in vitro using Caco-2 cells incubated with fermentation
effluents obtained from different experimental colonic retention times (Bahram et al. 2011). As such,
IL-2, IL-6, IL-8 and IL-10 production in model B but not model A may be potentially attributed to the
presence of Lactobacillus spp. This significant difference between models for one diverse genus such
as Lactobacillus strongly suggests that microbiota composition (and related metabolic activity) is an
important dictator in generating either an anti- or proinflammatory response. Furthermore, it cannot be
ruled out that other differences between microbiota genera and species composition beyond the
detection limit of this study design may have also contributed to the differences in cytokine production
observed. This hypothesis is however best substantiated by future studies applying defined mixtures of
known species owing to the difficulty associated with elucidating the exact composition of different
complex microbiota to the species level by deep sequencing analysis.
While IL-8 and IL-10 expression has been unequivocally demonstrated in HT29 cells exposed to direct
stimuli such as commensal species or IL-1 and TNFα (Eckmann et al. 1995; Bahrami et al. 2011),
observed expression of the proinflammatory cytokine IL-6 by HT29 is comparably low. However,
Gram positive-commensal-dependent IL-6 expression by HT29 cultures was recently demonstrated
(Bahrami et al. 2011), suggesting that IL-6 secretion by intestinal epithelial cells may be tightly
regulated by host-microbe tolerogenic mechanisms and possibly underestimated due to earlier study
designs. Comparably little is known about the potential of IL-2 secretion by intestinal epithelial cell
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lines in vitro as it is generally ascribed to T cell lymphocyte-dependent secretion (Cantrell 1996). IL-2
is a potent proinflammatory cytokine and T cell maturation signal required for Th2 cell-dependent IL-4
as well as IL-5 and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) expression
(Thomson and Lotze 2003). The IL-2 signaling cascade has been identified as an important signaling
switch in inducing chronic inflammation in chronic otitis media with effusion and chronic allergic
dermatitis, suggesting IL-2 may be involved in inducing chronic inflammation (Smirnova et al. 2005;
Hershkoi et al. 2011). IL-2 expression has also been reported in murine lymphoma B cell lines
stimulated with Staphylococcus aureus as well as in mast cells (Walker et al. 1988; Hershko et al.
2011), suggesting the possibility of expression by other cell types. Indeed, IL-2 expression could be
dependent upon the intestinal cell line subclone used for detection as suggested by Hedges et al.
investigating IL-6 expression by both HT29 and Caco-2 (Hedges et al. 1992). HT29-MTX is
comparably underused in comparison to HT29 and Caco-2 in in vitro models, thus warranting further
investigations of IL-2 secretion by HT29-MTX cell cultures. Confirmation of IL-2 detection by qRTPCR was attempted but failed due to the inability to separate HT29-MTX cells incubated with
microbe-laden fermentation effluents from microbial cells for RNA isolation.
Despite differences in cytokine production between models, nutrient loads produced a more concerted
effect on epithelial integrity (Tables 25 and 26; Figs. 20 and 21). Except for R1 of model A, HE
effluents were generally beneficial and enhanced epithelial integrity, possibly a function of high
butyrate production during HE medium fermentation (Payne et al. 2012). Butyrate is a preferred energy
source of colonocytes, regulating gene expression, differentiation and inflammation in host cells and
was produced at higher concentrations in both models during HE medium fermentation (Scheppach and
Weiler 2004; Pajak and Orzechowski 2007; Hamer et al. 2008). LE effluents also enhanced epithelial
integrity for both models but not until >6 h post-incubation (Tables 25 and 26; Figs. 20 and 21).
Conversely, NE effluents from both models induced a significant loss in epithelial integrity. While
caloric restriction has been reported to enhance immune responsiveness, potential benefits of low
energy loads on cellular health and integrity have to our knowledge not been reported (Lara-Padilla et
al. 2011). Although HT29-MTX monolayer integrity was assessed using microbe-laden fermentation
effluents, the observation of similar effects on epithelial integrity by effluents from both models,
suggest further that microbially-derived metabolites are potentially of greater relevance than live
microbes in promoting host-microbe interactions.
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Conclusion
Observation of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokine secretion and differences in epithelial integrity in
response to both live complex flora and microbially-derived metabolites only, suggests that commensal
tolerance is mediated by many microbial-associated factors. Although one microbiota originated from
an obese host, the use of a single “obese” and “normal-weight” microbiota each, precludes the ability
to attribute any of these results to host weight-status. Despite being exploratory in nature, results from
this study illustrate the preciseness of tolerogenic mechanisms exerted by the innate immune system.
The presence / absence of a beneficial commensal species (i.e. lactobacilli) was likely a key contributor
to the two different immune responses observed. Furthermore, it is likely that the presence / absence of
other species and related metabolites differing between the two flora also contributed to the observed
effects, however information on these potential species cannot be inferred from the qPCR data but
could be aided by future deep-sequencing analyses. Nevertheless, the complexity associated with
dietary modulation of the commensal flora and the subsequent impact such conditioning may impart on
microbial-epithelial cross-talk is effectively demonstrated in this report. In conclusion, combined use of
in vitro gut-cell models are an effective platform for identifying dietary modulation of host-microbe
interactions which may be of potential interest to clinical evaluation.
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Abstract
Diets rich in fat, sugar and refined carbohydrates but devoid of complex starch and fiber sources may
have significantly farther reaching implications than previously believed. Westernized dietary behavior
has contributed to the surge in obesity and metabolic syndrome and has been attributed to alterations in
the commensal gut microbiome and related host-microbe interactions associated with obesity. The aim
of this study was to investigate the capacity of dietary fructose consumption to alter the commensal gut
microbiome and host metabolic parameters and assess potential differences in fructose metabolism
between obese and normal-weight microbiota. Twenty male Fisher rats were conventionalized with
microbiota obtained from either an obese or normal-weight child and further subdivided into control or
fructose-receiving experimental groups. Fructose metabolism induced dysbiosis within several
microbial genera, yielding a complex lactate-dependent cross-feeding guild consisting of lactateproducing Lactobacillus and Bifidobacteria and lactate-utilizing E. hallii, Veillonella and sulfatereducing bacteria. Fructose-dependent microbial metabolic activity was highest in normal-weight
conventionalized animals however, total overall metabolic activity was highest in obese microbiota
regardless of fructose consumption. Host weight gain and body fat accumulation were fructosedependent, particularly for normal-weight conventionalized animals. Serum leptin and adiponectin
were elevated in fructose-fed animals without insulinogenic effect. Obese conventionalized animals
demonstrated early signs of metainflammation indicated by significantly elevated serum C-reactive
protein levels. These results suggest a mechanism of substrate conditioning of the microbiota initiated
by rapid dysbiosis upon initial exposure to underexposed substrate, resulting in elevated microbial
metabolic activity with consequences for host weight and fat gain and altered host metabolism.
Attenuation of this dysbiosis may eventually be reconciled by adaptation of the gut microbiome during
repeated substrate exposure but with long-term consequences for the gut microbiome and related hostmicrobe interactions. In summary, substrate conditioning may represent an important mediator in
development and maintenance of both microbial and host obese phenotypes.
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Introduction
The gut microbiota is a taxonomically and genetically diverse organ bestowing essential metabolic
capacities to the host. Deep sequencing analyses dissecting the microbiome have revealed a complex
hierarchy of microbe-microbe and host-microbe interactions mediated by >1000 microbial species
encoding 100 times the human genetic power (Dethlefsen et al. 2006; Dethlefsen et al. 2007). Despite
this rich diversity and potential for high levels of ethnic and geographical inter-individual variation, gut
microbiota appear dominated by only a few specific phylo- or enterotype microbial guilds (Claesson et
al. 2009; Rajilic-Stojanovic et al. 2009; Tap et al. 2009; Arumugam et al. 2011). These guilds form
highly organized metabolic niches of species with comparable and complimentary metabolic
competencies and have been recently assigned a novel classification scheme according to the relative
abundance and variation in one of three genera, Bacteroides, Prevotella or Ruminococcus (Arumugam
et al. 2011). Members of the Bacteroides enterotype possess an arsenal of genes specialized for a wide
range of polysaccharide degradation and utilization (Arumugam et al. 2011). Prevotella and
Desulfovibrio as co-occurring symbionts are deeply entrenched in a mucin degrading niche facilitated
by Desulfovibrio removal of inhibitory H2S arising from mucin degradation. Ruminococcus and closely
related Lachnospiraceae and Blautia comprise the last dominant human enterotype and are butyrateproducing members of Clostridium cluster XIVa, enriched in sugar uptake and fermentation machinery
(Arumugam et al. 2011). Driving the shape of these ecological niches is an active process of horizontal
gene transfer demonstrating the microbiota is not a rigid community but rather exists in a state of
dynamic adaptation to environmental changes induced by dietary, pre- and probiotic and antibiotic
modulation (Saulnier et al. 2009; Roberfroid et al. 2010; Sanders 2011; Smillie et al. 2011).
Alterations to the gut microbiota composition and metabolic activity have been associated with
multiple diseases including obesity and inflammatory bowel diseases, ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s
disease (Sartor 1997; Ley et al. 2005). Initial identification of an obesity-associated microbiota,
characterized by an increased Firmicutes : Bacteroidetes ratio, spawned a flood of publications both
supporting and refuting this observation in vastly different populations (Duncan et al. 2008; Murphy et
al. 2010; Caricilli et al. 2011; Ismail et al. 2011). The debate surrounding the relevance of these
findings persists however, it is widely accepted that changes in microbial metabolic activity resulting in
increased dietary energy harvesting capacity is a shared characteristic of obese microbiota (Turnbaugh
et al. 2006; Murphy et al. 2010; Schwiertz et al. 2010; Payne et al. 2011a). The Western diet,
characterized by reduced intake of plant foods rich in complex polysaccharides but high in fat, sugar
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and refined carbohydrates, is attributed to the prevalence of obesity and related metabolic diseases
(Kopelman 2000; Cordain et al. 2005). High fructose corn syrup (HFCS) is a major constituent of the
Western diet and continues to receive recognition as a potential contributor to the obesity epidemic
(Elliott et al. 2002; Bray et al. 2004; Bray 2008; Malik et al. 2010). HFCS is a mixture of glucose and
free fructose (i.e. fructose not linked to glucose by a glycosidyl bond), a property which enables large
quantities of free fructose to reach the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. Free fructose is rapidly absorbed by
the small intestinal GLUT5 transporter, passaged to the liver and directed to glucose and de novo fatty
acid synthesis (Tappy and Le 2010). Unlike glucose, fructose uptake is not regulated by citrate or ATP
feedback inhibition and fructose fails to stimulate insulin secretion from β pancreatic cells (Curry 1989;
Tappy and Le 2010).
Despite the metabolic aptitude for fructose uptake and conversion, fructose is a poorly absorbed
monosaccharide, with 50 g sufficient to elicit malabsorption in 80% of adults and 2g kg-1 body weight
resulting in 71% malabsorption in children (Riby et al. 1993; Choi et al. 2003; Beyer et al. 2005; Gibson et

al. 2007). Fructose may comprise 10% daily caloric intake with 75% thereof in adults arising from
added sweetener versus naturally occurring fructose sources (Vos et al. 2008; Bocarsly et al. 2010).
Other estimates indicate the U.S. adolescent population consumes nearly 25% (~500 kcal / day) of a
2,000 kcal day-1 diet in the form of sugar-sweetened beverages and HFCS-containing snack foods
(Wright et al. 2007). These fructose consumption estimates suggest a large proportion may exceed the
small intestinal absorption capacity and enter the large intestine as fermentable substrate for the gut
microbiota. We recently assessed the impact Western dietary modulation may confer upon child
microbiota using two three-stage in vitro colonic fermentation models inoculated with either obese or
normal-weight microbiota and differing amounts of fermentable substrate including fructose and
amylopectin maize starch (Payne et al. 2012). Results indicated metabolic activity responds
proportional to the amount of available, fermentable substrate while a subtle dysbiosis within the
butyrate-producing Lachnospiraceae enterotype was induced by dietary modulation (Payne et al.
2012). The absence of host parameters in in vitro colonic fermentation models however, prevents
simultaneous assessment of host-microbe interactions, requiring development of appropriate systems
biology platforms consisting of “omics”-driven combined in vitro gut-cell models and / or in vivo
studies to elucidate these key interactions (Bahrami et al. 2011; Payne et al. 2011b; Zihler et al. 2011).
We recently assessed the impact of in vitro dietary modulation on inducing host inflammatory
responses and altering epithelial barrier integrity using a combined in vitro gut-cell model consisting of
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HT29-MTX cells exposed to both microbe-laden and microbe-fee fermentation effluents. Results
suggested microbiota composition may be a dominate elicitor of type of innate inflammatory response
induced with differential cytokine production observed for each fermentation model, independent of
dietary modulation (Chapter 6). However, dietary modulation and related metabolic activity were
observed to influence enhancement or disruption of epithelial barrier integrity with both high butyrate
concentrations and low fermentable energy demonstration a protective barrier effect (Chapter 6). The
aim of this study was to expand upon these in vitro results by investigating the impact of fructose
consumption on the microbiota, the host as well as host-microbe interactions using an in vivo model of
normal-weight (NW) and obese (OB) conventionalized (CONV) male Fisher rats. To our knowledge
this report is the first extensive, simultaneous in vivo investigation of dietary modulation on both the
commensal microbiota and host.
Results
Fructose induces greater weight gain and higher body fat percentages, independent of chow
consumption
Mean weekly weights of fructose-fed and control NW and OB CONV animals are expressed as
percentage gained relative to baseline weight (week 1) and were compared to identify fructose-specific
effects on weight gain and body fat accumulation (Figs. 22A and C). Weight gain over the entire 13
week study period for both conventionalized groups was initially assessed by repeated measure
MANOVA analysis which demonstrated an overall significant (P<0.001) time but not treatment effect
on weight gain. Closer examination however, revealed a bi-phasic trend in weight gain, marked by two
separate periods: weeks 5 – 9 (period 1) and weeks 10 – 13 (period 2), which was particularly evident
for NW CONV animals (Fig. 22A). Weight gain during weeks 5 – 9 in NW CONV animals was
determined to be a function of time-dependence only, with fructose consumption producing no
significant differences. During weeks 10 – 13 however, a significant time (P<0.001), fructose
(P<0.001) and time X fructose effect (P<0.001) on weight gain in NW CONV animals was observed
(Fig. 22A). Furthermore, linear regression comparison of the slopes generated by period 1 versus
period 2 indicated significantly different (P<0.05) slopes for the two periods. Bi-phasic weight gain
periods were also noted for OB CONV animals beginning at week 5 but were less pronounced, with no
fructose-dependent differences between OB CONV animals observed and with weight gain in both
periods determined to be time-dependent only. Comparative analysis of weight gain in NW versus OB
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CONV animals indicated a significant (P=0.01) and fructose-dependent effect during both periods 1
and 2 for NW but not OB CONV animals (P<0.001 and P= 0.001, respectively). Weekly chow
consumption rates were analogously analyzed for intrinsic fructose-specific effects. Similar to weight
gain, chow consumption also demonstrated two independent and significantly different periods. Chow
consumption was initially relatively stable but suddenly increased at week 9 for all experimental
groups (Figs. 22B and D). This increase was significant for both fructose-fed and control NW CONV
animals (P=0.001 and P<0.001, respectively) but not OB CONV animals. Furthermore, analysis of
body fat as percentage of total final weight revealed significantly higher (P< 0.05 and P<0.005,
respectively) body fat percentages in both fructose-fed NW and OB CONV (4.6 and 5.3 %,
respectively) animals versus controls (3.7 and 4.0 %, respectively; Fig. 23).
Pearson’s correlation analysis of weekly weight gain and chow consumption revealed several
interesting trends (Fig. 24). Weight gain over the entire 13 week study period was negatively correlated
with chow consumption in NW CONV animals but weakly positively correlated in OB CONV animals
although neither effect was deemed significant (Figs. 24A and D). Individual analysis of the two
periods however, indicated weight gain in NW CONV animals during weeks 1 - 8 was weakly positive
but insignificantly correlated with chow consumption in fructose-fed NW CONV animals but
significant (r= 0.86, P<0.01) in control NW CONV animals (Fig. 24B). Correlation results were not
significant for either NW CONV group during weeks 9 – 12 but with weight gain and chow
consumption demonstrating a negative correlation (Fig. 24C). Weight gain and chow consumption did
not demonstrate the same bi-phasic effect in OB CONV animals as both periods demonstrated a
positive correlation but with the effect significant for control OB COV animals for weeks 9 – 12 only
(Figs. 24E and F).
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Figure 22. Total weekly body weight gain and chow consumption.
NN: NW CONV control; NF: NW CONV fructose-fed; ON: OB CONV control; OF: OB CONV fructose-fed.
A: Mean normal-weight total body weight gain over phase 1 (weeks 1 – 9) and phase 2 (weeks 10 – 13) ± SD. *:
Weight gain during phase 2 was fructose-dependent at significance level P<0.001.
B: Normal-weight conventionalized average weekly chow consumption over phase 1 (weeks 1 – 9) and phase 2
(weeks 10 – 13) ± SD.
**: Chow consumption during phase 2 was significantly greater for both NN and NF groups (P=0.001 and
P<0.001, respectively) vs. phase 1.
C: Mean obese total body weight gain over phase 1 (weeks 1 – 9) and phase 2 (weeks 10 – 13) ± SD.
D: Obese conventionalized average weekly chow consumption over phase 1 (weeks 1 – 9) and phase 2 (weeks
10 – 13) ± SD.
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Figure 23. Body fat percentage of total animal weights.
NN: NW CONV control; NF: NW CONV fructose-fed; ON: OB CONV control; OF: OB CONV fructose-fed.
Data are expressed as mean percent body fat of total body weights measured at the end of the study (week 13) ±
SD.
Body fat percentage significantly higher in fructose-fed vs. control groups are denoted NF:*P<0.05; OF:
**P<0.005.
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Figure 24. Pearson correlation analysis of weekly weight gain and chow consumption .
NN: normal-weight conventionalized control; NF: normal-weight conventionalized fructose-fed; ON: obese
conventionalized control; OF: obese conventionalized fructose-fed.
Data points represent average weekly weight gain and chow consumption. r values and significance are indicated
above the x-axis of each sub-figure.
A: Normal-weight weeks 2 -13; B: Normal-weight period1 (weeks 2 – 9); C: Normal-weight period 2 (weeks
10- 13); D: Obese weeks 2 – 13; E: Obese period 1 (weeks 2 – 9); F: Obese period 2 (weeks 10 – 13).

Fructose induces significant dysbiosis in the butyrate-producing gut microbiota of NW CONV
animals
Fecal samples from weeks 2, 9 and 13 of fructose-fed and control NW CONV animals were analyzed
by qPCR to identify changes within the commensal community structure as a function of fructose
metabolism (Table 27). These weeks were selected for analysis as week 2 represents the initial
experimental week post-conventionalization, week 9 represents a midpoint examination marking a shift
in weight gain and chow consumption patterns and week 13 represents the study end point. The donor
fecal sample was also analyzed and determined to harbor all major bacterial populations (Table 27).
The most significant fructose-dependent effect was observed for butyrate-producing E. hallii with
population numbers remaining consistently below 7 log10 copies 16S rRNA g-1 for control NW CONV
animals but significantly higher (~9 log10 copies 16S rRNA g-1 and P<0.001 to P<0.0001) in the
fructose-fed group during the entire study period. Furthermore E. hallii populations remained steady
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throughout the entire study period in both groups. Fructose consumption appeared to also effect other
butyrate-producing Clostridium species such as F. prausnitzii and Roseburia / E. rectale although the
significance of these effects were minimal and potentially only detected due to the high level of control
maintained during experimental conditions (Table 27). Both sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) and
Enterobacteriaceae were also initially and significantly higher (P<0.005) in fructose-fed versus control
animals but remained significant (P<0.01) at week 13 for Enterobacteriaceae only. Both Veillonella
and Bifidobacteria remained below the 3 log10 copies 16s rRNA g-1 detection limit of the qPCR assay
for control animals during weeks 2 – 9 despite an appearance of Bifidobacteria at week 13 and in
contrast to constant population maintenance in fructose-fed animals. Conversely, Lactobacillus were
only detected in fructose-fed animals at week 2 before disappearing indefinitely. Bacteroides were the
most consistently stable population, demonstrating neither a fructose- nor temporal-dependent impact
on their population (Table 27).
Fructose induces a similar dysbiosis on the colonic E. hallii population of OB CONV animals
Fecal samples from weeks 2, 9 and 13 of fructose-fed and control OB CONV animals as well as donor
feces were analyzed analogously by qPCR (Table 28). All major bacterial populations were detected
and quantitatively similar to those of the normal-weight donor. A similar adaptive impact on E. hallii in
OB CONV animals was induced by fructose, illustrated by an initial and significantly (P<0.0001) more
abundant population in fructose-fed versus control OB CONV animals and remained weakly but
significantly higher (P<0.05) at week 13. Fructose-dependent adaptation of other butyrate-producing
Clostridium was not evident for OB CONV animals as both F. prausnitzii and Roseburia / E. rectale
remained relatively stable in control versus fructose-fed OB CONV animals during the 13 week study.
Bifidobacteria remained again below the 3 log10 copies 16S rRNA g-1 detection limit of the qPCR
assay during the entire study for control animals but appeared by week 13 for the fructose-fed group.
Conversely, Lactobacillus were constantly present and increased significantly from week 2 to week 13
in both OB CONV groups (Table 28). Both Veillonella and SRB demonstrated a mixed temporal
evolution of their populations with Veillonella appearing briefly at week 9 but disappearing by week 13
in both OB CONV animals and a sudden small significant (P<0.05) increase in SRB at week 9 for
fructose-fed OB CONV animals (Table 28). Bacteroides were again the most consistently stable
population.
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Table 27. Bacterial populations in fecal samples of control and fructose-fed NW CONV rats quantified by qPCR.
NN1

NF1

FECES2

Bacterial Population
Week 2

Week 9

Week 13

Week 2

Week 9

Week 13

Total Bacteria

11.6 ± 0.1a

11.7 ± 0.1a

12.3 ± 0.2b

11.6 ± 0.2a

11.5 ± 0.2a

12.4 ± 0.3b

12.9

Bacteroides

10.1 ± 0.1a

10.4 ± 0.2a

9.7 ± 0.4a

10.0 ± 0.3a

10.3 ± 0.1a

10.0 ± 0.4a

10.4

ND

ND

8.8 ± 0.1

6.7 ± 0.3a

8.8 ± 0.8b

9.1 ± 1.3b

9.3

Enterobacteriaceae

7.5 ± 0.5a

7.5 ± 0.9a

8.0 ± 0.5a

8.0 ± 0.5*a

8.0 ± 0.5a

8.7 ± 0.2**a

9.7

E. hallii

6.4 ± 0.3a

6.8 ± 0.7a

6.9 ± 1.3a

9.2 ± 0.1****a

8.8 ± 0.1***b

9.0 ± 0.2****a

8.3

Firmicutes

11.7 ± 0.2a

11.6 ± 0.2a

11.6 ± 0.1a

12.3 ± 0.3***a

11.4 ± 0.1*b

11.6 ± 0.2c

12.1

F. prausnitzii

9.1 ± 0.6a

9.7 ± 0.3ab

9.9 ± 0.3b

10.2 ± 1.1*a

9.8 ± 0.1b

10.0 ± 0.1ab

10.7

Lactobacillus

ND

ND

ND

7.1 ± 0.7

ND

ND

10.3

Roseburia / E .rectale

9.9 ± 0.1a

10.4 ± 0.2*b

10.2 ± 0.1*a

10.3 ± 0.2*a

9.8 ± 0.4b

10.1 ± 0.1b

10.2

Sulfate-reducing bacteria

9.0 ± 0.1a

9.5 ± 0.3b

8.8 ± 0.3ac

9.3 ± 0.3*a

9.6 ± 0.2a

9.0 ± 0.3b

10.5

ND

ND

ND

5.6 ± 0.3a

5.4 ± 0.5a

4.9 ± 0.5a

6.1

Bifidobacteria

Veillonella
1

Data are expressed as mean log10 copies g-1 16S rRNA in feces ± SD.
Data are expresses as log10 copies g-1 16S rRNA in child donor feces
NN: normal-weight conventionalized control; NF: normal-weight conventionalized fructose-fed.
ND: not detected.
Values for weeks 2, 9 and 13 within control (NN) and fructose-fed (NF) groups not connected with the same letter are statistically different.
Values for weeks 2, 9 and 13 between control (NN) and fructose-fed (NF) groups statistically different are denoted by significance level: *P<0.05,
**P<0.01,***P<0.001, ****P<0.0001.
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Fructose-dependent alterations in the caecal microflora composition
Composition of the caecal microflora for NW and OB CONV animals was investigated at week 13 by
qPCR analysis (Table 29). Comparison of fructose-fed versus control NW CONV animals indicated a
small but significant fructose-dependent increase in Bacteroides, Enterobacteriaceae and SRB
(P<0.05). Total bacteria were also slightly but significantly higher (P<0.005) in the caeca of fructosefed versus control NW CONV animals. Comparison of fructose-fed versus control OB CONV animals
however, concurred with colonic results with a small but significantly greater (P<0.05) population of
E. hallii detected in fructose-fed OB CONV animals (Table 29). Conversely, Roseburia / E. rectale
were slightly more significantly (P<0.05) abundant in the caeca of control OB CONV animals (Table
29). Bifidobacteria were not detected in the caeca of either OB CONV group, consistent with their
absence noted in the large colon (Table 29). Veillonella were also not detected in the caeca of either
NW or OB CONV animals despite detection in the large intestine.
Microbiota weight status-dependent differences in fecal and caecal microflora compositions
Microbial fecal and caecal compositions of fructose-fed and control OB versus fructose-fed and control
NW CONV groups were compared to identify any significant (P<0.05) possible contribution of
microbiota weight status on fructose-dependent compositional adaptation. Weight status was an
independent factor governing fecal populations of E. hallii, Firmicutes and SRB however, Bacteroides
were slightly significantly higher (P<0.05) in fructose-fed OB versus fructose-fed NW CONV animals.
Caecal composition analysis indicated that total bacteria, E. hallii, Firmicutes and F. prausnitzii did not
differ between OB and NW CONV animals, yet significantly higher Bacteroides were observed in the
caeca of OB versus NW CONV animals as well. Both Enterobacteriaceae and Roseburia / E. rectale
were significantly more abundant in the caeca of control OB versus control NW CONV animals
whereas fructose-fed OB versus fructose-fed NW CONV animals harbored significantly higher
populations

of

Lactobacillus

and

SRB.
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Table 28. Bacterial populations in fecal samples of control and fructose-fed OB CONV rats quantified by qPCR.
ON1

OF1

FECES2

Bacterial Population
Week 2

Week 9

Week 13

Week 2

Week 9

Week 13

Total Bacteria

11.9 ± 1.3a

11.7 ± 0.2a

12.5 ± 0.1b

12.0 ± 0.1a

11.7 ± 0.1b

12.4 ± 0.2c

13.4

Bacteroides

10.6 ± 0.2a

10.6 ± 0.2a

10.4 ± 0.3a

10.6 ± 0.2a

10.6 ± 0.1a

10.5 ± 0.2a

11.2

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND

6.6 ± 0.1

9.9

Enterobacteriaceae

8.7 ± 1.3*a

9.4 ± 0.8a

9.2 ± 0.3a

8.1 ± 0.2a

8.6 ± 0.9b

9.0 ± 0.3b

9.8

E. hallii

6.8 ± 0.5a

9.0 ± 0.4b

8.9 ± 0.3b

9.8 ± 0.4**a

9.4 ± 0.1b

9.6 ± 0.7*ab

9.1

Firmicutes

12.9 ± 0.6a

11.6 ± 0.2b

11.7 ± 0.2b

12.7 ± 0.4a

11.6 ± 0.1b

11.7 ± 0.1b

12.5

F. prausnitzii

10.9 ± 0.9a

10.9 ± 0.9*a

10.3 ± 0.6a

11.6 ± 0.9a

10.2 ± 0.4b

10.4 ± 0.5b

11.7

Lactobacillus

7.3 ± 0.6a

8.1 ± 0.2b

9.3 ± 0.6c

7.6 ± 0.1a

8.2 ± 0.2b

9.6 ± 0.2c

11.6

Roseburia / E. rectale

10.0 ± 0.5a

10.1 ± 0.4*a

10.4 ± 0.3a

10.2 ± 0.1a

9.8 ± 0.3a

9.8 ± 0.5a

11.1

Sulfate-reducing bacteria

8.9 ± 0.2a

9.5 ± 0.1b

8.6 ± 0.1c

8.9 ± 0.2a

9.7 ± 0.4*b

8.6 ± 0.1c

10.5

ND

4.9 ± 0.5

ND

ND

5.1 ± 0.4

ND

5.8

Bifidobacteria

Veillonella
1

Data are expressed as mean log10 copies g-1 16s rRNA in feces ± SD.
Data are expresses as log10 copies g-1 16s rRNA in child donor feces.
ON: OB CONV control; OF: OB CONV fructose-fed.
ND: not detected. Rows with multiple ND were excluded from statistical analysis.
Values for weeks 2, 9 and 13 within control (ON) and fructose-fed (OF) groups not connected with the same letter are statistically different.
Values for weeks 2, 9 and 13 between control (ON) and fructose-fed (OF) groups statistically different are denoted by significance level: *P<0.05, **P<0.0001.
Bacterial populations significantly elevated in ON vs. OF denoted significance level +P<0.05.
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Table 29. Bacterial populations in caecal samples of control and fructose-fed NW and OB CONV rats quantified
by qPCR.
Bacterial Population

NN

NF

ON

OF

Total Bacteria

12.5 ± 0.1

12.7 ± 0.1**

12.7 ± 0.1

12.5 ± 0.2

Bacteroides

9.5 ± 0.3

10.0 ± 0.1*

10.4 ± 0.2

10.4 ± 0.1

Bifidobacteria

9.0 ± 0.7

8.3 ± 1.2

ND

ND

Enterobacteriaceae

9.1 ± 0.2

9.4 ± 0.3*

9.8 ± 0.1

9.5 ± 0.3

E. hallii

9.3 ± 0.1

9.4 ± 0.2

9.3 ± 0.1

9.4 ±0.1ǂ

Firmicutes

11.9 ± 0.2

11.9 ± 0.2

12.0 ± 0.1

11.9 ± 0.2

F. prausnitzii

9.7 ± 0.3

10.0 ± 0.1

9.8 ± 0.3

9.8 ± 0.2

Lactobacillus

8.7 ± 0.6

8.2 ± 0.2

8.5 ± 0.4

8.9 ± 0.2

Roseburia / E.rectale

10.5 ± 0.1

10.5 ± 0.3

10.7 ± 0.1+

9.9 ± 0.6

Sulfate-reducing bacteria

9.7 ± 0.2

10.0 ± 0.2*

9.6 ± 0.2

9.7 ± 0.2

ND

ND

ND

ND

Veillonella

Data are expressed as mean log10 copies g-1 16s rRNA in caecal water ± SD.
NN: NW CONV control; NF: NW CONV fructose-fed; ON: OB CONV control; OF: OB CONV fructose-fed.
ND: not detected.
Bacterial populations significantly elevated in NF vs. NN denoted significance level *P<0.05,**P<0.005.
Bacterial populations significantly elevated in OF vs. ON denoted significance level ǂP<0.05.

Metabolic activity of OB and NW CONV animals is fructose- and microbiota weight statusdependent with observed differences in caecal pH
Caecal water from NW and OB CONV animals was analyzed by HPLC to identify metabolite
concentrations significantly impacted as a function of both fructose consumption and microbiota host
weight status (Table 30). A fructose-dependent metabolic effect was observed for NW CONV animals
with significantly higher concentrations of acetate and butyrate (P<0.005 and P<0.01, respectively) and
total SCFA (P<0.01) measured in fructose-fed versus control NW CONV animals whereas propionate
was significantly higher (P<0.001) in NW CONV controls (Table 30). Intermediate metabolite
production was comparable between NW CONV animals with small but significantly higher levels of
succinate (P<0.05) detected in the fructose-fed versus NW CONV control and lactate not detected in
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either group (Table 30). Total metabolite production was subsequently significantly higher (P<0.01)
for fructose-fed NW CONV animals. Metabolic activity between OB CONV groups was comparably
immune to the effects of fructose with only lactose concentrations being significantly elevated
(P<0.005) in fructose-fed versus control OB CONV animals (Table 30). Succinate was not detected in
either OB CONV group.
Comparison of metabolic activities of fructose-fed and control OB versus fructose-fed and control NW
CONV animals identified significantly higher metabolic activity in both OB versus NW CONV groups
(Table 30). Acetate, propionate and total SCFA were significantly higher (P<0.01 and P<0.001,
respectively) in OB versus NW CONV controls whereas propionate concentrations were significantly
higher (P<0.001) in fructose-fed OB versus fructose-fed NW animals. Total metabolite concentrations
were consequently significantly greater (P<0.005) for OB (73.1 ± 0.6 mM) versus NW (60.6 ± 7.0 mM)
CONV controls. The pH of caecal water from OB and NW CONV animals was measured in parallel to
metabolite concentrations to estimate the effect caecal pH may have imparted on microbial metabolic
activity. Caecal pH were identical for both OB and NW CONV control and fructose-fed NW CONV
animals (pH =7.5 ± 0.2). However, a significant (P<0.005) and fructose-dependent increase of caecal
pH (pH=8.2 ± 0.2) in fructose-fed OB CONV animals was observed.
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Table 30. Caecal pH measurement and metabolites quantified by HPLC in caecal water of control and fructosefed NW and OB conventionalized rats.
Measured Parameter

NN

NF

ON

OF

Acetate

40.5 ± 5.4

49.1 ± 6.3***

46.4 ± 3.7ǂ

49.4 ± 11.2

Butyrate

6.8 ± 1.7

9.7 ± 2.4**

7.8 ± 1.1

7.7 ± 2.5

Propionate

7.3 ± 1.2ç

3.0 ± 0.5

13.0 ± 1.7ǂǂǂ

13.9 ± 3.2§

Glucose

4.2 ± 0.9

5.2 ± 1.7

4.0 ± 1.3

4.3 ± 0.9

Lactate

ND

ND

0.6 ± 0.04

ND

Lactose

1.9 ± 0.4

2.3 ± 0.3

2.1 ±0.6

3.4 ± 0.3+§

Succinate

3.8 ± 1.7

5.2 ± 0.4*

ND

ND

Total Metabolite

60.6 ± 7.0

68.7 ± 8.1**

73.1 ± 0.6ǂǂ

78.0 ± 16.2

Total SCFA

54.6 ± 7.1

61.2 ± 7.1**

67.2 ± 12.0ǂǂǂ

71.0 ± 16.0

Caecal pH

7.5 ± 0.2a

7.5 ± 0.2a

7.5 ± 0.2a

8.2 ± 0.2b

Data are expressed as mean metabolite concentrations (mM) ± SD.
NN: NW CONV control; NF: NW CONV fructose-fed; ON: OB CONV control; OF: OB CONV fructose-fed.
ND: not detected.
Metabolite concentrations significantly higher in NF vs. NN are denoted by significance level: *P<0.05, **P<0.01,
***P<0.005, ****P<0.001.
Metabolite concentrations significantly higher in NN vs. NF are denoted by significance level: çP<0.001.
Metabolite concentrations significantly higher in OF vs. ON are denoted by significance level: +P<0.005.
Metabolite concentrations significantly higher in ON vs. NN are denoted by significance level: ǂP<0.01, ǂǂP<0.005,
ǂǂǂ
P<0.001.
Metabolite concentrations significantly higher in OF vs. NF are denoted by significance level: §P<0.001.
Caecal pH levels not connected with the same letter are statistically different.
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ELISA of serum leptin, adiponectin, C-reactive protein, C-peptide, insulin and IL-6
Sera from NW and OB CONV animals collected after animal sacrifice was analyzed by ELISA to
identify serum parameters significantly elevated as a function of either fructose metabolism and / or
microbiota weight status (Table 31). Results indicated no significant impact of either fructose
consumption or microbiota weight status on serum C-peptide and insulin concentrations and IL-6 was
not detected in the sera of any experimental group (Table 31). A significant and fructose-dependent
increase in serum adiponectin was observed for both fructose-fed OB and NW CONV versus control
animals (P<0.001) which was also weakly but significantly higher (P<0.05) in fructose-fed NW versus
fructose-fed OB CONV animals. Serum leptin concentrations were also significantly elevated in
fructose-fed versus control OB and NW CONV animals (P<0.001 and P<0.01, respectively). Creactive protein levels however demonstrated a microbiota weight status-specific effect as serum levels
were significantly higher (P<0.001) in both fructose-fed and control OB (270.9 ± 10.7 and 281.4 ± 13.9,
respectively) versus fructose-fed and control NW CONV (259.3 ± 11.1 and 258.5 ± 18.3, respectively)

animals.
Table 31. Serum parameters measured in fructose-fed and control NW and OB CONV rats.
Serum Parameter

Unit

NN

NF

ON

OF

Adiponectin

ng mL-1

31.0 ± 2.5

43.4 ± 3.6***ç

30.1 ± 2.8

35.8 ± 3.3+

Leptin

ng mL-1

12.2 ± 0.4

13.8 ± 1.6**

12.0 ± 0.9

14.6 ± 0.9+

C-reactive protein

µg mL-1

258.5 ± 18.3

259.3 ± 11.1

281.4 ± 13.9ǂ

270.9 ± 10.7§

IL-6

pg mL-1

ND

ND

ND

ND

pM

873.3 ± 145.1

887.6 ± 118.5

931.6 ± 142.9

982.7 ± 171.1

ng mL-1

3.3 ± 2.1

3.1 ± 0.8

4.2 ± 1.3

4.5 ± 3.3

C-peptide
Insulin

Data are expressed as means ± SD.
NN: NW CONV control; NF: NW CONV fructose-fed; ON: OB CONV control; OF: OB CONV fructose-fed.
ND: not detected.
Parameter significantly elevated in NF vs. NN denoted by significance level: **P<0.01,***P<0.0001.
Parameter significantly elevated in OF vs. ON denoted by significance level: +P<0.0001.
Parameter significantly elevated in ON vs. NN denoted by significance level: ǂP<0.001.
Parameter significantly elevated in OF vs. NF denoted by significance level: §P<0.001.
Parameter significantly elevated in NF vs. OF denoted by significance level: çP<0.05.
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Transcriptomic analyses of leptin receptor, GLUT5, IL-6 and rat mucin 2 expression
RNA isolated from large intestinal colonic tissue was analyzed by qRT-PCR to identify fructosedependent alterations in gene expression of GLUT5, IL-6, rat mucin 2 as well as the long, short and
total leptin receptor isoforms (Fig. 25). Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was
used as housekeeping gene reference for comparison of overall fructose-dependent changes in cellular
transcriptional activity. Results indicated no significant difference in gene expression between fructosefed and control NW and OB CONV animals for any of the genes analyzed (Fig. 25).

Figure 25. Transcriptomic analyses of leptin receptor, GLUT5, IL-6 and rat mucin 2 expression.
GAPDH: glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; rMUC2: rat mucin 2 gene; OB-Ra: short form leptin
recptor OB-Rb: long from leptin receptor; OB-R: entire isoform leptin receptor.
Data are expressed as fold change relative to control group ± SD.

Metabolomic profiling of fructose-fed versus control OB and NW CONV animals
Metabolomic profiling was performed on fecal and caecal water samples from both fructose-fed and
control OB and NW CONV animals. Results had not been obtained by the time this work was
submitted.
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Discussion
It is increasingly evident that westernized dietary behavior is imparting potentially deleterious effects
on the entirety of host, microbe-microbe and host-microbe interactions. In the present study, the effect
of fructose metabolism by the host and gut microbiota were simultaneously investigated and to our
knowledge represents the first combined investigation of dietary fructose metabolism on both host and
microbial parameters. An additional aim of this study was to determine the influence gut microbiota
weight status may confer upon fructose metabolism. During a previous study using an in vitro threestage colonic fermentation model, the relative amount of fermentable substrate, including D-fructose,
induced a subtle dysbiosis within the butyrate-producing Clostridium cluster XIVa clade (Payne et al.
2012). Weight status-dependent microbe-microbe interactions and metabolic activity were postulated to
have contributed to this dysbiosis as an inverse response of E. hallii and Roseburia / E. rectale to
substrate concentration was observed in obese and normal-weight microbiota, respectively (Payne et al.
2012). However, the low number of replicates in this study precluded the ability to definitively ascribe
any observed effects of in vitro microbial fructose metabolism to weight status. As such, the current
study was designed to validate and expand upon our in vitro results using an in vivo rodent model of
NW and OB CONV animals.
Similar to the effects observed in vitro, fructose metabolism by conventionalized NW and OB
microbiota resulted in a subtle dysbiosis within the large intestinal butyrate-producing community
(Tables 27 and 28). Fructose metabolism appeared to favor Clostridium cluster XIVa member E. hallii,
indicated by significant stimulation in both fructose-fed NW and OB CONV animals. This increase
appeared to promote a re-balancing response within the butyrate-producing clade marked by a
reduction in Roseburia / E. rectale in fructose-fed NW and F. prausnitzii in fructose-fed OB CONV
animals. However, the relevance of this effect should be interpreted cautiously as the significance
observed was minimal (P<0.05) and possibly only detected due to the high level of control maintained
in such gnotobiotic animal models. Differential establishment of lactobacilli and bifidobacteria was
observed between microbiota with OB CONV animals lacking a stable fecal bifidobacteria population
and NW CONV animals a stable lactobacillus population. While the absolute relevance of these
differences is unclear, our in vitro fermentation results suggested a similar microbiota weight status
effect on lactic acid bacteria (LAB) populations (Payne et al. 2012). We hypothesized then that subtle
differences in metabolic activity between obese and normal-weight microbiota resulting in different
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redox gradients and pH differences could alter the commensal community structure and benefit
different LAB. Bifidobacteria thrive at pH conditions 6.5 – 7.0 with growth inhibited at pH <5.0
whereas lactobacilli prefer pH levels between 5.5 and 6.2 (Scardovi 1886). While colonic pH ranges
from 5.4 to 6.9 depending on anatomical location and fermentable substrate availability, commensal
flora in close proximity to the epithelium require both pH and oxygenic tolerance due to high SCFA
production within the epithelial mucus layer and oxygen diffusion from blood to the surface mucus
layer (Bomba et al. 1996; Van den Abbeele et al. 2011). Both bifidobacteria and lactobacilli maintain
different and strain-specific anatomical preferences, illustrated for example by L. johnsonii detection
primarily in the stomach and B. longum in the colon (Denou et al. 2009). Furthermore, bifidobacteria
and lactobacilli are efficient fructose utilizers although bifidobacteria appear better suited for
competition of this substrate with 3x higher growth rates observed (Sghir et al. 1998).
Regardless of LAB established in OB and NW CONV animals, colonic lactate production by these
species may be responsible for the observed increase in E. hallii and subsequent reduction in Roseburia
/ E. rectale and F. prausnitzii in both NW and OB CONV animals, respectively. Roseburia / E. rectale
and F. prausnitzii require acetate as substrate for butyrate production, rendering them less competitive
with lactate-utilizing, butyrate-producing E. hallii during high lactate availability (Duncan et al. 2004;
Louis et al. 2004). Furthermore, Veillonella, another lactate-utilizing population, present in fructosefed but not control NW CONV animals, suggests fructose metabolism may promote establishment of a
lactate-driven cross-feeding niche. Veillonella are a well-documented constituent of oral biofilms
incapable of direct carbohydrate metabolism but proficient in fermentation of short-chain acids such as
lactate, pyruvate and succinate (Ng and Hamilton 1971). Veillonella are capable of co-aggregating with
LAB such as streptococci in oral biofilms suggesting the increase in Lactobacillus in OB CONV
animals from week 2 – 13 may have promoted the appearance of Veillonella at week 9 (Gutiérrez de
Ferro et al. 1999; Palmer et al. 2006). Furthermore, lactate-utilizing SRB populations peaked at week 9
for both OB and NW CONV animals and may be a function of lactate accumulation associated with
increasing lactobacilli and bifidobacteria populations, with potential implications for colonic H2S
production. H2- and lactate-dependent H2S production is primarily attributed to colonic SRB
metabolism however, lactate-dependent H2S production by oral species of cysteine-reducing
Veillonella was reported recently (Washio et al. 2010). Colonic H2 removal by SRB, acetogens and
methanogens is an important facilitator of colonic fermentation as high H2 partial pressure inhibits
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further fermentation processes (Macfarlane and Macfarlane 1997; Marquet et al. 2009). Concomitant
increases in Lactobacillus and SRB coupled to disappearance of Veillonella after week 9 in fructosefed OB CONV animals occurred in the presence of a stable E. hallii population, suggesting a fructosedependent mechanism of lactate cross-feeding and potentially inhibitory competition for lactate by
SRB and Veillonella in OB microbiota. Bifidobacteria may however create a more stable lactatedependent niche marked by a lesser degree of Veillonella inhibition during posible competition with
SRB as observed in NW microbiota. Higher SRB populations have been identified in IBD patients
(Chassard et al. 2009), suggesting lactate may be as a central metabolite in development of various
gastrointestinal (GI) diseases. Furthermore, a link between lactobacilli and Veillonella has been
attributed to adverse GI symptoms (Lyra et al. 2009), demonstrating a potential for rapid adaptation of
lactate-dependent niches in response to perturbation.
Metabolic activity and caecal microbial composition were subject to the effect of differences in caecal
pH. Propionate significantly exceeded butyrate production in OB versus NW CONV animals.
Furthermore, depleted caecal succinate in OB but not NW CONV animals and quantification of
significantly higher caecal Bacteroides suggests Bacteroides conversion of succinate to propionate via
succinyl-, methylmalonyl-, and propionyl-coenzyme A as the mechanism of OB CONV propionate
production (Macy et al. 1978). Veillonella were not detected in caecal contents of NW and OB CONV
animals presumably due to the high and unfavorable caecal pH conditions, which may be cause for the
comparably low propionate production in NW CONV animals (Bradshaw and Marsh 1998).
Conversely butyrate production was favored over propionate in fructose-fed NW CONV animals with
significantly higher amounts of butyrate detected versus NW controls as well as fructose-fed OB
CONV animals (Table 30). Butyrate production in fructose-fed OB CONV animals would likely be
inhibited by the high caecal pH of 8.2 but favored at pH 7.5 in the caeca of fructose-fed NW CONV
animals (Duncan et al. 2009). Lactate was not detected in caecal contents implying exhaustive
metabolism by lactate-utilizing commensal present in both NW and OB CONV microbiota. Fructose
induced significantly greater overall metabolic activity in fructose-fed NW CONV versus control
animals but did not produce the same degree of metabolic response in fructose-fed OB CONV animals.
However, control OB versus control NW CONV animals demonstrated significantly greater metabolic
activity, supporting evidence of obese microbiota as bestowed with greater dietary energy harvesting
capacities (Turnbaugh et al. 2006; Murphy et al. 2010; Schwiertz et al. 2010; Payne et al. 2011a).
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Furthermore, the similarity in metabolic response of fructose-fed NW CONV animals with OB CONV
animals implies fructose metabolism may promote development of an exhaustive energy harvesting
ecosystem reminiscent of an obese microbiome. Supporting this hypothesis is discovery of a Western
diet gut microbiome isolated from diet-induced obese conventionalized mice enriched in fructose and
glycolysis machinery but depleted in starch and sucrose utilization pathways (Turnbaugh et al. 2008).
As such, introduction of fructose to a normal-weight microflora, presumably underexposed to this
substrate could induce a rapid response by fructose-utilizing, lactate-producing LAB, altering
metabolite availability and leading to the observed compositional dysbiosis and elevated metabolic
response. Such conditioning could promote evolution of the microbiome to more efficiently extract
dietary energy, resulting in establishment of new metabolic guilds such as the observed fructosemetabolizing Lactobacillus, E. hallii, Veillonella and SRB niche in this study. Compositional dysbiosis
in obese microbiota in response to fructose was less pronounced suggesting obese microbiota may have
become conditioned to the effect of fructose through repeated exposure.
The host was equally vulnerable to consequences of dietary fructose consumption, particularly in NW
CONV animals. An interesting bi-phasic weight gain pattern was observed in NW CONV animals,
marked by time-dependent weight gain during weeks 5 – 9 in NW CONV animals but significant time
(P<0.001), fructose (P<0.001) and time X fructose (P<0.001) dependent weight gain in during weeks
10 – 13 (Fig. 22A). Weight gain in OB CONV animals was determined to be independent of fructose
metabolism however, body fat as percentage of total final body weight was significantly higher for
both fructose-fed OB and NW CONV animals, consistent with previous reports of fructose and HFCS
as inducers of high body fat content (Light et al. 2009; Bocarsly et al. 2010). The observed differences
in host weight gain suggest the degree of fructose-dependent host metabolism may be influenced by
variations between microbiota of differing weight status. The presence of a microbiota has long been
demonstrated as sufficient for an increase in weight gain in comparison to germ-free animals.
Furthermore, weight gain symbiosis has been demonstrated for various species such as
Methanobrevibacter smithii and Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron colonized versus germ-fee mice, with
gnotobiotic animals developing significantly greater adiposity (Samuel et al. 2007).

Microbial

metabolic activity results in production of many unique metabolites with SCFA considered most
important due to their impact on many host functions and metabolic parameters. Colonic SCFA
concentrations are monitored by epithelial or dendritic cell G-coupled protein receptors FF2 and FF3
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(formally known as GPR41 and GPR43) which induce expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines or
satiety hormones such as leptin (Backhed et al. 2007; Van den Abbeele et al. 2011). Serum leptin
concentrations were significantly higher in fructose-fed OB and NW CONV animals, consistent with
reported positive correlations of white adipose tissue content and serum leptin levels (Sitaraman et al.
2004; Padidar et al. 2010; Padidar et al. 2011). Elevated SCFA production resulting from increased
microbial metabolic activity may have consequences for host satiety and energy balance regulation
mediated by FF2-dependent leptin secretion resulting in slowed gut transit times via repression of the
gut motility regulator PYY (Samuel et al. 2008). Stomach-derived leptin regulates a fructosedependent positive feedback loop, with fructose and leptin synergistically increasing small intestinal
GLUT5 transporter insertion and activity, enhancing host uptake of dietary fructose (Sakar et al. 2009).
Furthermore, luminal leptin was recently demonstrated to enhance mucin secretion by intestinal goblet
cells as well as colonic IL-6 expression (Plaisancie et al. 2006; Padidar et al. 2010). Transcriptomic
analyses of GLUT5, IL-6, rat mucin 2 (rMUC2) as well as all leptin receptor isoforms were performed
to identify similar but fructose-specific alterations in gene expression, however no significant
differences between fructose-fed and control NW and OB CONV animals could be identified (Fig. 25).
Serum adiponectin was surprisingly significantly elevated in fructose-fed NW and OB versus control
CONV animals (Table 31). Circulating adiponectin concentrations are generally decreased in obese
individuals and it has been ascribed anti-diabetic, anti-inflammatory and insulin-sensitizing properties,
suggesting its administration as potential therapeutic in obesity management (Matsuzawa et al. 2004).
Other studies have demonstrated a positive correlation of adiponectin with adipose tissue content
(Staiger et al. 2003) and low adiponectin levels have been positively correlated with elevated Creactive protein (CRP), a biomarker of inflammation, suggesting adiponectin may represent a signal
linking inflammation and obesity (Winer et al. 2006). IL-6 was not detected in either CONV group
however, OB CONV animals demonstrated significantly higher serum CRP levels versus NW CONV
animals, suggesting potential development of metainflammation in OB CONV animals. While these
results do not entirely correspond to previous correlation reports of adiponectin and CRP levels,
identification of elevated CRP in OB CONV animals only, concurs with the suggested CRP link of
inflammation and obesity. Neither insulin nor C-peptide was affected by fructose consumption,
consistent with β pancreatic cell fructose-resistance due to lack of the GLUT5 transporter (Curry
1989).
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Significant impacts on both the gut microbiome and host metabolism were induced by fructose
consumption. Microbiota weight status appeared to regulate the severity and degree of observed
fructose-dependent effects. Significantly greater metabolic activity coupled to greater dysbiosis within
the butyrate-producing community ensued in fructose-fed NW CONV animals whereas OB CONV
animals demonstrated an attenuated metabolic response. Host metabolic effects were most pronounced
in fructose-fed NW rodents, with greater weight gain and leptin secretion observed. Results from this
study indicate a possible substrate conditioning mechanism initiated by diet-induced dybiosis and
increased metabolic activity, leading to evolution of an obese microbiome with the potential for altered
host-microbe interactions and microbial-mediated changes in host metabolism. The degree of dybiosis
may taper once the microbiota become effectively substrate conditioned, resulting in proliferation of a
Western-diet microbiome equipped with genes efficient in energy harvesting and potentially composed
of lactate cross-feeding niches. Perturbed host-microbe interactions may ensue, contributing to
temporal development of metabolic disease. Further insight into the degree of fructose-dependent
microbial metabolic activity in reshaping microbe and host parameters may be provided by the
metabolomic data. In sumary, substrate conditioning may represent an important Western microbiome
evolutionary mechanism mediating development and maintenance of microbial and host obese
phenotypes.

Materials and Methods

Fecal Sample Collection and Volunteer Information
Single fecal samples came from one female and one male child, aged 12 and 13, respectively. Based on
gender- and age-specific BMI percentiles from the Centers for Disease Control (http://www.cdc.gov),
the female child was classified obese (BMI = 24.9) and the male child normal-weight (BMI=17.8).
Neither child had received antibiotic treatment for at least 3 months prior to experimentation and had
no underlying gastrointestinal conditions. Children and parents gave written consent and self-reported
consuming occidental diets. Fresh fecal samples were deposited in sterile plastic containers (Dutscher
SA, Brumath, France) and maintained under anaerobiosis by use of anaerobic sacks (Anaerocult A
mini, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). Fecal samples were delivered to the laboratory per courier
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within 2 hours of defecation and immediately transferred to the animal facilities at the Unit of
Microbiology of INRA (Clermont-Theix, France). Fecal sample processing was performed under strict
anaerobic conditions in an anaerobic chamber (Coy Laboratories, Ann Arbor, MI, USA) containing 5%
(v/v) hydrogen and balance N2. Fecal samples were analyzed by qPCR (Tables 27 and 28) to ensure no
loss of major microbial groups during transport and processing.
Animals
Twenty adult male Fisher 344 rats were provided by the breeding facilities of the Unit of Microbiology
of INRA (Clermont-Theix, France). Experimentation involving all animals was performed according to
the ethics procedures set forth by INRA (Clermont-Theix, France).
Conventionalization
Male rodents were born germ-free, bred in germ-free conditions and aged approximately 5 weeks at the
start of experimentation. 1 mL fresh fecal dilutions (10-3) from either the obese or normal-weight child
were administered using a sterile stainless-steel stomach feeding tube. Animals were separated into two
sterile isolators and kept in pairs in standard Macrolon cages containing a bed of wood shavings.
Conventionalized animals were subsequently bred for 2 weeks to allow microbiota establishment and
colonization within the GI tract and for adaptation of rat physiology to the new bacterial status.
Experimental Design
A total of 10 male Fisher 344 rats each were conventionalized with either normal-weight or obese fecal
dilutions and further subdivided into control or fructose-fed groups of five animals (Fig. 26A). Animals
were provided ad libitum access to sterile water and a pelleted semisynthetic chow (Scientific Animal
Food and Engineering, Augy, France) sterilized by γ-irradiation at 40 kGy (IBA Mediris, Fleurus,
Belgium). Chow was custom designed to reflect a humanized diet containing lipids, proteins of both
animal and plant origin, as well as various cooked starches (Table 32). Isolators were maintained in
controlled conditions of light, temperature, and humidity. Weekly fecal sample collection, animal
weighing and chow consumption calculations were performed (Fig. 26B). After 13 weeks, rats were
sacrificed by CO2 inhalation. Tissue from the large colon and caecum as well as blood samples were
collected and immediately frozen in liquid N2 (Fig. 26B). Unilateral body-fat pads from three regions,
abdominal, gonadal and intestinal, were collected and weighed individually and collectively by an
observer blind to the experimental conditions.
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Metabolite Analysis by High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC)
Frozen caecal contents were centrifuged for 30 min. at 13,000 x g to separate caecal water from
particulate matter. Caecal water was diluted 1:10 and analyzed as previously described (Cleusix et al.
2008). Mean metabolite concentrations were calculated from duplicate sample analysis.

Table 32. Composition of chow fed conventionalized control and fructose-fed rat groups.
Control Diet

Fructose Diet

Ingredient
[%]

[%]

29

24

28.98

31.98

Sucrose

5

--

Saccharose

--

4

Fructose

--

10

Casein

5

4

Soya

12

8

Maize oil

3

3

Lard

3

3

0.02

0.02

Cellulose

6

4

Mineral additive

7

7

Vitamin additive

1

1

Mashed Potato
Maize starch

Cholesterol

qPCR Analysis
Fecal DNA extractions were performed as previously described (Payne et al. 2012). Amplification and
detection of DNA by qPCR was performed with a 7500 Fast Real-Time PCR System (Applied
Biosystems Europe BV, Zug, Switzerland) using optical-grade 96-well plates. Duplicate sample
analysis was routinely performed in a total volume of 25 µL using SYBR® Green PCR Master Mix
(Applied Biosystems) containing standardized 100 ng uL-1 template DNA diluted either 1:10 or 1:100
depending upon target species and 200 nM of both forward and reverse primers (Table 33). Total
bacteria were quantified using plasmid pLME21 containing a 16S rDNA fragment of B. lactis aligning
to position numbers 15-1432 of the E. coli 16S rRNA gene (Kaufmann et al. 1997). Standard curves
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were routinely performed for each qPCR run using serial dilutions of control standard amplicons
generated using the primer sets and target species listed in Table 2. PCR conditions consisted of initial
activation at 95°C for 10 min; 40 cycles of denaturation at 95°C for 15 sec, annealing at 60°C for 30
sec and elongation at 60°C for 30 sec. Data from duplicate samples were analyzed using the Sequence
Detection Software Version 1.4 (Applied Biosystems).

Figure 26. Experimental design.
A: 10 germ-free male Fisher rats were conventionalized with either obese or normal-weight child feces and
further divided into control or fructose-fed experimental groups of 5 animals each.
B: Experimental timeline indicating weekly weighing, fecal sampling and chow consumption calculations (black
bars). Grey arrow indicates conventionalization of animals. Black boxes indicate fecal samples used for realtime PCR analysis. White box indicates animal sacrifice, final fecal, sera, tissue and fat mass sampling.
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RNA Extraction and qRT-PCR Analysis of mucin 2 (rMUC2), GLUT5 transporter and leptin
receptor isoforms
Total RNA was extracted from large colonic tissue using the TRI Reagent protocol according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Applied Biosystems). Extracted RNA was quantified and checked for
degradation using the Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies AG, Basel, Switzerland). Samples
displaying a RNA integrity number (RIN) of >9 were standardized to 100 ng µL-1 and reversed
transcribed into cDNA using the High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied
Biosystems). Real time PCR was performed using the absolute quantification, standard curve method
and reaction conditions described above. Standard curves were generated using serial dilutions of PCR
amplicons of targets amplified from cDNA using the primer sets listed below. qRT-PCR was
performed using 1:10 dilutions of cDNA and quantified based on standard curve values. Primer sets
used

for

rMUC2

and

GLUT5

analysis

were

the

following:

rMUC2_forward:

5’-

ATTACCCCCACAGTGGACAA-3’ and reverse 5’-GGGATGTCCACCACAAAGTT-3’ (Plaisancie
et

al.

2006);

GLUT5_forward:

5’-AGAGCAACGATGGAGGAAAA-3’

and

reverse

5’-

CCAGAGCAAGGACCAATGTC-3’ (Yoshikawa et al. 2011). Primers sets used for detection of long,
short

and

all

leptin

receptor

isoforms

were

the

following:

OB-Rb_forward:

5’-

AACAGCAAAATGATGCAGGG-3’ and reverse 5’-GATGCTCAAATGTTTCAGGC-3’ reverse;
OB-Ra_forward:

5’-AACAGCAAAATGATGCAGGG-3’

TCAAAGAGTGTCCGCTCT-3’;

OB-R_forward:

and

reverse

5’-GTGAATGTCTTGTGCCTGTGCC-3’

5’and

reverse 5’-ATTCAGCATAGCGATGATGG-3’ (Peiser et al. 2002). Amplification of glyceraldehyde3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was performed as housekeeping control using the following
primers:

GAPDH_forward:

5’-CATCACCATCTTCCAGGAGCGA-3’

and

reverse

5’-

GTCTTCTGGGTGGCAGTGA-3’ (Peiser et al. 2002). Data were transformed and expressed as fold
change of fructose-fed relative to control animals.
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Table 33. Group and species-specific 16s rRNA-targeted primer set used in this study.
Target Organism

5’ – 3’ Sequence

Primer

Standard

Reference

Total bacteria

ACT CCT ACG GGA GGC AGC AG
ATT ACC GCG GCT GCT GG

Eub 338F
Eub 518R

Plasmid pLME21, containing
Bifidobacterium lactis 16S rDNA

(Meile et al. 1997)

Bacteroides

GAA GGT CCC CCA CAT TG
CGC KAC TTG GCT GGT TCA G

Bac303F
Bfr-Femrev

B. thetaiotaomicron 16S rRNA

(Ramirez-Farias et al. 2009)

Firmicutes

GGA GYA TGT GGT TTA ATT CGA AGC A
AGC TGA CGA CAA CCA TGC AC

Firm934F
Firm1060R

R. intestinalis 16S rRNA

(Guo et al. 2008)

Roseburia /
E. rectale

GCG GTR CGG CAA GTC TGA
CCT CCG ACA CTC TAG TMC GAC

RrecF
Rrec630mR

R. intestinalis 16S rRNA

(Ramirez-Farias et al. 2009)

E. hallii

GCG TAG GTG GCA GTG CAA
GCA CCG RAG CCT ATA CGG

EhalF
EhalR

E. hallii 16S rRNA

(Ramirez-Farias et al. 2009)

F. prausnitzii

GGA GGA AGA AGG TCT TCG G
AAT TCC GCC TAC CTC TGC ACT

FPR-2F
Fprau645R

F. prausnitzii 16S rRNA

(Ramirez-Farias et al. 2009)

Lactobacillus

AGC AGT AGG GAA TCT TCC A
CGC CAC TGG TGT TCY TCC ATA TA

F_Lacto 05
R_Lacto 04

L. delbrueckii 16S rRNA

(Furet et al. 2009)

Bifidobacterium
Phosphoketolase

ATC TTC GGA CCB GAY GAG AC
CGA TVA CGT GVA CGA AGG AC

xfp-fw
xfp-rv

xfp amplicon

(Cleusix et al. 2010)

Enterobacteriaceae

CAT TGA CGT TAC CCG CAG AAG AAG C
CTC TAC GAG ACT CAA GCT TGC

Eco1457F
Eco1652R

E.coli 16S rRNA

(Frank et al. 2007)

Sulfate-reducing
bacteria

CGG CGT TGC GCA TTT YCA YAC VVT
GCC GGA CGA TGC AGH TCR TCC TGR WA

dsrA_290F
dsrA_660R

D. piger dsrA

(Pereyra et al. 2010)

Veillonella spp.

TGC TAA TAC CGC ATA CGA TCT AAC C
GCT TAT AAA TAG AGG CCA CCT TTC A

Vpa_X84005_F
Vpa_X84005_R

Veillonella parvula 16S rRNA

(Leung et al. 2007)
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ELISA Assays
Serum samples collected after animal sacrifice were used for all ELISA analyses. Detection of rat Creactive protein (CRP), C-peptide, leptin, adiponectin and insulin were performed in duplicate using
pre-coated 96-well antibody plate kits according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Millipore AG, Zug,
Switzerland). Rat IL-6 was analyzed in duplicate using a pre-coated 96-well antibody plate kit
according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Fisher Scientific AG, Wohlen, Switzerland). Plates were
read at 550 and 450 nm in a microplate spectrophotometer (Witec AG, Littau, Switzerland) and 450 nm
values subtracted from 550 nm values to correct for optical imperfections in the microplates. Standard
curves were generated for each ELISA and used to quantify the amount of each serum parameter.
Metabolomics measurements
Metabolomic measurements were performed by Metabolon Inc., a commercial supplier of metabolic
analyses. Metabolon uses a proprietary platform consisting of chemical analysis, compound
identification and relative quantification, data-reduction and quality-assurance control. The analytical
platform incorporates two separate ultra high-performance liquid chromatography/tandem mass
spectrometry (UHPLC/MS/MS2) injections and one gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS)
injection per sample. All data were searched against a standard library generated by Metabolon that
included retention time, molecular mass to charge ratio (m/z), preferred adducts and in-source
fragments as well as their associated MS/MS spectra for all known compounds contained within their
library. The library allowed for the identification of the experimentally detected molecules on the basis
of a multiparameter match without the need for additional analyses.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using the JMP 8.0 software for Windows (SAS Institute Inc., Cary,
N.C., USA). A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to compare the effect of
fructose on gut microbial and caecal populations, microbial metabolic activity, body fat percentages
and serum parameters. When significant differences were observed below P<0.05, treatment means
were compared using the Tukey-Kramer-HSD test. ANOVA was also used to discriminate differences
in observed between obese and normal-weight conventionalized animals. Pearson’s correlation was
performed to estimate the correlation between chow consumption and weight gain. Repeated measure
MANOVA was used to analyze weight gain associations with time-, fructose- and time X fructosedependence.
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Study Background and Research Strategy
Obesity constitutes a major global epidemic predominately observed in industrialized nations and
affecting all ethnicities, genders and ages. The highest incidences of global obesity are observed in
North and South America, Europe and Australia with percentages of obesity ranging from 20 – 40% of
the population (WHO, 2011). Development of obesity is primarily a function of energy imbalance with
intakes exceeding expenditure, leading to adiposity, insulin resistance and development of metabolic
syndrome and cardiovascular disease. Children are particularly vulnerable to the complications of
obesity as obese children are at risk of becoming obese adults, bearing other obese children, thus
propagating a vicious cycle. Increased food availability and replacement of dietary fibers and complex
carbohydrates in favor of a Western diet rich in highly palatable energy-dense foods high in refined
fats, sugars and carbohydrates is a recognized compounding factor in the obesity epidemic. Other
factors have also become increasingly scrutinized for their role in obesity including host genetic factors
as well as the indigenous commensal gut microbiota.
The gut microbiota is a taxonomically and genetically diverse organ bestowing essential metabolic
capacities to the host, in return receiving a nutrient rich and protective habitat. Deep sequencing
analyses dissecting the microbiome have revealed a complex hierarchy of microbe-microbe and hostmicrobe interactions mediated by >1000 microbial species encoding 100 times the human genetic
power (Dethlefsen et al., 2006, Dethlefsen et al., 2007). The gut microbiota was initially postulated as
vulnerable to host weight status as early as the 1980’s when obese patients undergoing weight loss
surgery demonstrated a different microbial ecology post-surgical intervention (Bjorneklett et al., 1981).
The invention of culture-independent sequencing techniques facilitated a proof of concept study in
2005 when Ley et al. identified a 50% phylum-wide reduction in Bacteroidetes and proportional
increase in Firmicutes in obese versus lean individuals (Ley et al., 2005). The cause and consequence
of the relationship between obesity and microbiota composition has since been heavily debated, with
studies both confirming and refuting the Firmicutes : Bacteroidetes hypothesis. Despite the abundance
of information on the obesity – microbiota relationship, the situation in children is comparably
underreported. The aim of this thesis was to design and implement a systems biology platform for
assessing the relationship of obesity and the microbiota composition and metabolic activity in children.
Furthermore, use of this systems biology platform was to include investigating the modulatory
potential of fructose, a prominent Western dietary component, significantly more abundant in obese
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child diets (Fig. 6; Chapter 1). Results from the individual components of this systems biology study
are discussed separately as well as summarized in totality in this chapter. A brief discussion on
perspective studies and aims using these results are also discussed from the author’s point of view.
Clinical Study: Obese and Normal-Weight Child Gut Microbiota
Our systems biology study commenced by comparatively investigating the gut microbiota composition
and metabolic activity in obese and normal-weight children (Chapter 4 and Payne et al. 2011a). This
portion of the systems biology platform was performed as a clinical study in collaboration with the
Kinderspital in St. Gallen, Switzerland. Recruitment of obese patients proved a difficult task despite
having access to children enrolled in the obesity counseling center at the Kinderspital St. Gallen. A
total of n=15 obese and normal-weight children were ultimately recruited and fecal samples obtained
for analysis. qPCR analysis of gut microbial compositions included a panel of 8 phylum, family and /
or genus-specific qPCR primer sets and revealed no significant differences between obese and normalweight children for any targeted microbial group (Payne et al., 2011a). The major finding of this study
was observed in differences between measured metabolite concentrations in obese and normal-weight
stool samples. Obese children harbored significantly higher amounts of butyrate and propionate and
were depleted in intermediate metabolites such as lactate and glucose (Payne et al. 2011a). These
results suggest an exhaustive metabolic capacity of obese versus normal-weight child microbiota and
are in agreement with previous reports of the obese microbiome being more efficient at dietary energy
harvesting (Turnbaugh et al. 2006, Schwiertz et al. 2010). Recent evidence in fact suggests a more
complex dynamic involved in mediating an energy-dependent dysbiosis and acquisition of a
“westernized” microbiome, creating new microbial cross-feeding and metabolic niches (Turnbaugh et
al. 2008, Smillie et al. 2011). Identification of increased energy harvesting by obese child microbiota
independent of compositional changes suggests that energetic adaptation may precede potential
compositional changes due to the stability and robustness of the microbiota composition.
Compositional changes such as those proposed in obese adults may therefore represent long-term
adaptation of the microbiota to repeated high energy exposure, an effect I would like to propose as
“substrate conditioning”. Future studies following adaptation of the microbiome in obese children
during their transition to adulthood are a crucial piece needed to definitively support this “substrate
conditioning” hypothesis.
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The limited cohort size in this study may have contributed to these non-findings as these results do not
support the phylum-wide observance of an increased Firmicutes : Bacteroidetes ratio in obese adults
(Ley et al. 2005) nor do they confer with the demonstrated increased F. prausnitzii in obese Indian
children (Balamurugan et al. 2010) or higher obesity-associated S. aureus counts (Kalliomaki et al.
2008). However, despite our sample size being relatively small it is close to the number of mice (n=19)
used in the landmark study of Ley et al. suggesting the potential link between Firmicutes and obesity
(Ley et al. 2005). Furthermore, Kalliomäki et al. demonstrated that early differences in fecal
microbiota composition may predict becoming overweight using a cohort of 25 obese and 24 normalweight children (Kalliomaki et al., 2008) and Walker et al. were able to identify dominate and dietresponsive groups of human gut microbiota using only 14 male volunteers (Walker et al. 2011). Hence,
despite the size of the cohort investigated here, it is in agreement with other clinical study sample sizes
investigating the relationship of obesity and the microbiota.
In Vitro Gut Fermentation Modeling of Dietary Adaptation
Analysis of fecal samples from obese and normal-weight children is an important component of any
study design aimed at investigating gut microbiota composition and metabolic differences. Clinical
studies using fecal samples however, represent end point measurements of metabolites and matter
excreted after gut transit and do not provide information on active metabolic processes. In vitro gut
fermentation models represent an advanced technological platform for performing active metabolic
studies and monitoring compositional shifts. Such models may include design and operation for
mimicking single colon regions (e.g. proximal) or may be complex in design, replicating the entirety of
large colon physiology. The advantages and limitations of using in vitro gut fermentation models in
systems biology were discussed in detail in Chapter 3 (Payne et al. 2011b).
Dietary modulation is a concept most frequently consciously explored by pro- and prebiotic
supplementation as mechanism for enhancing host health. The majority of these beneficial effects
originate in the gut by enhancement of SCFA production, improving epithelial barrier integrity and by
pathogenic exclusion (Salminen et al. 1999). Conversely, adoption of Western dietary behavior and
consistent ingestion of high fat, sugar and refined carbohydrates represents another form of dietary
modulation but one which should be considered as “unconscious”. As such, we designed a three-stage
in vitro gut fermentation model to investigate the impact of prevalent adolescent Western dietary trends
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such as obesity and anorexia on the gut microbiota (Chapter 5 and Payne et al. 2012). Fermentation
media were designed after analysis of published dietary records which revealed significant differences
in consumption of protein, fiber and sugars between obese, normal-weight and anorexic children. The
most significant difference between obese and normal-weight child dietary intakes was at the level of
simple sugar consumption with obese children ingesting twice the amount of fructose in comparison to
normal- weight children (Aeberli et al. 2007a, Aeberli et al. 2007b). The effects of fructose and sugar
substitute metabolism and impact on host-microbe interactions are discussed at length in Chapter 2, yet
the important metabolic feature of fructose is its limited intestinal absorption, resulting in fructose
passage into the large intestine where it is readily available for gut microbial fermentation (Tappy & Le
2010). Conversely anorectic eating behavior was marked by severe caloric restriction ranging from
80% to as little as 40% of total daily energy intake compared to non-anorectic individuals (Fernstrom
et al. 1994, Affenito et al. 2002). Thus, the basic fermentation media of Macfarlane was amended to
include dietary fructose and refined carbohydrate with high (HE: obese), normal (NE: normal-weight)
and low (LE: anorectic) energy media differing by the amount of added substrate only.
Two separate in vitro gut fermentation models were inoculated with immobilized fecal beads from two
child donors, one obese and one normal-weight (A and B, respectively; Payne et al. 2012). HE and NE
substrate availability induced subtle inter-population shifts within the butyrate-producing clostridia
cluster XIVa clade, with these shifts being microflora dependent. E. hallii were stimulated in model A
and Roseburia / E. rectale in model B during HE fermentation however, these observations were
reversed during NE conditions as a likely function of differential population blooms and related shifts
in metabolic cross feeding. While increased dietary energy harvesting and subsequent greater levels of
SCFA have been associated with obesity (Turnbaugh et al. 2006, Murphy et al. 2010, Schwiertz et al.
2010), the impact of metabolic hierarchy has not been extensively described. Results from this study
suggest that intermediate metabolite availability may be an important mediator of metabolic activity
which in turn may dictate compositional shifts and potentially mediate total dysbiosis. Indeed, the
increase in E. hallii coincided with a Bifidobacterium bloom and increased butyrate production during
HE conditions in model A, suggesting that lactate cross feeding is an important high energy and
possibly fructose metabolic effect. Conversely, model B demonstrated a preference for acetatedependent butyrate production marked by a reduced acetate : butyrate ratio in comparison with model
A and an increased Roseburia / E. rectale population. Interestingly, bifidobacteria were unaffected by
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substrate availability in model B which we speculate could be due to competition with lactobacilli.
Lactobacilli remained below the qPCR assay detection limit in model A for HE and NE fermentation
conditions but bloomed during LE availability. LE fermentation conditions resulted in several blooms
of species with wide polysaccharide utilization capacities such as Bacteroides, Lactobacillus and
Roseburia / E. rectale but significantly lower metabolic activity, suggesting that substrate scavenging
may be mediated by genetic capacity and not composition during starvation conditions. Furthermore,
the increase in SRB suggests that normally low abundant species may be important primary scavengers
of H2 and lactate during LE availability, depleting these substrates for normally abundant species such
as E. hallii. The capacity for harboring dominant metabolic capacities has been identified in many low
abundant species and may represent an important survival mechanism (Arumugam et al. 2011).
The entirety of these results suggests that rapid metabolic adaptation dictates compositional
transformation instead of compositional adaptation dictating metabolic activity. While both processes
are interdependent mechanisms, the composition of the microbiota during HE and NE fermentation
conditions was remarkably stable, with the differences for Clostridium cluster XIVa explained by
differences in intermediary metabolite availability and possible lactic acid bacteria competition. As
such, introduction of high energy substrates such as fructose may indeed facilitate “substrate
conditioning”, reshaping metabolic cross feeding niches and potentially redefining microbiota
compositions after repeated and prolonged exposure as previously hypothesized.
Combined In Vitro Gut-Cell Model
Further development and validation of our systems biology approach required designing a combined in
vitro gut-cell model to elucidate host-microbe interactions affected by dietary modulation. Use of in
vitro human cell models in combination with in vitro gut fermentation models has been extensively
explored in our laboratory and was recently used to identify probiotic protective mechanisms against
Salmonella infectivity (Zihler et al., 2011). In Chapter 6 we examined cytokine expression and
epithelial integrity differences in HT29-MTX cells as a function of in vitro dietary modulation
described in Chapter 5 and Payne et al. 2012. Our results identified microbiota-specific effects
mediating cytokine production but not governing epithelial integrity modulation. Model A produced
IL-1Ra (and hence anti-inflammatory response) exclusively whereas model B induced IL-2, IL-6, IL-8
and IL-10 expression (and hence a pro- and anti-inflammatory response). Nutrient loads and colonic
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physiology were also integral in determining the innate immune response with high energy nutrient
effluents from the distal colon region in model B inducing significantly more IL-2, IL-6, IL-8 and IL10 secretion in comparison to proximal colon effluents. Distal colon effluents from model A also
produced significantly more cytokine expression versus proximal colon effluents but for high and
normal energy nutrient loads only. This difference in innate immune response may be potentially traced
to variations in individual microbiota compositions, as demonstrated by Lactobacillus which was not
detected in HE and NE fermentation effluents of model A despite sustaining a significant bloom during
LE fermentation, but were consistently present at 7 log10 copies 16S rRNA g-1 in model B during all
nutritional states (Payne et al. 2012). LAB directly interact with the intestinal epithelium, directing IL2 and IL-10 expression, with induction specificity strain-dependent and mucosal immunomodulation
also being linked to a variety of milk-derived biogenics produced by L. helveticus R389, capable of
inducing IL-2, IL-6, IL-10 and IgA expression (Perdigon et al. 2002, Vinderola et al. 2007).
Conversely, epithelial integrity responded concertedly to nutritional exposure of the gut microbiota
with similar differences in integrity enhancement or disruption observed for both models.
These results provide strong evidence for a differential regulation of host immune response by SCFA
and microbially-associated factors including MAMPs. A specific effect of dietary modulation on
inducing these host-microbe interactions cannot be unequivocally identified however, it is reasonable
to believe that the intermediary metabolite availability which induced different metabolic cross feeding
niches in each microbiota may have induced compositional changes at the species level beyond our
investigative ability, potentially crucial for innate immune system regulation. Furthermore, the effect of
host weight status on immunoregulation cannot be ignored however, the use of a single microbiota
each precludes the ability to assign any observations to weight status. Further studies using multiple
obese and normal-weight microbiota fermented under Western dietary conditions are needed to
definitively ascribe the results from Chapters 5 and 6 to obesity.
Microbe-Microbe and Host-Microbe Interactions Assessed Using an In Vivo Rodent Model
Ultimate validation of both our systems biology approach for investigating the impact of dietary
modulation on gut microbiota composition and metabolic activity and its relationship to obesity as well
as the results obtained using in vitro models necessitated design and use of an in vivo animal study.
Male Fisher rats were conventionalized with either obese or normal-weight child microbiota and fed
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either a humanized control or fructose-supplemented chow for 13 weeks (Chapter 7). Fructose
metabolism appeared to favor Clostridium cluster XIVa member E. hallii, indicated by significant
stimulation in both fructose-fed NW and OB CONV animals. This increase appeared to promote a rebalancing response within the butyrate-producing clade marked by a reduction in Roseburia / E. rectale
in fructose-fed NW and F. prausnitzii in fructose-fed OB CONV animals. However, the relevance of
this effect should be interpreted cautiously as the significance observed was minimal (P<0.05) and
possibly only detected due to the high level of control maintained in such gnotobiotic animal models.
Butyrate production was negligible in OB fructose-fed animals where propionate production dominated
but was significantly higher in NW fructose-fed CONV versus control animals. Propionate production
coincided with succinate depletion and increased Bacteroides in OB fructose-fed CONV animals
suggesting the high caecal pH favored Bacteroides- and succinate-dependent propionate production.
Veillonella were not detected in caecal contents of NW and OB CONV animals presumably due to the
high and unfavorable caecal pH conditions, which may be cause for the comparably low propionate
production in NW CONV animals.
Differences between obese and normal-weight microbiota were again witnessed for both lactobacilli
and bifidobacteria where the absence of Lactobacillus in NW and Bifidobacteria in OB CONV animals
was observed. Fructose metabolism resulted in a distinct but complex metabolic cross-feeding guild of
lactate-producing Lactobacillus and Bifidobacteria and lactate-utilizing E. hallii, Veillonella and
sulfate-reducing bacteria, with significantly greater overall dysbiosis and increased metabolic activity
observed. As such, introduction of fructose to a normal-weight microflora, presumably underexposed
to this substrate could induce a rapid response by fructose-utilizing, lactate-producing LAB, altering
metabolite availability and leading to the observed compositional dysbiosis and elevated metabolic
response. Such conditioning could promote evolution of the microbiome to more efficiently extract
dietary energy, resulting in establishment of new metabolic guilds such as the observed fructosemetabolizing Lactobacillus, E. hallii, Veillonella and SRB niche in this study. Compositional dysbiosis
in obese microbiota in response to fructose was less pronounced suggesting obese microbiota may have
become conditioned to the effect of fructose through repeated exposure.
Examination of the impact of dietary fructose consumption on host metabolic parameters identified
several fructose-specific effects. Significantly higher weight gain was observed in NW fructose-fed
CONV animals and fructose-dependent increased body fat percentages were apparent in both NW and
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OB CONV animals. Serum leptin concentrations correlated with body fat and were elevated in
fructose-fed animals, regardless of microbiota host weight status. Adiponectin demonstrated a similar
fructose-specific effect and was also higher in the sera of fructose-fed animals. CRP levels were
significantly higher in both OB CONV animals only suggesting the obese microbiome and related host
interactions may be involved in host-development of low grade inflammation and metabolic syndrome.
In summary, analysis of dietary fructose consumption on the host suggests that microbiota weight
status may confer different effects, potentially mediated by altered host-microbe interactions. Indeed,
this hypothesis is consistent with results from our combined in vitro gut-cell model where normalweight microbiota demonstrated a mixed inflammatory response in contrast to an obese microbiota
which demonstrated attenuation of inflammation by induction of IL-1Ra expression. Once again the
theme of “substrate conditioning” potentially mediating development of an altered microbiome adapted
to the Western diet and capable of influencing aberrant host-microbe interactions is observed.
Concluding Remarks and Future Directives
Using a combination of in vitro and in vivo studies, we effectively demonstrated the advantage of a
systems biology approach in confirming complex data (Table 34). The definitive cause and
consequence relationship of obesity and the commensal microbiota remains elusive yet the results
presented in this body of work suggest the microbiota are vulnerable to dietary modulation, particularly
by fructose. Dysbiosis of the butyrate-producing community as a function of fructose supplementation
was observed both in vitro and in vivo, independent of microbiota weight status. However, the level of
impact conferred in vivo was greater for normal-weight versus obese microbiota. Dysbiosis appears to
be primarily mediated in response to metabolic adaptation leading to subsequent compositional
alterations. As such, compositional differences between obese and normal-weight microbiota such as
those observed in adults may require long-term exposure to a Western dietary environment as these
compositional differences were not apparent in child microbiota examined in this study.
Elevated metabolic activity was demonstrated throughout and associated with both obese microbiota in
children and with fructose or high energy (obese-like) microbial fermentation in animals and
fermenters, respectively. Examination of the various metabolites produced as function of fructose
metabolism indicated that lactate may be a central, key intermediate metabolite produced during
colonic fructose utilization. This hypothesis is supported by discovery of the related stimulation of
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lactate-producing microbial species such as lactobacilli and bifidobacteria and lactate-utilizing,
butyrate-producing E. hallii; lactate-utilizing, propionate-producing Veillonella and SRB. In humans,
elevated fasting blood lactate levels have been associated with obesity and basal lactate levels with
development of insulin resistance (Lovejoy et al. 1992). Both renal and colonic lactate uptake is
believed to be mediated by the sodium / glucose co-transporter family Slc5, particularly apicallyexpressed SLC5A8 (Frank et al. 2008). Residual lactate was not measured in either in vitro
fermentation effluents or in caecal water in vivo but was abundant in fecal water of normal-weight but
not obese children (Chapter 4 and Payne et al. 2011a). As such, the mechanism of fructose-dependent
lactate production, uptake and utilization require further investigation. Slc5 expression should be
analyzed in obese and normal-weight subjects receiving dietary fructose supplementation to discern
whether weight status may cause alterations in Slc5 transporter regulation, mediating the uptake of
higher levels of lactate from the colonic lumen resulting in higher blood lactate levels. Such studies
should preferably include analysis of luminal lactate concentrations during fasting, following fructose
load as well as in between to identify associated fluctuations in blood and luminal lactate
concentrations. Due to the invasive nature of such proposed experimentation, animal models are likely
be required, however the use obese and normal-weight conventionalized animal models provides
additional experimental benefits such as allowing anatomical sampling of the microbiota for
identification.
The majority of fructose, Western diet and HFCS studies until now have been uncompounded, i.e.
focusing on either host or microbiota metabolism yet results from this study demonstrate the need for
additional joint analyses. For example, discovery of a potential central role of LAB in fructose
metabolism may have consequence for future pre- and probiotic utilization. Most probiotics currently
ascribed GRAS status are species of LAB suggesting that our presumed healthy, conscious modulation
of the microbiota could in fact promote unwanted effects when consuming Western diet substrate. As
probiotic effectiveness is strain-specific, identification of fructose- (e.g. HFCS) metabolizing species is
a necessity for advancing our understanding of dietary fructose / HFCS metabolism. High throughput,
deep-sequencing analysis will be of great assistance in completing this task. Despite the laborious
nature of culture-dependent techniques, isolation of viable fructose- / HFCS-metabolizing species by
Hungate tube enrichment will enable functional characterization (e.g. genome sequencing, microbiome
analysis) of these uncharacterized bacteria.
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Identification of a westernized microbiome by Turnbaugh et al. enriched in fructose utilization
machinery and depleted in starch utilization capacity supports these perspective suggestions and
strengthens my main hypothesis of “dietary substrate conditioning of microbiota” (Turnbaugh et al.
2008). Western dietary loads are undoubtedly conferring evolutionary pressure upon the microbiome to
adapt to both “unfamiliar” substrate as well as increased "familiar" energetic loads. Despite the relative
robustness and global core composition of the microbiota, such evolutionary pressure will eventually
redefine microbial niches. This process could be mediated by HGT from metabolically proficient but
low abundant species, leading to acquisition of metabolic traits by more abundant species or could arise
from repopulation of the GI tract by new species introduced in highly processed foods. How this
mechanism is facilitated will require further dietary modulation investigations. Labeled substrate
analyses coupled to RNA stable isotope probing could be used to identify both substrate-utilizing
species and substrate-derived metabolites relevant to fructose (or other Western dietary components)
metabolism. Dietary modulation, increased energy harvesting and / or increased microbial metabolic
activity all possess the potential to alter host metabolism. Progression of “-omics” technologies are
increasing our ability to identify key microbe-microbe and host-microbe interactions and will
eventually transform “top-down” systems biology to “bottom-up” modeling studies, revolutionizing the
field of gut microbiology with the potential for developing better disease treatments ranging from IBD
to obesity.
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Table 34. Summary of dietary modulation and host weight status evaluated in a systems biology platform consisting of in vitro and in vivo investigations.
System Biology Component

Major Finding

Implications

Perspective

Clinical Study

No significant difference in obese and normal-weight
microbiota.

Metabolic activity is significantly
elevated in obese children (Payne et
al. 2011a). Substrate conditioning.

Studies involving larger cohorts
coupled to pyrosequencing analyses
may identify species-level changes.

Significantly higher butyrate and propionate concentrations
and depleted intermediary metabolites in obese feces.

In vitro gut fermentation model

Dysbiosis in Clostridium cluster XIVa which demonstrated a
possible microbiota weight status dependence.
Lactobacillus or Bifidobacteria-dependent weight status
mediated metabolic cross feeding an important mediator of
dietary modulation.

Confirms previous metabolic
observations (Schwiertz et al. 2010;
Murphy et al. 2010).
Obesity may alter the lactate
producing microbial community
and consequently develop new
lactate-dependent metabolic niches
(Duncan et al. 2004; Payne et al.
2012).

Replications involving other obese
microbiota and dietary modulation
are needed.

Substrate conditioning.
In vitro gut-cell model

Cytokine production may be MAMP and consequently
compositionally dependent.

Host-microbe innate immunity may
respond differentially to
microbially-mediated processes.

Replications involving other obese
microbiota and dietary modulation
are needed.

Western dietary modulation,
particularly by fructose, impacts the
intestinal butyrate-producing niche.

Fructose (and other Western dietary
component) utilizing species and
metabolic niches may be elucidated
by labeled substrate analyses.

Epithelial integrity appears to be mediated predominately by
SCFA concentrations, independent of microbial composition
and weight status.
In vivo animal study

Confirmation of butyrate-producing community dysbiosis.
Lactate identified as a major intermediate metabolite,
although differences in Lactobacillus and Bifidobacterium
were observed between obese and normal-weight microbiota.
Fructose-dependent microbial and host specific effects were
more pronounced in normal-weight conventionalized
animals.

The obese microbiome appears
more immune to the effects of
fructose but more competent at
induction of aberrant host-microbe
interactions.
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